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CHAPTER I
WHICH THE

IN

FIRST

CHAPTER

LITTLE OF BEING

*Oay, ma;

O

Just

honest, I don't

I want

all

is

WITHIN A

IS

THE LAST
want

to take off

go

to

my

in.

shoes

and socks and walk where the water just comes

up

to

As

my

ankles."

the speaker, a boy of eight, was dressed

in the fashion

Angeles and

common

its

to the youth of

environment,

it is

but fair to

state that with the taking off of shoes

the

process

of

disrobing

was

Los

and socks

really

far

advanced.

"My mother has let me take mine off," put in
little girl.
"We won't go into

a bare-legged

the water really at
please let

Bobby come

all,

Mrs. Vernon.

Oh,

along."

The time was morning

—a

clear,

golden,

flower-scented morning in early July.

The

;
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place was the sandy shore of

Long Beach.
as it was Mon-

There were few bathers about,
when the week-enders had returned

day,

to

their several occupations, while the pleasure-

seekers living or lodging there were resting

from the strenuous gayety of Sunday.
Mrs. Vernon, a beautiful young woman, in
half-mourning, was strolling with her only
child and the girl, an acquaintance made on
the train, along the sands. They were all transients, presently to

take a train north.

Bobby Vernon was

a highly interesting child

at.
Rather small for his age, he was
and shapely. His complexion was deli-

to look
lithe

cately fair, his chestnut hair rather long.

All

enough to attract attention
but above and beyond these were the features.
Blue eyes, cupid mouth, a sensitive upper lip,
an eloquent, chubby little nose all had this in
common that they were expressive of his every
passing thought and emotion. He had a face,
in a word, at once speaking and engaging.
The girl, Peggy Sansone, a year or two
older, was a brunette, a decided contrast. She
was a chance acquaintance, made by Bobby
on the Pullman, with the result that, once they
^ad exchanged a few words, there was no more
these things were

—

A MISHAP OF CONSEQUENCE
during the

sleeping

11

daylight hours for the

other occupants of that car.

Mrs. Vernon

more

felt in

prudent

to refuse

feared that she was

would be
the request.
She

her heart

making

it

a mistake.

she was just then preoccupied and sad.

sadness

is

But
Now,

weakening.

"Well, Bobby,

if

I give you permission, you

And

won't go far?

back at the station in half an hour, and won't get lost?"
"I know the way back to the station," volunteered the girl. "And I'll promise you to
see him back myself. You know, I've got my
watch." Here Peggy, with the sweet vanity
of childhood, held up for view her dainty
you'll be

wrist watch.

"Whoopee!"

Bobby, jumping into his
mother's arms, planting a kiss on her brow,
dropping down to the sand and, apparently all
in oiae motion, taking off shoes and socks.
Light-heartedly, hand in hand with the girl,
he pattered

two

little

To them

cried

down

the sands to the water.

ones radiated joy and youth and

coming half-hour was

the

they thought, "a

little

bit of

The
life.

to be, so

heaven."

The

had no premonition of the saddest day of
her childhood the boy no thought of the forces

girl

;

—
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and water that were about to change
so strangely his and his mother's life.
It has already been observed that it was a
day of golden sunshine but to one conversant
with the waters of Long Beach there was
something ominous about the face of the changing sea. It was not high tide; but the surf was
showing its milk-white teeth in a beauty profuse and cruel, with the cruelty of the sea which
takes and returns no more, while the rollers
swept in with a violence and a height that
were unusual. The life savers were watchful
and uneasy. To the two children, however, the
white-lipped ocean was as bland and as gay as
of earth

;

the sunshine.

As

were covered by an incoming
screamed and Bobby danced

their feet

roller the girl

both for the same reason, for sheer joy. Hand
in hand they pattered along, making their way
further and further into the

pathway of the
breakers. In a few minutes they had advanced
along the shore to a spot where they were
apparently alone.

Then began

a series of daring ventures.

"Say!" said Bobby.
in all

my

life

Pacific Ocean.

"This

that I ever put

But

I

is

the

my

know how

first

time

feet in the

to swim, all

—
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and I'm not a bit afraid."
As Bobby
spoke he was moving slowly out into the water,
which was now nearly up to his knees.
right,

"Hold on! You're going too
girl, releasing Bobby's hand and

far," said the

slipping back.
"I've been in often, but I'm afraid just the

same."
"Girls

are

cowards,"

Bobby announced.

"Come on, Peggy; I'll take care of you."
Peggy by way of return fastened her large,
beautiful dark eyes in hero worship

upon her

companion. Nevertheless, instead of accepting his invitation, she drew back a few steps
more.

"Now

remember, Bobby, you told your
mother you were only going ankle-deep.
You're up to your knees now."
"That's so," said Bobby, pausing and turn"I
ing his back upon the incoming waves.
ought not to break my word. Say, Peggy"
here Bobby's face threw itself, every feature
"do you
of it, into a splendor of enthusiasm
think it would be wrong if I were to fall over
and float? Then I wouldn't be more than
ankle-deep anyhow."
Peggy's large eyes grew larger in glorious

—

admiration.
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Now Bebby
and I

being very

—was not insensible

—even as you

human

to the girl's expres-

him on to do something
really daring. He was tempted at that moment
to forget his mother's words and to go boldly
out and meet the breakers in their might. For
a few minutes there was a clean-cut battle in
the lad's soul between love of praise and the
It

sion.

still,

spurred

small voice

we

call conscience; as

a con-

sequence of which Bobby's features twisted

and curled and darkened. The battle was a
short one, and it is only fair to say that the
still,

small voice scored a victory.

However, the breakers were not interested
in such a fight though it may have appealed
with supreme interest to all the choirs of
angels. The conflict over, Bobby's eyes grew
bright, and all the sprites of innocent gayety
showed themselves at once in his every feature.
"Peggy," he began, "you are right.

A

—always. And then I
to show
I would
you a thing or two, but— Why, what's the
promise

made

it

is

to

a promise

my

mother.

like

matter?"

Her

expression startled him.

If ever trag-

edy and horror were expressed by the eyes,
Bobby saw these emotions in the beautiful orbs

;
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face had lost

its
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rich southern

hue, fear was in her pose and in every feature

Bobby saw only the tragedy of the eyes.
They were unforgettable.
"Bobby !" she gasped. "Run! run!" And
the child followed her own advice.
Bobby, infected by her terror, turned. But
it was too late.
Close upon him curled and
but

roared a huge
the

roller,

a white-crested wave.

In

moment he looked upon it Bobby saw the
new light. A few moments before

rollers in a

they were gay, frolicsome things, showing their
teeth in laughter.

Now

they were strange,

strong monsters foaming at the mouth.

"Oh!" cried Bobby in horror. He said no
more; for as he spoke, the wave caught him,
spun him around, pulled him down, raised him
up, and carried him off in its strong, uncountable arms towards the deep sea. Bobby kicked
and struggled but he was swept on as though
he were a toy.
Peggy, meanwhile having run back twenty
or thirty paces, turned, and wringing her
hands, scanned the troubled waters. She saw
no sign of the boy.
P eggy was young and timid. Upon her
came an unreasoning fear.
Bobby was
;
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drowned and maybe it was her fault! Maybe
she would be hanged for murder! And how
could she face a bereaved and already widowed
mother? For the first and only time in her life
Peggy ardently wished she were dead. Then,
looking neither to left nor right, she ran back

along the shore.

Bobby was drowned! But she would tell no
For the moment a wild thought of running away entered her soul. And she would
have run away if she only knew whither to fly.
one.

Still

running, she wept and she prayed.

ceased her flight only

when

she

came

She

to the

spot where her tiny shoes and socks lay beside
those of Bobby's.
loose to her grief.
lation

Then

she sat

When

down and gave

the first fierce deso-

and agony had passed, she put on her

shoes and began to think.

Suddenly her drawn face relaxed. Her
Had she not always brought her
griefs to that tender, loving soul? She would
seek her at once and tell all. She glanced at
her watch. Forty-five minutes had passed!
She had exceeded her time by a quarter of an
hour. It was nearly train time. There was
mother!

not a second to be

As

lost.

she rose to her feet something unusual

;
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had occurred. The ground beneath her seemed
to be swinging up and down.
Peggy was a native. In normal circumstances she would have been normally excited
but in her present condition she hardly noticed
that she was in the throes of an earthquake.

So calmly ignoring the shouts of men and the
hysteria of women who came running out in
hundreds from house and hotel, Peggy went
forward at a smart trot to bring the awful tidings to Mrs. Sansone, her mother.

CHAPTER

II

TENDING TO SHOW THAT MISFORTUNES NEVER

COME SINGLY

Tohave

Los Angeles, or

natives of

city

—

so beautiful that

Adam and Eve as

—

to those

who

spent some years in that beautiful

one could easily vision

occupants before the Fall
an earthquake tremor is just something more
its

than of passing interest.
ual calm"

upon the

flap
in

when

noisy

They remain "unus-

the house shakes, the pictures

wall,

unrest.

and the crockery

They regard

quakes as tamed creatures

—not

rattles

their earth-

more formi-

dable, practically speaking, than "a thing of

and fury, signifying nothing." When
show agitation at the coming of an
earth tremor, these old inhabitants and five
years' residence in Los Angeles makes one
noise

visitors

—
short of a patriarch—are

something little
most scandalized.
the

al-

Should these strangers go

way that leads to hysteria, the old inhabigrow properly indignant, and point out

tants

18

NEW MISFORTUNES
that

the tremors

all

in

19

the history of

Los

Angeles County are as nothing, in point of
damage, as compared to one solitary cyclone
of the Middle West. No doubt they are right.
However, to a stranger these pranks of
mother earth are fraught with terror. Many
men and women are not only frightened, but
actually become sick.
Dizziness and nausea
are not

uncommon, although

the cause be only

a slight tremor of but three or four seconds'
duration.

Among

those

affected

on

this

day,

so

momentous in her life and that of her only
When the
child, was Mrs. Barbara Vernon.
shock came she was resting on the sands under
the shade of one of those gigantic umbrellas

rented out at the beaches as a protection from
the ardent rays of the sun.

Beside her sat Mrs.

Sansone, Peggy's mother.

my God!"

cried Mrs. Vernon, jumping
and clasping her hands. She would
have run straight into the ocean had not Mrs.
Sansone laid upon hei- a restraining hand.

"Oh,

to her feet

"My

dear," said the old inhabitant, "don't

be frightened.

It's really

nothing at

all.

We

who live here don't mind it in the least." She
patted Mrs. Vernon's beautiful cheek as she

BOBBY IN MOFIELAND
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"Why, my little Peggy sees nothing in them. The last time we had an earthquake shock Peggy said that the earth was
continued:

trying to do the shimmy.

,,

"Oh," said Mrs. Vernon, ''I'm feeling so ill!
Let me lean on you, dear. I feel as though I
should faint."

The sympathetic
wound itself about

"Many
"But

right

arm

of Mrs. Sansone

the other's waist.

strangers are so affected," she said.

really there's nothing to fear.

God

is

here with us right now."

Mrs. Barbara Vernon unobtrusively made
the sign of the cross.

"Thank you,"
but I feel

she said.

"My

fear

is

gone;

sick, sick."

"Lean on my arm, Mrs. Vernon. I will
bring you to our Pullman, where you can lie
down and rest quietly."
"But the children!" objected Barbara.
"Leave that to me. At the worst, Peggy
knows the way, and she is really a very punctual

little girl."

They had walked but a few paces, when an
automobile, moving along the sands, came
abreast of them and stopped. The driver, its
sole occupant, leaned out.

NEW MISFORTUNES
"Beg pardon," he

said

removing

21
his

bat,

"but I fear one of you ladies is rather indisAnything I can do for you?"

posed.

"Indeed you can," replied Mrs. Sansone
"This lady is suffering from
nausea.
The earthquake is something new to
her.
You would do us a great favor by bringvery promptly.

ing us to the railroad station."

"Favor! It will be an immense pleasure
to me."
As he spoke the young man jumped
out, threw open the door of the tonneau, and,
hat in hand, helped the two women in. He

was rather a

striking personality, thin almost

to emaciation,
his features,

and despite the smile now upon

with a face melancholy to the

point of pathos.

"Los Angeles," he remarked as he seated
himself at the wheel, "would be the most perfect place in the

world

if

the earth hereabouts

If I had

my

way,"
than
his countenance, "I'd give the earth the pledge
for life.
It's a perfect country when it's

would only keep

sober.

he continued, in a voice only

less pathetic

sober."

Mrs. Sansone laughed.

"Even

at that," continued the melancholy

man, allowing himself the indulgence of a

'
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slight smile,
bit

"what does

it

amount

of an earthquake like that?

to,

It

is

a

little

merely

a fly in the amber.'

"I agree with you absolutely/' said Mrs.
Sansone.

"Which means
lady—"

That other

you're a native.

"Mrs. Barbara Vernon," interpolated Mrs.
Sansone.

"Thank

you, glad to meet you, ma'am," said

the stranger, turning his head and smiling un-

grudgingly.

we

regard

"You, I take

Instead of a

do.
it

it,

don't see

fly in the

it

as

amber, you

rather as a shark in a

swimming

pool."

"It

is

very kind of you," said Barbara, "to

go out of your way for me. I can't tell you
how I appreciate your goodness. I shall pray
for you."

The

driver's face

changed from melancholy

to reverence.

"Please remember that," he said. As he
spoke he thought of the great Thackeray's
great words on the preciousness of living on in

good woman.
Had Barbara been his own mother he could
not have been more attentive. He helped her

the heart of one

"

NEW MISFORTUNES
from the

car, placed her in her section,
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and fur-

tively slipping a dollar into the porter's re-

sponsive
of useful
filled,

fist,

got that functionary into a state

and eager

had he seen

it,

which would have
Pullman superintend-

activity

the

ent's heart with wild delight.

"Can't I get you a physician, Mrs. Ver-

non?"

pleaded the stranger.

"I need none, thank you.
infinitely

You

more than I had any

have done

right to ex-

pect."

"Well, then, I am going to leave you in the
hands of this lady
"Mrs. Estelle Sansone," supplied the owner
of that name.
"Thank you, Mrs. Sansone. I am glad to
know your name. And," he continued, turning upon Barbara the most melancholy eyes
she had ever seen, while taking reverently her
proffered hand, "I beg you, Mrs. Vernon, to
remember me in in to remember me as you

—

— —

said."

"Indeed and indeed I will. God bless you!"
"Amen," answered the young man thickly.
His face twitched, he paused as though about
to speak, and then suddenly turned and left
the car.

BOBBY IN MOVIELAND
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'Isn't

he strange!" ejaculated Barbara.

"I

never saw a more melancholy face."
'He is very strange," assented Mrs. San4

sone.

There was a depth of meaning in her
words, unsuspected by Barbara, for the kind
Italian woman had recognized the good Samaritan.

This melancholy

man

was, in her

estimation, the greatest screen comedian in the

world.

"And," continued Barbara, when the porter
had placed a second pillow under her head,
"with all his melancholy, he is so kind and so
good!"
"I don't understand," commented the Italian.
Again the depth of this remark was lost

upon Barbara. For Mrs. Sansone knew much
of the gossip concerning the great comedian.

She knew that he had figured in many episodes
which, to say the least, were anything but
savory.
And now she had met the man in a
few intimate moments and seen him kind, gentle, gracious, and with a reverence for a good
woman and a good woman's prayers that had
filled

her with a feeling akin to awe.

As

she

ministered lovingly to Barbara she meditated

"
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these opposing truths, and so meditating

took a

new

lesson in the school of experience,

a lesson the fruits of which are wisdom.

am

anxious about my boy," said Barbara opening her eyes and endeavoring vainly
"I

to sit up.

Mrs. Sansone threw a quick glance about
Her gaze rested presently upon an
elderly woman whose face was eminently
kindly.
She was every inch a matron. Mrs.
Estelle Sansone stepped over to her.
"Pardon me," she said, "but the lady over
there is quite ill, and she is worrying about her
little boy, who should have been back by this
time. I don't like to leave her alone while I go

the car.

in search

—

"And," broke

"you want some
I thank you for ask-

in the other,

one to take your place?
ing me. I've been a widow for nearly fourteen years, and since my husband's death I
have worked as nurse in the Northwestern

ward

Railroad's emergency

"Why,

couldn't

I

choice," cried
"It's

my

my

in Chicago."

have

made

Mrs. Sansone.

first real

daughter's

—

pleasure trip

since

my

a

better

—mine

and

widowhood," con-
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tinued the

woman, "but

the pleasures of travel

are as nothing compared with waiting on any

good woman

The

in distress."

introductions were quickly made, and

Mrs. Sansone

left the car, feeling that

Bar-

bara was in hands better far than her own.

She looked about the

station.

The

clock

indicated that in about five minutes the train

would start. Mrs. Sansone grew anxious.
She hurried along the platform, looking
eagerly on every side for some sign of the children.
glance towards the beach rewarded
her searching. Peggy, her hair streaming in
the wind, was running towards her. Mrs. Sansone's heart sank.
Where was the boy? A
sense of calamity seized her. She too ran to
meet the child.
"Oh, mother, mother!" cried Peggy, throwing her arms about Mrs. Sansone and bursting
into a new agony of grief.
"Dearest," crooned Mrs. Sansone, raising
the child to her bosom, "tell me! What has
become of Bobby?"
"Oh, mother! I am afraid!"
"Tell the truth, darling. No matter what
it is your mother
who listens. She will

A

—

understand; she will not scold."

"
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drowned!"

is

"Oh, blessed Mary!" cried Mrs. Sansone,
Peggy to the sands and clasping her
hands in dismay. "I can't believe it! Tell
me, dear, how it happened."
"Bobby was wading, and he was trying to
be obedient. He got out too far, and I reminded him of his promise to his mother. And
he said he was going to keep his promise. And
restoring

was talking to me a big roller
came on him you see, his back was turned
and that roller knocked him down and pulled
him out, and w hen I looked
Here Peggy fell to weeping again.
"What, dear ? Tell me quick."
"He was gone."
"And were there none around to go to his
just while he

—
T

—

help?"

"We were
"And

alone."

did you call for help?"

"No, mother. I just ran away."
"And you said nothing, dearest?"
"No. I was afraid they would think I was
a murderer."

Mrs. Sansone had long walked the paths
She knew how common ft was
of wisdom.
for little children, witnesses to a drowning or

BOBBY IN MOV1ELAND
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from the scene and in
She understood.
"You were frightened, dearest. If you
were older, you would have called for help.
But you are not to blame. God help us Now,
Peggy, come with me. Or stay I must break
the news to his poor mother."
a like calamity, to fly

fear keep silent.

!

—

"And
his
his

Peggy sobbingly, "that
last words were how he must always keep
promises, especially those he made to his
tell

her," said

mother."

Then Mrs. Sansone wept.

was a

It

bitter

moment.
"All aboard!" cried one of the trainmen.

Peggy and her mother were just
mount the platform when the train
Then, with love and pity and

in time to
started.

all

manner

of gentleness, Mrs. Sansone told the pitiful

When the full horror of it was grasped
Barbara,
by
she asked for her crucifix, gazed
story.

upon
and

it

fell

Then

fixedly for several seconds, kissed

it,

into a faint.
it

was that

all

that was matronly shone

forth in Mrs. Feehan.

Then

it

was that she

and Mrs. Sansone, never for a moment negwoman, mingled their tears and

lecting the sick

NEW MISFORTUNES
their grief.
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porter, the gayest, chattiest

porter in that section of the Pullman service,

He too became a partIn fact, every passenger
on the car and every employee of the road on
duty duly caught the spirit of sympathy, and
before Barbara came to, dry-eyed and almost
despairing, lines and telephones were busy in
a vain endeavor to get any possible light on
was

their willing slave.

ner in their sorrow.

the drowning.

"But," cried Barbara when she became fully
of the dark tragedy, "I must go
back! I cannot go on without my boy!"
The conductor was summoned.
"I can let you off, lady," he explained.
"But I doubt whether you can get any means

conscious

Besides, when we
we may expect an
child.
In that way you

of returning at this point.

arrive at the next station,

answer concerning the
will get

word quicker than

if

you were

to re-

turn at once."

"Mrs. Vernon," urged the nurse, "it would
be the worst thing you could do to return.
You are physically unfit just now to walk or
make any kind of exertion. You need several
hours of complete rest. If you take my ad-
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vice,

you

will

the car until

go on and not attempt to leave
the shock has passed and your

strength returns."

"But I must go back
bara hysterically.

As

—I must!" cried Bar-

she spoke she suddenly

few quick steps. But the efwas too much. She staggered, and despite her efforts fell back into the arms of

rose and took a
fort

the kind matron.
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POURS

was not
BUT Bobbywave

drowned. Peggy and
he, as the
caught him, were not alone.
Seated on the ledge of a cliff, hidden almost
completely from view, a bather, tall and
plump, once a professional life-saver, had been
watching the two children carefully. He had
noted the roller even before Peggy. He was

from the children;
was dashing, diagonally, across the beach. It was nothing for
him, tall and strong of limb, to plunge into

at a considerable distance

but as

Peggy turned

to fly he

the water, to reach the very spot where

Bobby

had disappeared, and when Bobby's head came
to the surface, to take a few strong strokes,
reach the unconscious boy, and bring him almost without effort to the shore.
Bobby, I say, was unconscious; and the rescuer, for a moment, doubted whether the litPaying no attention, theretle lad was alive.
fore, to the fleeing Peggy, the man, experi31
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enced in such matters, endeavored to restore the
Bobby had swallowed
lad to consciousness.

much salt water. It was
moments to remedy that

man put

work of a few
trouble.
Then the
the

himself to the task of getting the boy

In the shade of the cliff he labored
Almost a quarter of an
hour passed before Bobby's face showed the
slightest sign of life. Eventually he began to

to breathe.

long and arduously.

breathe.

"Hey, boy! you're doing fine," cried the
man. "Come on now, and wake up."
Adjured in such like terms at least twenty
times, Bobby at length opened his eyes upon
a world which he had almost left for good.
"Howdy, Johnny? Are you awake?"
Bobby looked gravely at his companion and,
the inspection completed, asked, as he closed
his eyes again:

"Where am I?"
"Right here at Long Beach," came the answer. "Here, let me put my coat about you.
You look pretty cold. How do you feel?"
"I guess so," answered Bobby, not even
opening his eyes.

Then

the rescuer took the child,

wrapped

he was in the heavy coat, and folded him to

as
his
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Bobby soon

"Where am I ?" he inquired once more, opening his eyes as he spoke.

"I told you

we were

at

Long

Beach, didn't

I?"

"Maybe you

Say, didn't you pull

did.

me

out of the water?"

"I did, and not a second too soon, either.
look here, Johnny.
The color is com-

Now

ing back to your face.
chill

out of you.

Take my
Bobby at first was

legs.

But you must get

that

Here, you must stretch your
hand."
barely able to walk.

But

gradually his strength returned, his strength

and

his smile.

But

neither lasted long.

I'm getting so tired!" he remarked
few quick turns. "Would you mind if
I lie down?"
The man laid Bobby down upon the sands.
once more wrapping him, as he did so, tightly
in the coat.
Bobby promptly turned on his
side and, resting his head upon his right arm,
"Say!

after a

fell asleep.

"My!" apostrophized
contemplation.
ing face."

the man, after a long

"I never saw such an interest-
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"Did you say something,
opening

sir?"

asked Bobby,

his eyes.

"I said a mouthful," came the answer.
look you, boy

;

you are weaker than you ought

What you

to be.

"But

need

is

brandy."

"I don't drink," objected Bobby.
"None of us drink just now, for that matter," the

man dryly

observed.

"Just the same,

you need a
brandy. Now will you remain here till I come back? I may be gone ten
bit of

or fifteen minutes."

"Just now,

Oh,

sir,

I'll stay, all

I don't want to go anywhere.

right."

And Bobby meant

it.

Nevertheless he did

not stay.

The man had hardly disappeared from view
when Bobby sat up and stretched himself.
Then he arose and went through the same
process. Bobby was feeling once more that he
was alive. Throwing off the coat, he quickly
put on
dry.

his

proper garments, already perfectly

Then Bobby bethought him

It would be easy to recover

within a few minutes.

of his shoes.

them and return

Accordingly, with his

and easy grace quite restored, he
and even as he moved,
the events that had led up to his mischance

light step

trotted along the shore ;

IT
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—

began to return to his memory the horrified
eyes of Peggy, the big wave coming upon him,
and then? What was it happened next? At
the moment he could recall no more. Seating
himself, he put on shoes and stockings, when
all of a sudden as he arose, the awful memory,
unbidden, returned.

Once more he

waves' might, once more he

felt

felt

the

himself whirled

and tossed about like a cork, once more he
choked as the water forced itself into his gaping
mouth. Here his memory ended. Bobby was
more frightened by the memory than he had
been by the actual happening.
And just then, when the horror of it all had

upon him, the ground beneath his feet
oscillate.
This was the last straw.
Bobby could bear no more. The sea but a short
time before had tried to swallow him up now
it was the land itself that would devour him.
Utterly panic-stricken, urged on by a blind

seized

began to

;

which reason had no share, the litran at a speed born of fear away
from that awful beach. As it happened, there
were stairs at that point leading up to the cliff.
Bobby took them two at a time. Ocean Avenue was thronged just then with people,
instinct in

tle fellow

strangers in California,

who

failed, naturally
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enough, to see anything of humor in an earthquake. Under normal circumstances Bobby,
flying at full speed along a highway, would

have attracted more than a little attention.
But the circumstances were not normal, and
the fear which urged Bobby onwards was the
same fear which in a measure possessed nearly
all

of those

whom

with flying feet he passed.

Bobby had always been a good
this

went

until he

On

runner.

occasion he surpassed himself.

On

he

was alone on the open road; on

past orchards of oranges, peaches, lemons,

pears and plums.

The ground

at every step

felt, growing firmer beneath his
and once away from the outskirts of
Ocean Beach he began to slacken his pace. It
was then that the sharp tooting of a hom behind him caused him to turn; an automobile
was bearing down upon him.
Bobby, putting on full speed once more,

was, as he
feet;

darted to the left side of the road, which at this
point sharply curved, only to find another machine bearing
site direction.

of escape.
life,

upon him

from the oppoThere seemed to be no chance

Nevertheless

swiftly

Bobby jumped

for his

landing on hands and knees at the side

of the road, while the oncoming machine,

now

IT
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upon him, swung desperately away.

It

passed within an ineh of the boy's feet as he
flew through the air.
Bobby did not arise.

He

collapsed where he had fallen.

The ma-

chine which had nearly done for him came to a

up the road, where from
descended a highly excited young man, who,
more than emulating Bobby's burst of speed,
ran quickly and picked up the lad in his arms.
"Say, little fellow, you're not hurt, are you?
halt full thirty yards
it

Now
call,

don't say you're hurt.

It

was a

close

but I never touched you."

But Bobby's head hung
mained

limp, his eyes re-

closed.

The man grew

pale with fear.

Possibly he

had frightened the child to death. Gazing
with extreme compassion upon the delicate features of the sensitive face, he groaned aloud
and, as though his burden weighed nothing,
sprinted back to his machine. There he laid
the boy on the front seat, and, getting out a
water bottle from the tonneau, removed the

stopper and dashed a goodly portion of water
into the child's face.

The

effect

and looking

new

was immediate.

Bobby

sat up,

into the frightened face of his

aggressor, opened his

mouth and bawled.
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Bobby, to do him justice, was a manly little
fellow, and manly little fellows of seven or
eight are not in the habit of bawling.

But

he had been through a fearful series of ordeals.

He

was no longer

into his very soul.

himself.

The

Panic had entered

sea had tried to get

him; the earth, lining itself up with the sea,
had shaken beneath his feet and when he ran
from one automobile, another had borne down
upon him to such effect that only by a marvel
short of the miraculous had he escaped with
his life.
So Bobby went on bawling.
This exhibition of tears and lungs had a very
disconcerting effect on the young man. He
was, as the reader has a right to know, John
Compton, a promising comedian, engaged recently by a moving-picture company, the head
members of which counted upon his becoming
shortly one of the leading film comedians of
the country. On that very day he had started
in upon his second picture. But an hour before he had rehearsed part of the opening
scene and he would have still been rehearsing
at that very moment had it not happened that
the property man was not on time with the
completion of an indoor set; as a consequence
of which the director had called off further re;

;
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two o'clock that afternoon. Not
it worth his while to disturb his makeup, John Compton had jumped into his automobile and gone out for a spin, with his face
painted a sickly yellow and eyebrows fiercely
exaggerated.
Bobby had never before seen
a moving-picture actor in his war paint. No
wonder that he continued to bawl; no wonder
hearsal

till

thinking

that he refused to be comforted.

Mr. Compton w as

at his wits' end. It was
boy to calm himself. To
be heard Compton would be obliged to bellow
r

useless to advise the

at the top of his voice.

was an

inspiration.

machine, John

And why

not?

Standing outside

Compton planted

upon

his knees,

on a

level with Bobby's,

his

It

own

hands
face was
mouth, a

his

and stooping till his
opened his
not inconsiderable one, and bawled, too, with
all the energy of desperation.
At the awful sound Bobby, opening his eyes
to their widest, ceased his outcries and, with

mouth still wide open, stared in incredulous amazement at John Compton. This gen-

his

tleman,

breath, started his

more.

But

there

second attempt.

momentarily for
strange performance once

stopped

having

was a different tone to the
Mr. Compton, gaining cour-
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age through success, was beginning to perceive

a

certain

humor

in the situation;

and

into his

bawling went that sense of humor. The suspicion of a grin came upon the boy's face. Inspired by

Compton

this,

entered upon a third

attempt, which really succeeded in being a
clever caricature of Bobby's bawling.

The boy

grinned.

"Never say

die," said the comedian, smil-

ing pleasantly and winking.

say so!" returned Bob, and reproduced

"I'll

to a nicety

Compton's

Comp ton's

He

liked

identical wink.

perplexity was

Bobby from

wink he loved him.
Compton forced his

entirely

gone.

the first; but with that

So, light of heart,

John

features into the exag-

gerated smile which, in the opinion of his director, would, when once known, be worth a
fortune, and
roller

Bobby

for the first time since the

came upon him burst

—sweeter,

silvery

Compton than

into a laugh, clear,

dearer at that
all

mome»t

to

the music that had ever

charmed his ears.
"Hey! Do it again," cried Bobby, standing up and wearing an air of seraphic joy. Mr.

Compton

accepted the encore gratefully, but
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great smile almost instantaneously

when Bobby, allowing for a smaller mouth and
more delicate features, reproduced the milliondollar grin.

"Upon my word!"

exclaimed the thoroughly
"I must say I like you."

amazed comedian.

"And

I like you."

you very much."
"And I like you very much."
"What's your name, little screecher?"
"Bobby Vernon."
"I like that name very much. Mine is John
Compton."
"And I like that name very much. Say,
come in and sit with me."
"One moment. Where are you from?"
"In

fact, I like

"Cincinnati."

Compton, starting

slightly,

looked at the

boy's features searchingly.

was your mother's
maiden name her name before she was married, you know?"
"Barbara Carberry."
"Say,

Bobby,

what

—

Compton buried his

face in his hands.

When

he raised his head presently, he discovered
Bobby weeping. Stepping into the car,
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Compton took Bobby in his arms and, gazing once more upon the child's face, stooped
over and kissed him.

"I knew your mother once," he said quietly.
"And you like her?" asked Bobby eagerly.

"Like her! That's no name for it Tell
me all about her."
It was the thought of his mother that had
set Bobby to weeping again. No wonder, then,
that as he proceeded to recount the events of
that morning he was forced sobbing to halt in
his narration several times until he had mastered
his grief.

No

child in

deep trouble ever had a

more sympathetic listener. While Bobby went
on with his tale of woe, Compton, deeply attentive, was speeding at the rate of forty-five
miles an hour for Los Angeles.
"You see," he had explained to Bobby, "if I
don't hurry, I'll be late for that two o'clock
rehearsal."

He

stopped once on the road at a telephone

station.

"Bobby," he said when he had returned from
the booth, "I've made inquiries. Your mother
took sick. They say there was an earthquake."
"I should say there was!

Didn't I

tell

you

IT
how
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started

me

to running

till

4.$

I ran into

your
"That's true.

In

fact, I believe there

was

an earthquake. Seems to me I noticed one
myself; but I was so busy thinking about my
part in the

much

new production

attention to

it.

that I didn't

Well, anyhow,

it

pay

made

your mother sick. It often does affect strangers that way. And they brought her to her
car; and before she knew what happened I
reckon the old train started off to bring her to
San Luis Obispo without you."

B@bby's sensitive upper lip quivered.
"Here, now, don't you cry. I've sent a telegram vshich will catch her at San Luis Obispo,

you are with me and that I
will keep you safe and sound till I hear from
her.
Cheer up, Bobby! You'll get word tomorrow. There's nothing to worry about."
Mr. Compton was a bad prophet. Bobby
did not get word. In fact, owing to the flood
of telegrams consequent upon the earthquake,
Compton's message was delayed nearly twentyfour hours, and though it duly reached San
Luis Obispo it was never delivered. Barbara
Vernon was not there to receive it.
telling her that

CHAPTER IV
MRS.

VERNON ALL BUT ABANDONS HOPE

John Compton had vainly attempted to get
any details in regard to Bobby's rescue.
It had been a bad day for swimmers at Long
Beach. The waters had been unusually rough,
and in consequence several bathers were
drowned and nearly a score in imminent danger rescued. Over the telephone he got a complete list of those whom the life-savers had
brought safely in, but in that list was no name
in any wise corresponding with that of Bobby
Vernon. Had not the earthquake come along
at the wrong moment, Bobby would not, unconsciously breaking his promise, have run
away, and Mrs. Vernon would not have been
whisked into the Pullman and been borne
northward on the wings of steam. No; Bobby
would have waited and Mrs. Vernon would
have remained. They would have come together very shortly, and this story would not,
failing that earthquake, be worth the writing.
Nor would Mrs. Vernon have gone on to44
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ward San Luis Obispo utterly broken in spirit.
In reply to telegrams and long-distance telephone calls made by Mrs. Sansone and the
big-hearted nurse, they learned that no boy

corresponding to hers had been rescued, and
that

it

was impossible

moment to give
those who had met

at the

any adequate report of
death in the angry waters.

As

for Bobby's rescuer,

when he returned

to

the beach and failed to find the boy awaiting

The boy had
without so
off
gone
and
promise
much as a word of thanks. Being a native, so
to speak, it did not occur to him that an earthquake might put a lone little lad into a panic.
Meditating grimly on the ungratefulness of
mankind in general and of a certain small boy
him, he was highly disgusted.

broken

his

he turned himself with a glum
face to the bathing house. He was already
long overdue in the city, and putting the incident out of his mind as an unpleasant memory,
he went his way, telling no man of hrs mornin particular,

ing's

adventure.

Thus

it

came about

that

Bobby's rescue was recorded only in heaven.
Thus too it came about that Barbara Vernon gave up all hope of her son's having been
rescued.

He

was dead, and she was alone

in
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In vain did Mrs. Sansone beg her
to hope; equally in vain did Mrs. Feehan fold
her to her generous heart and whisper in her
ear those sweet nothings which love makes
more valuable in such circumstances than
the world.

Mrs. Vernon, dry-eyed
and with set face, speaking nothing, apparently hearing nothing, gazed into vacancy.
Even Mrs. Feehan, whose hope was as strong
as her love, began to lose courage. Something
must be done or the poor bereaved widow
might go mad.
Resigning the unhappy lady to the care of
the Italian, Mrs. Feehan walked through the
car, scanning quickly the face of each passenger.
Disappointed in her inspection, she
went into the next car, and as she entered, the
pearls of great price.

smile returned to her face.

Seated in a section near her entry was a
venerable priest.

His thick

spectacles failed

to conceal the kindly old eyes ; while the large,

seemed somehow to
tell the tale of myriad deeds of consolation and
kindness.
To look upon him with unprejudiced eyes was by way of loving him. He was
red, weather-beaten face

sitting with folded hands.

"Oh, Father," exclaimed the nurse, "pardon
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me

But

for disturbing you.

there

is

a

hi

woman

next ear who, I fear, will go mad unless
some one can reach her. She is a widow, and
her only boy has just been drowned. She is
a devout Catholic, and I am almost certain
in the

that

if

any one can bring her out of her

despair a
dealt with

Catholic priest

a

know it."
The priest
served,

number

arose, and, as

slipped his

can do

I've

it.

of like cases,

and I

Mrs. Feehan obconcealed

beads,

in

his

folded hands, into his pocket.
4

'I'll

I talk,

talk to her,

my good

woman, and while

do you pray."

As they entered the

met them.
drawing-room.

car the porter

"You will find the lady

in the

I put her in there myself."

"You're a trump!" said the priest, patting
the porter on the back.
Mrs. Vernon, as they entered, was showing
once more some signs of improvement. She
was gazing not without a touch of tenderness

down upon

the tear-stained, almost despairing

face of the beautiful

little child

Peggy, who

on her knees was imploring forgiveness.
"I'm so sorry, Mrs. Vernon. I lost my
But do forgive me."

wits.
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"She's as good a girl as I know," said the
"How are you, Peggy?"
priest.
"Oh, Father Galligan, ask her to forgive

me!"
"I don't know what it's all about," said the
priest, "but I'm sure little Peggy would not
wilfully do anything wrong. As you expect

God's help,

my

dear lady, in this trying hour,

this child away in peace and quiet."
Mrs. Vernon raised herself up and threw
her arms about the little one's neck.

send

"There's nothing to forgive,

little

But

dear.

pray, pray for me."

"I think, madam," observed the priest, "that
if

ever you were

fit

to receive all that

with the blessing of the Church

now

comes
is

the

Here, Peggy, kneel down and pray;
and you too, Mrs. Sansone. And you too," he

time.

added,

addressing

himself

to

the

nurse;

"though I'm thinking that Peggy's prayers are
worth all yours and mine put together. Now,
speed her up, Peggy, while I recite the Gospel
of St. John."
It

was,

in

prayer-meeting.

all

seriousness,

an exquisite

If angels can be influenced
by human beauty, delicate innocence, and the
awful faith of childhood, legions of them must

"
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have pressed about the great White Throne to
tell the wondrous tale of Peggy's praying.
It
is doubtful, also, whether they could have been
insensible to the ardent petitions of the nurse
and Peggy's mother. However this may be,
one thing is certain: the authorized prayer of
a priest uttered in the name of the Church has
an efficacy behind it which pierces high heaven.
Such a prayer goes flying upward, winged by
the power of that Church, in whose name it is
uttered.

"Now,"

said Father Galligan, closing his
book and gesturing the suppliants to rise
from their knees, "y° u may all go outside and
talk about your neighbors; and the more you
provided you
talk about them the better
This
qualities.
lady is gogood
speak of their
ing to entertain me."
"Well, we've all got to go now anyhow,"
said Mrs. Sansone. "Los Angeles is our home,
and Mrs. Feehan with her dear little daughter

little

—

—

a relation
"But if you say the word, Father," put in
Mrs. Feehan, "I'll go on and see Mrs. Vernon
is

stopping to

visit

through."

"I don't think
Father.

it

will be necessary," said the

"Take your holiday and God

bless
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you

all.

And

don't

you

forget,

Peggy, to go
You need

to communion every day you can.
it,

dear child."
"Indeed I won't forget, Father.

Good-by,

Mrs. Vernon. You are just lovely, and I'll
pray for you every day and for Bobby."
As Peggy left the compartment the priest
lightly laid his hand on the child's raven-black
hair and blessed her.
"Poor child!" he remarked to Mrs. Vernon.
"She's as lovely now and as good as an angel.
But she has the fatal gift of beauty, and she's
going to grow up. Lovely, untainted children
and the world is full of them quite upset
me. I don't want them to die and I don't want
them to grow up. Confound original ski anyway!"
"I'm sure my little boy is in heaven. But I
am a mother. Oh, how I want him! I can't
give him up!"
"You don't know what you can do. None of
us knows till we try. Remember, there is a
faith that moves mountains."
"Thank you so much, Father," said Mrs.
Vernon. "A moment ago I was tempted to

—

take

—

my

life."
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"I'm sure the angels didn't notice it, and so
You have
it won't go on the recording book.
had a great sorrow. But listen to the words of
an old priest who has spent his priestly life of
forty-three years supping with sorrow other

—

people's mainly.

sorrow,

He

When God

sends us a great

sends us a great strength,

if

we

will only accept it. And more if we bear our
sorrows in simple faith, somehow, somewhere,
:

God w ill
r

turn our sorrow into joy."
He can never give me back

"Ah, Father,

my

son!"

"I don't know about that," demurred the Fa"Didn't Christ
ther, taking a pinch of snuff.

up children
when you're

say, 'Out of these stones I can raise

to

Abraham?'

Never say

can't

talking about God."

"I

see,

Father; you want of

me

the deepest

faith."

"Exactly, my good woman, the faith that
moves mountains. 'Earth has no sorrow that

heaven cannot

heal.'

"

"Father, I will try." As she finished these
words, Mrs. Vernon fell to weeping.

"Good

for

you!" commented

"What alarmed me most when

I

the
first

priest.

saw you

;
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was the

fact of

your being so dry-eyecL

But

You

don't

us talk about something

let

else.

belong out here."
"No, Father. I come from Cincinnati.

name

is

ago I

lost

Barbara Vernon.

My

Almost two years

my husband. He died a good

death

but he was a poor business man, and the thing
that bothered

him most

at his last hour

was

renew his life insurtwo weeks before the

that he had neglected to
ance.

It lapsed just

day of

his death."

"An

artist,

possibly?"

"I think you might

He

was an

call

actor, and, if

him

so,

God had

Father.

given him

life, would have become a playwright.
was engaged on the third and last act of

a longer

He

a play when he took
only on

sick.

I

am

confident, not

my own

judgment, but on the authorhad he lived to complete it he would have made a fortune."
"These artists are all alike," commented the

ity of several critics, that

priest.

"They

see everything in the heavens
above and the waters under the earth but their

own

interests.

—

They all die uninsured most
But what brings vou out

of them, anyhow.

here?"

"The hope of straightening out

my

affairs.
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my husband, on the strength of his
borrowed twenty-five hundred dollars on
a note which falls due September the first. I
You

see,

play,

want to pay it. I feel it is my duty. He borrowed from a friend who now needs the money.
I have been teaching elocution to private pupils ever since

my

husband's death, and have

managed

to put aside seven hundred dollars.
Three months ago it became clear to me that
I could not possibly get the full amount together.
Now, there happens to live in San
Luis Obispo a wealthy relation of mine, an
uncle whom I have not seen since I was a little girL He was very fond of me then, and he
more than once asked me to call on him if I
were ever in trouble."
"You did very well to come, Mrs. Vernon.
He lives, you say, in San Luis Obispo?"

"Yes, Father."
at

"Perhaps I know him. I spent three years
San Luis. In fact, I was there all of last

year."

Pedro Alvarez."
The start which the priest gave was almost
imperceptible. Not for nothing had he heard
over four hundred thousand confessions.
"Do vou know him, Father?"

"His name, Father,

is
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"I do."

"And is he well?"
"I am just wondering," mused
evasively, "whether he has

was wealthy once, but he
oil

the priest

much money.

lost heavily

He

on some

investments."

"But

is

he well, Father?"

two months," pursued the priest, "since
I was in residence at San Luis Obispo."
"It

is

At

this

station,

moment

the train stopped at a small

and there was heard a commotion with-

out.

"There's something wrong, I fear," said the
Father, glad of an opportunity to change the
subject. He now regretted that he had bidden Mrs. Feehan take her holiday at Los

Angeles.

"Reverend," said the porter, entering suddenly, "there's a man at the station who's been
injured by a freight, and he is calling for a
priest.

He may

any moment."
Father Galligan, rising
"When I come back I have some-

"Excuse me,"
quickly.

thing to

tell

die

said

you."

Father Galligan did not return. The dying
him, and Mrs. Vernon saw the

man needed
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priest no more. He only came and went, and
touched her life into a higher faith.
That evening Mrs. Vernon stepped off the

San Luis Obispo. The station was almost deserted. However, she had little troucar at

ble in getting information about Alvarez, once

very prominent in the city. He was dead. He
had died seven months before almost penniless
and prepared by Father Galligan. This it was
that Father Galligan had intended telling her.
The train, while Mrs. Vernon was getting
this information, departed.

The poor woman was almost beside herself.
Wringing her hands, she paced up and down
the deserted platform, calling upon the Mother
of Sorrows to come to her aid. Five minutes
or more passed when she was interrupted.
"I beg your pardon, Miss," said a plainly
man to whose hands were clinging a
girl of twelve and a boy who evidently was her
younger brother; "but do you know anything
about nursing ¥'
dressed

The man's face was troubled and eager.
The two children had been recently crying.
Indeed, so it seemed to Mrs. Vernon,
been a day of calamity.

it

had
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"I took nearly two years' course of training.

"Oh!"

cried the girl, breaking into a smile.

God, come to my help.
good nursing.
The doctor has said it. Look at these two
Think of them without a mother.
children.
I'm a ranchman living thirty miles from here.
Money is no object. Name your own terms.
I know you won't refuse. All afternoon I've
looked and looked for a nurse. Before you say

"Then

My wife

for the love of

will die unless she gets

no, look at these little ones."

"Please!" cried the

"Come on!"

girl,

clasping her hands.

entreated the boy, catching her

arm.

Could the Mother of Sorrows have sent
them?
"I hardly

my own

know how

to refuse you, sir; but

boy has

day been taken
from me by drowning, carried out by the undertow at Long Beach. I was not with him
at the time, and I must go back and find
whether his body has been recovered."
The ranchman took a careful and appraislittle

this

ing look at Barbara.
I

"Madam," he
know how you

said,

"I think I understand.

feel.

But

let

me make

a sug-
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You are in no condition to return to
Long Beach nor would you know what to do
when you got there. Now, I'm familiar with

gestion.

;

the place and the conditions.

some influence
I'll

do.

Now

I have, in fact,
I'll tell

you what

If for the sake of saving

you

my

dear

come with me, I'll take you
once to our home and will return in time to

wife's life
at

there.

will

get the next train to Long Beach. And I
promise you that I will do all that you could
do and more, to learn anything, however
trivial it may seem, concerning your boy.
Oh,
madam, for the love of God, give your consent.
I

am

sure

He

has sent you to us."

"Please, ma'am," implored the girl.

"My mama needs

you," added the boy.

"In God's name!" said the ranchman.
Taking everything into consideration, Barbara Vernon could not

resist these

sweet

chil-

dren, this fond husband, and so a few minutes
later she was on her way in the ranchman's
machine to enter upon a new phase of life.
Thus it fell that when the telegram from John
Compton reached San Luis Obispo the following afternoon no claimant for it could be discovered.

CHAPTER V
A NEW WAY OF BREAKING INTO THE MOVIES

Your

true cloister of to-day

is

a moving-

The sign "No Admitwording
of similar meaning,
tance," or some
greets the stranger at every door. There is,
too, at each entry a dragon on guard, somepicture studio.

times in the guise of a gracious but firm

woman, sometimes,
bidding old

man

;

it

may

young

be, in that of a for-

but no matter

how

various be

the form of these dragons, they are there to

you don't go in. To enter without the
Open Sesame incurs an excommunication sel-

see that

dom

incurred, for the reason that the dragons

are always on duty.

As John Compton,

holding the hand of

Bobby, made to enter the sacred precincts of
the Lantry Studio at the entry way provided

man on guard cast a severe
and forbidding look at the youth.
"You know my orders,' he grumbled, still
gazing at Bobby while addressing Compton.
"Sure I do. But this boy is an aunt of mine
for the actors, the

'
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an uncle. Oh, dash it! what am
He's my little nephew,
Bobby Compton."
I

is,

talking

"Why
bright

about?

don't

young

you get

it

right?" observed a

lady, one of the "stars," as she

"Don't you
think, on second thought, Mr. Compton, that
He looks more like
he's your grandfather?
that than an aunt of yours."
The surly keeper of the gate perceived the
joke. It was on record that he had seen
through a joke on three distinct occasions
during his two years of guardianship. To-day
he scored for the fourth time. Bobby as an
aunt was really funny. But as a grandfather!
The keeper dropped his pipe and lost his
scowl, and holding up both hands, palms
passed through the sacred gate.

outward, roared with laughter.
in

the throes of his

mammoth

word

for

it

was

still

mirth when

the
—I know no
—and drew Bobby after him.

Compton pushed through
better

He

stile

The cloister was violated.
Now, Bobby had by this time wearied
holding Compton's hand.
noticed

a certain

of

Moreover he had
in Compton's

peculiarity

walk which he desired to study to better advantage. So, loosening his hold, and saying, "I'll
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follow you," he dropped behind his newly-dis-

covered uncle.

Mr. Compton, dressed for his part in the rehearsal, wore a nondescript jacket and a vest
of startling color.

Into the armholes of this

thumbs were thrust, the free fingers
of his hand extended and waving in unison
Bobby had already studied
at each step.
Now he was to study the
this peculiarity.
secret of Compton's strides.
They were, to
begin with, notably long strides. But most
striking of all was the part his feet played.
The right foot at each step was turned in, the
In justice to Mr. Compton, this was
left out.
not his proper gait. lie was practicing for
Bobby, however, liked it. In fact,
his part.
he liked anything connected with John
Compton, and because John Compton did it
Bobby saw nothing funny in it at all. It was
easy for Bobby to insert his real thumbs into
imaginary armholes and to wiggle his fingers
with each step. It was not so easy, by reason
vest his

Bobby to catch
But he thought it worth
it.
Then Bobby, with sur-

of the shortness of his legs, for
his uncle's stride.

while,

and he did

prisingly

got his feet to working as though one were going in one direction
little difficulty,

—
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and the other in another; and so serenely moved
on the procession of two, a spectacle for angels
and Miss Bernadette Vivian, the young star
who had brought to life once more the gatekeeper's sense of humor.
It was Bernadette's turn to laugh.
"Look," she cried to a busy and jaded-looking official, who was hurrying past her with a
sheaf of papers in his hands and a lead pencil
"Set your eyes on that boy.
in his mouth.
That's Compton's aunt or grandfather he's
not quite clear which and of the two, I think,
with all respect to Compton, the aunt is the bet-

—

—

ter comedian."

The official looked and grinned.
"Maybe you're right," he observed, removing the pencil from his mouth.
ing with Compton.

"You're work-

Keep your eye on

the kid.

We may need him if he's not engaged already."
you take my hand,"
said Compton, turning sharply and detecting
his understudy in action. Another man might
have been annoyed, Compton was tickled
beyond measure.
Threading their way through a maze of sets
and scenery, among which busy men
carpenters, electricians, secretaries and what

"Come on here, Bobby

;
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not

—were winding

in

what appeared to be

in-

extricable confusion, they finally arrived at a
set

it

arranged to represent the lobby of a hotel.

To

the left

an

exit,

was a cigar counter, and beyond
or, possibly, an entryway to some

other part of the hotel.
bellhop's bench,

was

The

space.

ing about were several actors

rest,

save for a

Seated or loung;

among them a

young lady dressed

as a salesgirl; a boy of
though evidently several
years older, gay in the buttons and livery of a
bellhop; a young man in society clothes; and
finally a young woman who was evidently a

about Bobby's

size,

lady.

Hurrying from one

and
speaking quickly certain instructions, was a
young man whose intense face expressed
infinite patience and strong, though jaded,
energy. He was tired had been tired for six
months but had no time to diagnose the
symptoms. This was the stage director, Mr.
Joseph Heneman.
"Halloa, John! Glad youve come. Everything's set, and we're going to move tike a
house afire. Who's tha<t fine little boy with
you?"
"I'm his aunt," said Bobby seriously.

—

to the other of these

—
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Heneman nearly exploded on the spot.
"You young screech-owl !" said Compton,
though

turning

a

twinkled,

upon Bobby. "Who taught you how

severe

face,

his

eyes

tolier

"You

said I

Bobby.

was your aunt,"

countered

—

"Your uncle nephew, I mean. This young
monkey," he went on, addressing the manager, the vision of Bobby's latest mimicry
still vivid in his memory, "is my nephew,
Bobby Compton."
"Why, I didn't know you had a nephew,"
said

Heneman,

still

laughing.

As

he spoke he

shook hands with the interesting youth.
chuckled
"Neither did I till a while ago,"
Compton. "Fact is I adopted him and christened him on the way in. It's a long story, but

my

charge now. He'll sit still and
watch us working. Won't you, Bobby?"
he's in

said
watch you working all right,"
Compton's new relation. Bobby had no inten"I'll

tion of sitting

still.

"Halloa, aunty!" said Bernadette, suddenly
appearing on the scene, and smiling at Bobby,

showing
teeth.

in the act a perfect

and shining

set of

—
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"How

do you do?" returned Bobby, bowing
gravely. "You've got it wrong, though. He's
my uncle. He says so himself, and he ought to

know."
Before the rehearsal began every one there
heard the story from the fair lady's cupidpainted lips of the circumstances connected

with Bobby's admission into the Lantry

The

ter.

The

save one.

The

clois-

story filled with joy all the listeners

fact

bellhop did not even smile.

the bellhop, yielding to a long-

is,

fought temptation, had obtained a quid of
tobacco from a stage carpenter, had indulged
in his first

just

now

and probably

rilled

a desire to

lie

his last

chew, and was

with feelings of wild regret and

down

in

some obscure spot and

die.

As

a result of Bernadette's story every one,

excepting of course the unhappy bellhop, was
in a state of

humor when
such humor that

almost hilarious good

the rehearsal

was

called; in

even when the star halted everything for
several minutes by insisting that one of her

—

shoes was improperly laced
though to the
naked eye there was nothing out of order
and having her attendant do it all over again,
no one grumbled.
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Mr. Heneman had counted on going on with
the rehearsal

''like

a house

He

afire. "

had

reckoned without his host, and the host was the
oellhop.

Before going further

it

may

be well to

observe that a picture in the making

is

far

resembling a picture in the viewing.

from

The

former is a very slow process. It may require
a whole day to produce what one sees on the
screen in three or four seconds. Before the
camera men "shoot" there may be a dozen or

more

rehearsals;

and the shooting may be

re-

peated seven or eight times.

"Ready!"

cried

Mr. Heneman.

"Posi-

tions!"

At

the

word

the salesgirl got behind the

cigar counter and, to

make everjbody under-

stand that she was only a salesgirl, proceeded

gum

chew

In real life saleswomen sometimes do chew gum; but it is rare
to discover one who makes it an almost violent
physical exercise. Standing to the right of the
to

salesladj'

—

violently.

in the lobby

—the young man

in the

facing the young lady with not
enough clothes on her back to make a bookmark, began offering such original remarks as

dresscoat,

the

state

of the

weather generally evokes.
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an alcove near the exit,
the bellhop, gloom and desolation upon his

Back
sat

of

them

all,

in

face.

"Here, you! Don't stand so the lady can't
Let the lady turn a little to the right.
That's it. Go on and talk, both of you, and
smile as if you were each saying awfully witty
You look
things. Bellhop, hold up your head
you're
Look
tough;
lookdrowned
rat.
like a
ing dismal. " Here the director paused, and
while the camera men were placing their machines in position, and their assistants were arranging reflectors, and an electrician, perched
on high above the shooting line, arranged a
powerful light over the head of the salesgirl,
he went over to the bellhop, showed him how
be seen.

!

to

sit,

how

to hold his hands, cross his legs

and

drop one corner of his mouth. There was
some improvement.
"Now, once more!" ordered the director.
"Positions!

Smile,

you

two.

Talk,

talk!

Don't overdo that chewing-gum stuff. Give a
yawn, bellhop.
Good! Now come on,
Compton."

From

He

off scene to the right enters

Compton.

befuddled with liquor, and on his face is
an expression of utmost stupidity. It is doubtis
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being could be

he looked. In his right hand he is
balancing a cane with a crook. His walk is a
marvel of indecision. He hasn't the least idea,
apparently, as to whither he is going.
as stupid as

Bobby, just back of the

director, is watching
with breathless interest. Previous to
Compton's entrance he had assumed the attitude and pose of the "lady," arms akimbo,
all this

head thrown back and a full smile. Upon
Compton's appearance Bobby could at first
hardly restrain the exuberance of his delight.
The highest admiration often expresses itself
in imitation.

To

the

amazement and amuse-

ment of

several actors stationed behind him,

the

with

an

threw his
features into a close replica of Compton's.
"H'e's as good a nut as Compton," observed
an old actor to a companion.
lad

scarcely

"Fll say so!"

effort

rejoined the other.

Compton almost

jostled the young lady in
onward progress. As it was, the crook of
his cane caught upon her elbow and hung there.
Without his cane, Compton showed a dim
consciousness of feeling that something was

his

wrong.
face,

He

felt his clothes, his pockets, his

and then looking for the nonce dimly

in-

'
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telligent,

turned around, removed the cane

from its improvised hook, raised his hat,
dropped it, stooped to get the cane, picked it
up, reached for his hat, dropped the cane, and
It was simple fun, but made worth
so on.
while by the manner of the actor. Bobby by
this time had a stick and a hat, and without
knowing it was giving a capital performance
for the exclusive benefit of sixteen actors and
several outsiders.

"Hey,

ordered Heneman,

salesgirl!"

the bellhop, and

"call

him to request with
the gentleman in liquor

tell

possible politeness

all

to

leave the premises.'

The

came

bellhop

at her call, received her

message, and strode towards Compton.

"Get back there and do it again!" bawled the
"You walk as though you were going
to church or to your grandmother's funeral.
Turn your shoulders in, drop your mouth,
swing your arms. Just imagine you're going

director.

to lick

The

somebody."
bellhop tried again, with no sign of im-

provement.

Again and again he

moving-picture

actor

in

that

No

failed.

studio,

it

is

probable, ever received such minute directions.

But they were

all lost

on him.

However, they
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Utterly unconscious

of the attention he was exciting,

Bobby was

following out to the letter every hint coming

from Heneman's mouth.

Among the spectators was a wag. The parts
he always figured in were tragic or romantic
roles, but in real life he was the most notorious
practical joker in the Lantry Studio.
"See here, Johnny," he said, whispering into
the boy's ear. "Would you like to do an act
of kindness?"

"Sure," said Bobby.

been watching you for some time. You
know how that bellhop should do his part. Go
and show him. It's no use telling him how.
" I've

He

doesn't understand.

show him."
"Will it be

"An

act

all

of

But you

right?"

kindness

just go and

asked Bobby.
is

always

right/'

answered the wag, with tragic solemnity.
"Look; he's starting now, and he's worse than
Don't tell any one I suggested your
ever.
showing him. Keep it a dead secret. Now,

go to
In

it."

perfect

faith

Bobby stepped

passed the director, saying as he
"Excuse me, sir," and ignoring Conip-

forward,
went,

good
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ton and the "lady"' and "gentleman," strode
over

to

the

happening
a few seconds, produced an
All

bellhop.

though it did in
unheard-of effect.

The

this,

saleslady

stopped

chewing, the lady and gentleman ceased smiling,

Compton looked surprised and intelligent,
jaw drop, and the audience,

the director let his

now

swollen to double

to the cameras.

human

The

its size,

pressed forward

bellhop himself put on a

expression of inquiry.

As Bobby came

face to face with the victim every one on the

stage seemed to be momentarily paralyzed.

"You poor

fish,"

energy ringing in

show you.

The

It's so

said

Bob, kindness and

his accents,

easy

"just let

me

!"

bellhop sank back into his seat.

"Now

look," continued

Bobby.

The

left-

hand corner of his mouth sagged, his shoulders
bent in, and with a walk and a swerve redolent
of the old Bowery, Bobby advanced towards
Compton, whose eyes were protruding.
"You boob!" announced Bobby. "You are
politely requested to

make a

noise like a train

and rattle out of here. Get me?" And as
Bobby, not in the way of kindness, laid his
hand on Compton, cheers and laughter and
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hand-clapping disturbed scandalously the quiet
of the Lantry cloister.

Bobby, nothing disconcerted, bowed, laying
his hand over his heart, and smiled affably.
But when the star, Bernadette, came running
over, her face beaming with delight, and exclaimed, "Aunty, I'm going to kiss you for
that," he blanched and fled to Compton's arms.
There was a pause and a deliberation.
Compton and the manager conferred together
for five minutes. The result of their talk was
that Bobby was hired on the spot and the
victim of tobacco given a vacation

till

further

notice.

Thus did Bobby Vernon "break
movies."

into the

CHAPTER VI
BOBBY ENDEAVORS TO SHOW THE ASTONISHED
COMPTON HOW TO BEHAVE

"T \

Tell,"

V

observed

John

Compton

as,

holding Bobby's hand, he sauntered

along that

Boulevard,

Bagdad

of a street,

"you've scored the

the bat, Bobby.

Hollywood

first

time at

You're under a contract at
week, and a bonus of two

thirty-five dollars a

if you make good."
make money," cried Bobby.
"Oh, you do? Have you made much?"
"No. I never made a cent in my life; but

hundred dollars
"I like to

like to, just the

I

same."

"Are you fond of money?"
Bobby did not make an immediate reply. He
was trying, not unsuccessfully, to "take off"
the mincing gait of a young lady in front of
him, who, considering the tightness of her skirt

and the height of her truncated cone

heels,

was

doing very well.

"Xo.

I don't care for money; but mother
72
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it.

ers, lots

is

a nice place.
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I like flow-

of them, and nice white houses and

and bright sunshine."
observed John Compton
"are our long suit in Hollywood. If there ever
was a paradise on earth, it must have been.
trees

"All these things,"

here."

"Is that

all

you know?" inquired the

lip curling in scorn.

was a paradise!

"Why,

lad, his

of course there

Didn't you ever study cate-

chism?"

"Well—er,

no."

Bobby, relaxing
from scorn to benevolence, "I'll teach you
"That's

all

right,"

said

myself."

"Upon my word!"
and

fell

Compton,
from which he was

ejaculated

into meditation,

presently aroused by the strange behavior of
the people on the street.

Were

they staring

and laughing at him? Turning, he discovered
Bobby, a little to the rear of him, doing the
Bowery walk and wearing a face becoming a
hardened pickpocket.
"See here, you young imp! You're giving
our show away."
"Oh, I never thought of that!" cried Bobby,
putting on the air of a Sunday-school superin-
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tendent.

"I just can't help

it,"

he went on.

"I just love to act."
"Why, have you ever acted before?"

"No; but I just love to."
"Did you ever see a church more charmingly
asked the comedian.
They were passing the Church of the Blessed
Sacrament, a church hardly to be seen from the

situated?"

It stood well back from the street,
hidden by large palms, pepper trees, and a
profusion of flowers and foliage.
sidewalk.

"Is that a Catholic church?" the boy inquired.

"It certainly

is."

"Let's go in and

pay a

visit,"

suggested the

lad.

"I don't go to church," returned Compton.
Once more Bobby's lip curled.
"You must be crazy," he said. "Now, you
come on in."
Bobby, it was clear, was in no mood for
argument. Catching Compton by the hand, he
led that astonished young man along the lovely

path towards the church.

"What's that sign about up there?" asked
Bobby.
"It says," answered Compton, "that it was
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here or in the immediate vieinity that Father

Junipero Serra said the Mass of the Holy
Cross."

"Fve heard of him and read a book about
him," said Bobby.

"He must

have been

a

great man."

"Yes?"

interrogated

the

skeptic.

"I've

Mass of the Holy Cross is
Mass of the Holy Wood and
the reason we call this section Holly-

heard

it

said that the

the same as the
that's

;

wood,"
"I like that name now more than ever,
uncle."

On
and
ping

entering the vestibule

for

Dip-

made the sign
Mr. Compton gazed at him

his finger in, he devoutly

of the cross, while
as

Bobby hunted

quickly found the holy- water font.

though he were seeing for the

unusually occult

first

time an

rite.

Bobby motioned him; then pointed to the
font.
Compton came forward obediently
enough, but he would not or could not understand what the child further expected.
"Here!" whispered Bobby, with unsmiling
face.

And

catching Mr. Compton's reluctant

right hand, he dipped
font.

its

index finger in the
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"Now

say what I say,"

he adjured.

Standing on tiptoe, Bobby placed the capon Compton's forehead, brought it
down to the breast, then to the left and the

tive finger

right shoulder, while

Compton,

his face

red as

a Los Angeles geranium, repeated after his
young mentor, "In the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

Amen."
"You'll do

Bobby

it

better next time,"

remarked

consolingly.

"Now come on!" And Bobby, pushing the
comedian in front of him, proceeded fully half
way up

the center

"Now you
"Eh ?"

aisle.

genuflect,"

said

he whispered.

Compton, looking like the "nut"

he played.

"Sh-h-h!" warned Bobby.

"Look."

And Bobby bent his right knee, holding himtouched the floor. "Now

self quite erect, till it

do that."

Compton made the effort; and Compton,
who could turn handsprings and bend the crab
and stop a grounder and catch a fly with a
grace that had won the hearts of the fair sex
in many a city, bent his knee with the effect of
one suffering from locomotor ataxia.
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Once more Bobby's lip curled. He was
minded to make Mr. Compton do it again, but
on second thought changed his mind.
"Get in that pew," he whispered, in manifest disgust.

There was nothing for Compton to do but
obey. Bobby followed after him and, a second
time signing himself with the sign of the cross,
knelt down.

Compton, looking,

as he felt, in-

expressibly stupid, seated himself.

Bobby

stared at

him

and
arm coaxed him to

severely, arose,

catching his friend by the
his knees.

Once more Bobby made an

elaborate sign

of the cross, during the performance of which
the comedian,

leaning back, braced himself
comfortably against the end of the seat. It
came home to Bobby by this time that he was
"instructing the ignorant." He must do it in
all kindness.
After all, it might not be Compton's fault.

So, smiling sweetly but with the

severe restraint proper to a church where the

Lord

of

all

was present

in the tabernacle,

reached forward a tiny hand, applied

it

he

to the

small of Compton's back, and pressed forward
till

Compton was kneeling erect.
way to kneel," he

"That's the proper

whis-

;
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pered kindly. "Now just keep that way, and
say your prayers."
There was a sound so like a giggle that it
really could not have been anything else proceeding from the back of the church, and three

young

handkerchiefs

their

ladies,

at

their

mouths, incontinently left the church. Several
other worshipers left, clearly for the same

Only one worshiper remained, a man
romances
had thrilled hundreds of thouwhose

reason.

sands of readers.

Restraining his features, he

tiptoed up the aisle, and knelt at an angle
where he could see Bobby's face.
In no wise realizing that he had emptied the

church,

Bobby

self and,

pray.

for the third time crossed him-

undisturbed by Compton, began to

Compton a day of many
But now it was a moment of aston-

It had been for

surprises.

ishment. Glancing sidewise,he took in Bobby's
face. Just a few minutes before, he bad reprehended Bobby for wearing the air of a criminal
and now he was looking upon the face of an

—

angel!

And

there

was a

difference, too, of

Compton at once realized.
Bobby was acting;
an angel Bobby was himself, his

another kind, as

Looking

like a criminal,

looking like

natural self touched by faith into something

"
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strange

and

The

rare.

earnest, beseeching,

boy's eyes,
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large,

were fastened upon the

moving in a silent
eloquence. His head, erect, was motionless.
So, for that matter, was his whole person all
save those eloquent lips. At that moment, as
Compton felt, there existed for Bobby only
two persons, God and himself. For the first
time in his life Compton was seized with a
sense of the supernatural. He bowed his head
upon his hands and looked no more. It was
the most sacred moment of his life. If Comptabernacle; his lips were

—

ton did not pray orally, he did something

He meditated.

better.

The eminent author saw the

He

vision, too.

had stayed for curiosity's sake he remained to
pray. Like Compton, the vision of lovely faith
and what is there out of heaven so lovely as
the faith of a child ? quite overcame him. He
gazed no more, but, lowering his eyes, prayed
;

—

—

with a

new

devotion.

said to his

,,

boy praying in church, he
wife an hour later, "and I under-

"I saw a

little

stood as I never understood before that saying
of our Lord's,
children
heaven.'

you

'Unless you become as

shall *not enter the

little

kingdom of
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Several minutes passed.

touch

brought Compton out of a virgin land of
thought. Bobby, tranquil and with a subdued
cheerfulness, was motioning him out.
"Watch!" whispered Bobby, and genuflected. "Now try it again. Fine!"

At

the vestibule five minutes were spent, by

which time Compton really knew how to make
the sign of the cross.

"Bobby,"
"that's
I'll

my

he said, as they got outside,

first visit to

never forget

it

a Catholic church* and

as long as I live."

CHAPTER

VII

THE END OF A DAY OF

SURPRISES

Well,

here we are, young man," announced Compton half an hour later

and turned into a rather pretentious apartment building.
"It looks very fine from the outside," commented Bobby.

"And

I think you'll like

it inside,

too," re-

turned Compton as they entered the elevator.
Compton had an apartment on the third
sitting room, bathroom, bedroom and
floor

—

guest chamber.

Bobby examined

the

suite

with manifest delight. Everything was modern
and in a sense elegant. If there were anything

John Compton's comfort, John
Compton did not know it, nor did Bobby discover it. Bobby's critical faculty was not as
lacking to

He

had nevertheless
an abundance of enthusiasm which he was not
slow in expressing, and which failed him only
in his survey of the pictures and photographs

yet strongly developed.
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upon the walls of the sitting
They were, with the exception of
photographs of Compton himself, all

clustered thickly

room.
several

women, mainly
variety of dress

and

actresses

all

in

every

and the contrary.

"Say, are all your friends

women?"

ex-

claimed the youth.

Compton
"You're

colored and looked uneasy.

my

" There's

friend,"

he replied.

something queer about a lot of
the boy went on.
"I don't

these pictures/'
like

them."

Mr. Compton changed the

Within
twenty-four hours, nevertheless, a good many
of those pictures found their way to a place
where they properly belonged, and were seen
no more in the land of sunshine.
M
By the way, Bobby," he resumed presently.
"You haven't said a word about your mother
subject.

to-day."

"I
4

know

it,"

said

Bobby

news
you haven't."

'Well, I have bad

"I'll bet

"That telegram I sent
by her."

"No?"

cheerfully.

to tell you."

may

not be received
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"No. It was delayed.
were delayed. You know,

A
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messages
it was to have been
delivered to her at the station at San Luis
Obispo. But there's no knowing whether it
will be forwarded in time to catch her."

"Look

here, uncle;

I'll tell

—

lot of

you a

secret.

I

—my

have prayed, and I'm sure I just know
prayer is all right. No harm will come to

my

She is safe; and she will come back
when God wants her to."
"You seem to be on intimate terms with the

mother.

Almighty!"

"With who?"
"With God."

"Why

not?"

inquired

Bobby

simply.

"Don't you believe in prayer?"
"Upon my word!" gasped the comedian.
"I could have answered that question easily
enough yesterday but now I don't know what
I believe and what I don't."
What gem of wisdom might have dropped
from Bobby's lips in commenting upon this
;

strange declaration was lost forever

when

the

janitor of the building suddenly entered the

room.

"Beg pardon,

sir.

I wasn't sure you were

"
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But I think there's some mistake.
There's a wagon down below with some furni-

here.

ture and a lot of stuff directed to you, and

—not being a family man—
4

'Correct, Johnson.

you

All the same, send them

You see, this boy is
going to stay with
and
he's
Compton,
Bobby
me. He's a cousin of mine."
"Oh, I say!" cried Bobby. "If I'm your
aunt or your nephew, I want to know how I'm
your cousin."
There's no mistake.

up.

"Johnson," said Compton magnificently,
"when I say cousin I always mean nephew.
It's the habit of a lifetime."

"Oh,"
head.

observed

"Well,

I'll

Johnson, scratching
bring them things

his

up

anyhow."
"Well," sighed Compton, throwing himself
back in his chair, crossing his legs, and cupping
his

hands behind

settled.

I

his head,

"I'm glad

that's

was afraid they wouldn't come."

Bobby took

the

chair

facing his

uncle,

crossed his legs, and cupped his hands behind
his head.

"Afraid what wouldn't come, uncle?"
"Never you mind, little monkey. Just wait."
Bobby's patience was not sorely tried, Up
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the stairs toiled four
the lead,

all

men just

then,

Johnson

8.3

in

laden with bundles and various

articles of furniture.

"This way, boys," said Compton, opening
the door to the guestroom.
"Just wait one

moment, Bobby." And Compton, having seen
to each one's getting through, entered himself

and closed the door. He was out a moment
later, holding in his hand an attractively bound
book.

"Have you ever read "Through the Desert,'
by Sienkiewicz, Bobby?"
"No. But I just love any good story."
"Here, take it. I'll be busy for a while. The
book is yours."
"Mine for good?" cried Bobby, raising his
eyes from the charming frontispiece.

"Of course."
!"

"Uncle, you're a dandy
The dandy blushingly withdrew, and Bobby
forthwith entered into that fairyland of child-

hood to be found in few books as in the one in
his hand.
Perhaps one of the strangest
phenomena of child life is the power of complete absorption so

many

little

ones possess

when they read a good story. People may
come and go, laugh, talk and carry on in
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various ways, while the child buried in his book

follows the windings of the story as though he
were alone on a desert island. Now for fully
three quarters of an hour there went on in the
guestroom a moving of furniture, loud hammering, excited conversation, and all manner
of noises. But to Bobby's ears came no sound,
and time itself stood still.
When the four men, followed by Mr.
Compton, the latter breathing hard and perspiring freely, issued forth, Bobby, seated in
a chair with his legs curled under him, was

buried in the precious volume.

The four men

gratefully received various coins and went their

way, leaving Mr.

Compton gazing wonder-

bookworm. So far as
Bobby was concerned, he might without interruption have gone on gazing indefinitely.
"Bobby !" he finally called.
Bobby's eyes remained fastened on the page.
"Bobby!" he bawled.
The boy raised his eyes.
"Oh, it's great!" he said. "I've read fiftyingly at the juvenile

four pages."

"You have

read enough.

Come, I want

to

show you your room."
"All right, uncle,"

returned the boy, wist-
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fully laying

me in a most

down

the story.
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"You've stopped

exciting part."

Throwing open

Comp-

the guestroom door.

"Walk in; it's all yours."
With an attempt at enthusiasm, Bobby comIn a moment the forced enthusiasm
plied.

ton said,

became genuine.

A small shining brass bed, a

snow-white counterpane, a case of books

filled

with the best juveniles, an electric railroad, a
baseball equipment, a tiny rocker, an easy

—

and a variety of games all these and
more charmed his eyes into a new brightness
and marshaled out upon his features a myriad

chair,

elves of happiness.

Before Mr. Compton could prepare
worst Bobby jumped into his arms and
him a kiss square upon his unprepared
For two hours Bobby flitted from

game, from game to book.
that

moment

for the

caught
mouth.
toy to

He was possibly

at

the happiest boy in the State of

California.

"Now, look you, Bobby, it's ten o'clock.
Don't you think you might give that bed a
try out?"

"Why,
I'm

I never thought of that!

Gee, but

tired!"

Mr. Compton thought,

as he closed the door
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ward, that his dealings with the boy
were over till morning. He was mistaken.
Presently, clad in rainbow pajamas, Bobby

upon

his

came

forth.

"Now I'm
"Well,

if

ready," he declared.

you're ready,

why

don't

you go

to

bed?"

"Ready," explained the
in his eyes, "for

my

child,

with reproach

night prayers."

"Oh!" exclaimed the comedian.

"I never

thought of that!"

The

lad's curling lip

that his

"Of

"How

warned Mr. Compton

remark was not particularly happy.
he added hastily.

course, of course!"

very absent-minded I

am

getting!

By

means, Bobby, go on and say your prayers."
As Mr. Compton thus spoke he was lying

all

on a lounge, a cigar in his mouth, a
newspaper in his hands, and, within easy reach,
a glass filled almost to the brim with a golden
liquid.
What was his surprise, thus situated,
when Bobby plumped down on his knees and,
restfully

planting his elbows in the softest part of the

comedian's anatomy,

made

the sign of the cross

and recited the Our Father, the Hail Mary,
and the Acts. And he did not stop there.
Raising his sweet voice a little higher, and

—
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Bobby

of the room,

first line
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about the walls

recited:

"Angel of God, my guardian dear,
To whom His love commits me here.
Ever this night be at my side,
To light, to guard, to rule, to guide"

Mr. Compton, whose
laid aside his paper,

cigar had gone out,

and forgetting

his drink,

glanced behind him, almost expecting to see
hovering over him some bright and glorious
creature of another world.

"May

my

the soul of

Bobby went on:

dear papa and

all

the

souls of the faithful departed rest in peace.

Amen.

God

bless

mamma — and God

bless

uncle!"

Compton dropped

his cigar.

"And," continued Bobby, raising beautiful
and loving eyes to the ceiling, "Oh, blessed
Saviour bring back my mamma to me!"

Here Bobby broke down utterly.
"Steady, Bobby! You know what you
me.

Didn't you say

Bobby
made the
rose:

at these

God

told

will bring her back?"

words mastered

his tears,

sign of the cross, and answered as he

"And

I say so

still.

Good-night, uncle,"

Bobby leaned over with pursed

lips.

Comp-

—

—
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ton was perspiring.

He

raised his head, which

was enough for Bobby, who gave him a hearty
smack resembling in sound the explosion of a
mild firecracker.

About

Compton

eleven o'clock that night

tiptoed into the guestroom.

The moon's silvery

How

rays revealed clearly the sleeping lad.

sweet and calm looked the innocent face in the

magic

light!

"Is there an angel watching over him?" the

man

asked himself.

Twenty-four hours

earlier

he would have considered it a silly question,
but now
He stooped lower and gazed more intently

upon

the child's face.

the cheek?

He

Was

that a tear

felt the pillow.

It

upon

was wet

in

places.

"What
mented.

a brave

little

"He's feeling

mother dreadfully.

chap he

is!"

his separation

But he keeps

he comfrom his
to him-

it

self."

a

Once more Compton gazed.
moment he saw another face

—

And

then for

sweet, noble

the face of Bobby's mother as he had

known

her in her early teens.

"Ah," he considered, "she was the sweetest
woman that ever came into my life! What a
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was not

to have taken her advice
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!

I left

her for the husks of swine."

Compton bent down, and with trembling

lips

touched the boy, lightly, reverently on the
brow, and with a suppressed sigh turned away
to give to sleep the last hour of the most re-

markable day of

his life.

CHAPTER VIII
BOBBY MEETS AN ENEMY ON THE BOULEVARD
AND A FRIEND IN THE LANTRY STUDIO
after eight of the clock on the
was a
ITfollowing
morning that the comedian took
little

his

way along

Lantry

studio.

the

boulevard towards

the

Bobby's eyes were dancing

with mischief; the soul of the weather, gay

and bland, had entered
his

and

way he
left,

feeling

Many

into him.

As

dispensed lavish smiles to right

and poor indeed was he

who

he went

in

human

failed to return smile for smile.

a passer-by craned his neck, having

passed Bobby, to take an admiring look at
the tiny dispenser of joy who, attired in black

broadcloth knickerbockers, a vest of the same
material cut

away generously from

the breast

and decked with two shining buttons where it
met at the waist, a white shirt foaming into
frills, the sleeves of which were held up above
the wrists by two bewitching white ribbons,
was really rather like to a lily of the field than
Solomon clothed in all his glory.
9*
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Of

course Hollywood, like

all

known
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civil-

where men do congregate, had its
array of camera fiends.
"I beg your pardon," said one of these, a
tall severe-looking man with dark glasses,
"but would you mind my snap-shotting you?"
Bobby turned, folded his hands, and grinned.
ized places

"Shoot," he said.

"Thank you," said the man, his severe mien
in a wave of smiles almost as gay as

drowned
Bobby's.

We have all heard of St. Francis preaching a
sermon simply by walking in silence through
city.
Does not many an innocent
child as he goes his happy way, smiling and
wondering, preach a sermon that has for its
theme the charm of candid innocence, and the
strange and alluring possibility of every one
who is so minded to become, by taking himself
a thronged

in hand, a child again?

such

little

And

is it

not true that

children bring a man's thoughts re-

gretfully and

humbly back

to the days

when he

too was young, unsophisticated and unspoiled ?

"You're getting
observed

Compton

quite

as they

popular,

resumed

"Everybody seems to like you."
"So do I," returned Bobby.

Bobby,"
way.

their
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"What's that?"
"I like everybody, too."
"Out of the mouths of children,"

Compton murmured

Mr.

to himself.

"I didn't quite hear you, uncle."
"I was saying,"

translated the elder,

whether you knew

"that

it

or not you have given the

true secret of popularity."

"Have we time

to

go

in?" asked

Bobby

as

they neared the Church of the Blessed Sacra-

ment.

"Why,

yes,

and

I'll

be glad to go in with

you."

Mr. Compton's sign of the

cross

criticism, his genuflection not so

was beyond

bad;

also,

he

knelt straight, and, in a word, showed the out-

ward

signs of intelligence so lacking

occasion of his

"I

say,

uncle,"

Bobby remarked

came out, "you've improved a
look around a bit."

"Why

on the

first visit.

should I

lot.

as they

You didn't

r

"People often do, you know, when they're
praying; but

it's

not right.

Did you notice me
when I said the

looking around at the walls

prayer Angel of God' last night?"
'
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"Now

that

you come to speak of

it,
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I believe

I did."

"There was a reason."
"Oh!" exclaimed Compton, in a tone
once exclamatory and interrogatory.

at

"Yes. At home when I came to that prayer
always looked at the picture of the guardian
angel which hung just above mamma's head."
I

"And you

looked around

the pictures to see whether

my

walls

you could

among
find

a

picture of the guardian angel, eh?"

"Yes, uncle; hut I didn't find a picture any*
thing like one."

"I should say not!" said Compton with
energy. "But, Bobby, I was glad last night

when you prayed

for me.

'

up."Alia!"

cried

Bobby

I

hope you'll keep

dramatically,

it

jumping

and shaking a triumphant
"So you do believe in prayer."
"In your prayers, Bobby. Put that finger
down and stop your jigging; everybody is
in front of his uncle

finger at him.

looking at us."

As

a matter of fact,

feat seldom achieved

vard.

He

had,

Bobby had achieved a

on the Hollywood Boule-

unintentionally

of

course.
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excited the attention of nearly every one he had

Now on the gay and festive
encountered.
Hollywood Boulevard, be it known, all varieties of dress and action are to be seen, and
nobody seems to bother about them. In the
solemn watches of the night cavalcades of cowboys on horseback

may come

clattering along,

shooting in the real sense of the word, and
shouting.

Possibly some light sleeper

may

rouse sufficiently to grasp the situation. Turn-

"There go them
moving-picture fellers again," and resumes
his interrupted slumbers. There's an old man,
white-bearded, redfaced from exposure, bareing in his bed, he remarks:

footed, clad in a

modern

substitute for the

John, and wearing a staff. He
is frequently seen on the street, but nobody
seems to be concerned so much as to take a
second look.

garments of

St.

I forgot to say that this imitation St. John
the Baptist goes bareheaded.

the

men on

Practically

all

the boulevard go bareheaded.

T

myself, I dare say, could patrol that famous

thoroughfare in cassock and biretta without
exciting any further

comment

than, "I

what picture that

fellow's

made up

Painted ladies

—painted

wonder
for."

so profusely that their
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—

own mothers would not know them would
comment or criticism. It would

there escape

be taken for granted that they were actresses.

The camera would
and

their

mitigate their extravagance,

presentment on the screen would be

entirely lacking the grossness of their

flesh-and-blood appearances.

and smiling, taking
uncle,

now

off

now

the stride of his

the gait of a passing flapper,

the street from

its

real

But Bobby, gay
woke

passive acquiescence in

all

things queer.
It remained for

He

Bobby

to create a sensation.

did so, and in the following way.

Mr. Compton, excusing himself and

inviting

the festive youth to survey the scenery and fill
his soul with its beauty, had passed into a shop
to renew his supply of cigars. He delayed a
few moments, very excusably, to tell a friend
what a wonderful find his nephew was.

Now,

since

their

leaving the

Hollywood

Catholic church, there had been shadowing
Bobby, Chucky Snuff, bellhop of yesterday's
play. It had never occurred to Chucky that
Bobby's attempt to help him had been made in
the
tice

way of kindness. Quite
to

actors,

the
it

younger

set

otherwise.
of

In jus-

moving-picture

should be stated that Chucky Snuff
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was not up to form. He was, as the girls said,
fond father and
mean. Nobody liked him.
a foolish mother had accounted him, in his
tender years, a swan; and they so petted and

A

spoiled

him

difference of

as to develop

sex—into

him

a goose.

—allowing
At the

for

age of

Chucky was stunted and blase.
Taking advantage of Compton's disappearance, Chucky picked up a piece of wood
and hastened to overtake Bobby.
"Why, halloa !" said Bobby as Chucky, runten

ning in front of him, blocked the way.
By way of return the other put on a face
which, had he assumed it in the rehearsal,
might have saved him his position.
"There!" he said, placing the wood on his
right shoulder,

"you knock that chip

off

my

shoulder!"

Bobby's smile left him, and all the elves of
Perplexity wrinkled his brow.
The aggressor was much encouraged. Bobby,
he judged, was a coward.
"Go on," he urged. "I'm going to knock
your block off, you big stiff. Do you hear
me? Go on and knock it off! "
Bobby perceived that he was in for it. His
mind, as usual, worked quickly. It came back
merriment.
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to

him then how

his father

had once

said,
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"My

son, never indulge in vulgar fist-lighting if

you

can possibly help yourself; but if you must,
it's a capital thing to get in the first blow."
Accordingly, no sooner had his opponent
ceased his adjuration than Bobby's left hand
lightly swept the chip away, while at the same
moment his right shot out with what force he
could put into it, and landed squarely on the
tip of the other's chin.

Pain,

swept

He

astonishment,

over

turned,

the

face

vast
of

astonishment,

Chucky

Snuff.

and with a howl which really
away for parts un-

attracted attention dashed

known.
"Fine work!
Excellent!" exclaimed a
haughty young man with a close-trimmed mustache and severely aristocratic features as he
caught Bobby's hand, while an admiring audience gathered round to listen avidly to one of
the matinee idols of filmdom. "That was
splendidly done. That other fellow played the
tough to a nicety. The way he had his chin
stuck out and the way you landed on it was
perfect.

You

Say,

can shoot
camera man?"

it
it

was perfectly rehearsed!
Where's the
right away.
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"Why,

that

"That was a

plained.

"Oh!"

wasn't

Bobby

acting,"

real scrap."

said the actor, deeply chagrined

departing

forthwith;

ex-

and

and the disappointed
was to be no
Thus in Hollywood are

spectators, realizing that there

encore, melted away.
real life

and

reel life confounded.

When John Compton,

airily

smoking, re-

turned, Bobby was rubbing a skinned knuckle,
the cause of which, on inquiry, he explained.
"My fault!" acknowledged the comedian.
"You're in my care and I should not leave you
alone. However, perhaps it's just as well. I
know young Chucky Snuff pretty well, and
I'm sure he'll not bother you again."
Presently Bobby, on his way in the mazes
of the Lantry Studio to put himself into the
bellhop's clothes, came upon a little miss seated
dolefully in a chair, her head buried in her
hands, her shoulders bowed, and dejection in
her entire pose. She was dressed like a princess.

The elegance

of her attire, however, did

not impress Bobby;

it

was her

black in a wealth of curls.
that hair before?

They were

dark.

He

A

"Halloa, Peggy!"

hair, raven-

Where had he

seen

looked at the hands.
light came to him.

AN ENEMY AND A FRIEND
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the words the girl raised her head, and

her large wondrously beautiful eyes rested

upon Bobby.

With

a gasp, she sprang from

her chair, while her eyes grew larger and

Fear and wonder shone from them.
"Don't you know me, Peggy?" asked the

larger.

boy, smiling radiantly.

Wonder and

fear in those eyes changed to a

joy that was nothing less than bliss.
"Oh, Bobby! You're alive!"
"I'll

say so!"

"Bobby!" she screamed, and threw her arms
about his neck.

"Oh, I say!" protested the highly embarrassed youth, "cut out the rough stuff."
"But, Bobby," continued Peggy, whose face

was irradiated with joy, "I saw you drown
myself!"

"You
fished

did not.

me

A

nice, big

man came and

out."

"Oh, thank God! Last night I couldn't,
sleep a wink thinking of you and your poor
mother. Where is she, Bobby?"
"I wish I knew> Peggy. Didn't you see her
last?"

Then Peggy
story.

told

Bobby her

side

of the
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"And

my

mother thinks I'm drowned!
I never thought of that, Peggy. But I'll tell
Uncle Compton, and he'll find where she is and
let her know that I'm alive."
"Uncle Compton! Why, is he your uncle?"
"I don't know; it all depends. First I was
his aunt, and then his uncle, and then his grandfather.

him

so

He

said so himself.

Anyhow,

I call

He's a dandy."

uncle.

"Isn't he, though!" exclaimed

Peggy.

"I

He's so kind to children. You
know, Bobby, I work with him."
"What!" cried Bobby, picking up the chair
which Peggy in rising had upset, and seating

j ust love him.

"Why, yesterday you never

himself.

word

to

me

"I didn't think
in his

new

bellhop in

said a

about your being in the movies."
it

would

interest you.

I'm

play, and there's an awfully tough
it

who

takes a fancy to me, and

I reform him."

Bobby took
in

in a

deep breath, and expelled

a sort of whistle.

"I'm the bellhop," he

said,

lowering his eyes,

down a corner of his mouth, drawing
and upward his shoulders.
"Bobby!" panted Peggy, "let me have that

turning
in

it

chair."

AN ENEMY AND A FRIEND
Bobby, changing back
helped

Peggy
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to himself, arose

to seat herself.

Peggy was

and

faint

with joy.

"Say," cried the boy, "we'll have dead loads
of fun."

"Oh!"

said

"And

we'll

Peggy.

make

it

go."

"I know it," said Peggy. "Just then you
looked like the kind of bellhop I'd like to reform. But tell me how you got here."

"Between the ax, Peggy," said Bobby, magmanner of Compton explaining to the janitor. "I'll tell you between
the ax. I'll tell you then. I'm now going to
nificently, after the

dress or

I'll

be late."

CHAPTER IX
SHOWING THAT IMITATION IS NOT ALWAYS THE
SINCEREST FLATTERY, AND RETURNING TO
THE MISADVENTURES OF BOBBY'S MOTHER

There

was great headway made on the

picture that day.

Bernadette, already

Peggy, took Bobby into her afBobby and Peggy worked to-,
gether like the clever and gifted pals they
actually were. Even the "hams" caught the
infection of joy, alertness and enthusiasm.
"Say, old man," said Heneman, in an aside
to Compton, "we've got something unusual
here.
Every man, woman and child in this
picture is all right from the toes up to the
top of the head. None of them are good just
as far as the neck. We're going to speed this
thing up and have it out in two weeks. We
can do it."
"I never saw Peggy do so well before, and
she always was a corking little actress," commented Compton.
"It's Bobby," explained the director. "He's
in love with

fections too.
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got a diffusive sort of pep; it's catching. I've
got a great scene coming. When Bob gets
to admiring Peggy in the play, I mean
I'm
going to have him show his admiration by

—

The boy

imitation.

—

is

a born imitator.

Of

have to caricature it, especially her
going to be the very best sort
of light comedy."
"If imitation," mused Compton, "is the beginning, middle and end of all acting, Bobby
will be a star.
Between times he's taking off
every carpenter, electrician or camera man
around who happens to have any peculiarity."
"I'd like to see him have a part where he
course

he'll

dancing.

It's

could star," said
train him.

It's

Heneman.

"It

isn't

work

to

fun."

The days passed

swiftly.

Everybody con-

cerned in the production was on edge to get

There were no hitches, no deBobby and Peggy worked their parts
lays.
into an importance undreamed of by the author of the scenario. There was but one unpleasant episode. It happened on the eighth
it

through.

day.

A girl of fifteen enjoying a local reputa-

had been secured to give a
The
short exhibition of her grace and skill.
opingood
shared
the
young miss more than
tion for calisthenics
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ion of her admirers concerning her
ity,

and made no secret of

it.

own

abil-

While awaiting

her turn she watched the performers at work,
with scarcely veiled contempt. Several of the
actors gave her an opportunity to snub them,

and

in

every case she embraced the oppor-

tunity.

"You

don't

mean

to say," she observed to

Peggy, "that they pay you for what you're doing here."

"They pay me every week."
"That's what you call easy money,

And

I suppose that

little

isn't it?

boy there gets paid,

too.

And

Now,

I've studied Delsarte for over five years,

all

he does

is

just to be natural.

and fancy dancing for three; and when I appear, though it's only for four or five minutes,
I'm putting into my work the study of a lifetime."

Sajr ing which, the young lady with

vated brows and haughty carriage turned

ele-

away

some other person who ought to be
When it came to elevating brows
and assuming a haughty carriage Bobby Vernon was unusually gifted, as he forthwith dem-

to seek

snubbed.

onstrated to

Peggy

in a splendid caricature of

the follower of Delsarte.

The

girl's

mother

was on hand and observed Bobby's private per-
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formance with strong disfavor. She did not
Bobby anyhow. It had become a personal
matter with her that Bobby was drawing a

like

higher salary than her
superior child.

Presently
It

stunt.

tain

the

was

superciliousness

was

performed her
good despite a cer-

child

really good,

Bobby could not
it

dear

own accomplished and

in

the

doing.

Now

help noticing this defect, and

so easily imitated.

He

watched care-

some time until he had got a fair
idea of a few of the young miss's simplest
movements; then calling Peggy aside he gave,
all things considered, a very good Delsarte exfully for

hibition, with a strong injection of the supercilious.

Peggy's sweet voice rang out

in laugh-

ter which attracted several to the side-show:

and Bobby, unconscious of the addition to his
original audience of one, went on, gaining in
It
force of caricature with each movement.
was when his nose was tiptilted to an unusual
angle and his eyebrows raised as far as he
could get them that the fond mother caught
him by the hair and gave him, as she afterwards
triumphantly declared, "a good wooling." It
took the major part of the spectators to separate the woman from her victim.
However,
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Bobby got a good lesson. It dawned upon
him that in "taking off" people he met he
might give
a

little

From

that day he became
Mr. Compton too, his
him know that it served him

offense.

more

careful.

best friend, let

right, although he did not express the opinion
in

terms so crude.

Bobby

and

apologized,

sealed the apology with a box of candy.

The

young

her,

miss, seeing herself as others

saw

received in turn a valuable lesson, with the result that

on repeating her part she did it in
pleased everybody present, includ-

way that
ing Bobby
a

himself.

Meditating on

Compton got

all this

that afternoon,

John

a bright idea.

"Bobby," he

said, as they

turned homewards,

"for the next seven days I

want you

to give

your evenings to reading while I work."

"Work?"
in

"Yes. I've just got the idea for a scenario
which you will star. It's a sure thing. As
it now it will be something new and, if
goes through as I think, you'll earn enough

I see
it

money

to

pay

off

everything your mother

owes."

"Great!" exclaimed the boy.

know

of course I believe

all right.

"Say; you

But

don't
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you think God

is taking His time about answering my prayers ?"
"I thought you said that you left it all to

Him," remonstrated Compton.
"I do, I do. But I do so miss

her, especially

at night."

No
ton.

one knew this better than John CompWhen the boy's thoughts were occupied

by the day's work and
parently care-free;

incidents, he

was ap-

but at night alone,

Compton could testify,

as

were frequent.
"Never mind, Bobby. I'm as sure as you
that no real harm has befallen your mother.

And

his tears

we're bound to find her.

The

detective

agency I have put on the case is working
hard. Be patient, my boy, and each day of
her absence think that you are working for
her."

While the two were thus conversing the object of their talk was standing beside the ranchman's wife. Like her child, love was the great
force of Mrs. Vernon's life.
From the moment she entered the ranchman's home, her
heart went out to the frail, sweet woman upon
whom the hand of death seemed to have set
his seal.
She saw at once that nothing but
heroic, constant care and watching would avail.
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Day

after

day she gave herself devotedly to

the task of fighting with death for the prize

She hardly slept, she ate little, but the very power of love that had nearly
driven her to madness nerved her for an ordeal
of a single

sublime in

life.

its self-sacrifice.

In those eight days a change had come over
She was thin, hollow-eyed, and a
waxen pallor had come upon her face. The
light lines of utmost weariness were stamped
upon her features. But the chin was set, the
Barbara.

mouth

firm.

The only

relief to

her constant

were the visits of the children. They
were grateful beyond their years, and their
vigils

gratitude manifested itself in

little

hourly at-

tentions which only love could have devised.

It

was but natural that Barbara should return
their affection, and she did so with interest.
And in loving them she felt that she was vicariously spending her love upon her dear lost
boy.

Upon
face,

this particular

lovely

even

in

afternoon her haggard
its

haggardness,

touched by a new expression
Clearly her invalid was better.

—

was

satisfaction.

Even

gazed the doctor entered the room.
"Good day, Doctor Meehan," she

as she

said,

"I'm

'
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you came. Don't you
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notice a change

?

"Let me look," responded the doctor, drawing close and peering into the invalid's face.
"Halloa!" he exclaimed, and

felt

her pulse.

Jim Regan, the ranchman, with his two children, Agnes and Louis, had followed him into
the room.

"By George, Regan!"
straightening
relief
cles.

wife

the

doctor,

up and turning with a

smile of

said

upon the family, "this is no age of miraBut we have a near-miracle here. Your
is

no longer

ill;

she's convalescent.

All

she needs is rest and food and ordinary care.
Barbara Vernon has, with her own hands,
dragged her back from the grave. Halloa!
What's the matter?"
It was Mrs. Vernon who had drawn this
question from the doctor. On hearing the glad
news that brought tears and smiles of joy
from the family, Barbara's face flushed with
a sense of relief, went pale again, and, the suspense over, she would have fallen had not the

doctor caught her in his arms.
He placed her upon a lounge and

hastv examination.
"I hope this is not a
presently.

"But the

life

made

a

for a life," he said

sick person of this house
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is

not your wife, but Barbara Vernon.

She's

in for a long siege, I fear."

"Doctor," said the ranchman,

money can help

her, I'll not fail.

"if love

Tell

or

me what

to do."

"I like that sort of talk," said the physi"She needs a nurse badly, as badly as

cian.

your wife needed one. Now, fortunately I
have at my disposal the very nurse I would
have had for your wife."

"Can you send
"I'll

her, doctor?"

have her here before nightfall, and

she'll

bring the necessary medicines and directions as
to the line of treatment I want carried out
for Barbara,

Now

mind,

it

who has
isn't

collapsed completely.

altogether her care of your

If Barbara
Vernon has not had some terrible nervous
shock before you met her, you may tear up my

wife that has brought this on.

diploma and put me to carrying a hod. Barbara is threatened with a serious nervous collapse.
Put her to bed at once, and keep her
there

till

further orders."

"And what about my wife?"

asked Regan.

"The simplest thing in the world. She
hardly needs watching at all, and that jewel
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of a girl of yours, Agnes, can do all that's
needed to the queen's taste."
"Oh, I love to nurse," said the girl. 'Tve
watched dear Miss Barbara, and I've learned
so much. I know I can do it."
"I believe you, my girl," said the doctor
kindly. "In fact, I'm sure of you. Now your
father and I will carry Barbara to her bedroom, and you will then care for her till our
I'll lose no time in getting her."
So Barbara was put to bed, and many and
many a week passed before she rose from it

nurse comes.

again,

CHAPTER X
BOBBY, ASSISTED BY PEGGY, DEMONSTRATES
A METHOD OF OBSERVING SILENCE, AND

CELEBRATES A RED-LETTER DAY
said Bobby one afternoon
two were returning from a very
successful day's work at the Lantry Studio,
'do you know that Peggy Sansone goes to
communion every morning ?"
"Oh, she does, does she?"
"Yes, at the seven-o'clock Mass. She usod
to go only once a week."
"Why has she changed?"
"That is what gets me, uncle. She's going
every day in thanksgiving because I was not

uncle,"

"^Jay,

w3

as the

4

drowned."
"That's very nice of her."
"Isn't

ion for

And

it?

my

she offers

up each commun-

mother."

"I wish there were more Peggies in the
world."

"So do

I.

Now

look, uncle
114

—I want to go
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to communion, too.

I'm old enough to make
my first communion."
"Sure, Bobby! You just go on and make
it.
Do you want to do it now?"
"Look here, uncle; I'm I'm surprised at

—

you."

"Why, what have I done now?"
"Don't you know a boy must be

prepared,

and go to confession and get permission of the
priest to go to communion?"

"You

don't say!"

"Yes.

And you

uncle,

if

can't

go any time.

Why,
now

I were to go into the church

and ask for communion the priest would
think I was a nut. No, you must go at Mass
in the morning, and be fasting from midnight."

"What

do

you

mean

by

communion,

Bobby?"
"Don't you know that? It means the receiving of Our Lord's body and blood under the
form and appearance of bread."
"Oh, I remember," said Compton. "One
day on our way down to the studio, when we
went into the church for your visit, the priest
came down from the altar and put small, white,
round things on the tongues of some people
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who came up near

the altar.

Is that

what you

mean?"
No, I don't. He comes down and gives
them Our Lord, and those small, white, round
things are the form and appearance of bread."
"And do you really believe that, Bobby?"
"Believe it!" cried Bobby. "Why, of course
44

I do!"

"Please
honest

don't see

—I
he
is

tell

man

—

me why. You see, Bobby, if an
me something about what I

tells

for instance, that his horse

believe him.

is,

if

he

tells

is

black

But no matter how honest

me

the horse he

black and I see the horse

is

is

white,

riding

or-

how can

I

accept his statement?"

"Say, that's easy," said Bobby. "Not exactly easy," he hastened to add, "till it's been
explained right.
cinnati I

see,

before I left Cin-

communion class, and we had
priest, who seemed to love every

was

the nicest

You

in a

child in the class,

and there were eighty of

not one over eight years.

We

left

us,

Cincinnati

communion day, and
haven't made it. But he taught

just one week before our
that

is

why

I

and that is one of the things he taught
us. Do you want me to explain?"
"I certainly do, Bobby."
us a

lot,

A RED-LETTER DAY
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listen.

You
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God, don't

believe in

you?"

Compton looked

irresolute.

"Say, don't you?"
"Well, suppose that I do."
"All right. Now God is the creator of all
things. He can make things out of nothing
Can't He?"

"Go

on,

Bobby."

"Now, if He can create out of nothing, He
can make a thing nothing again if He wants
to."

"That

is,"

"He

suggested Compton,

can an-

nihilate."

"Say," cried Bobby, highly gratified, "where
did you get that word ? It's the one our priest
used, but I couldn't think of

teach you.

Now

look

—stand

Mr. Compton stood

still,

easy to

it.

It's

still

here."

facing Bobby.

"You're here now, aren't you?"
"That's certain."

"Couldn't God,

if

He wanted, annihilate you

just where you are?"

"Let's suppose

"Then

He

could."

there wouldn't be any

ton."

"I see."

John Comp-
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"But

He

if

God

could annihilate you, couldn't

you stand a form and
appearance that would look just exactly like
leave here where

you?"
"That would be a dummy."

"Now, you hold

on, uncle!

Couldn't

God

put inside that form and appearance of yours
a spirit an angel maybe so that your form
and appearance, under the power of that angel, would talk and act exactly like you?"
"I don't think an angel would talk and act
like me."
"Say, you're getting the idea. It isn't a
question whether an angel would talk and act
like you; the question is, could an angel do

—

—

it?"

"It sounds

"Now,"

all right."

said

Bobby triumphantly, poking

"suppose that God just
now annihilated you and put an angel in your
place, how could I know it wasn't you?"
"Why, you just couldn't know. You would
think it was me."
"Think again, uncle; it's a hard question.
It stumped the whole of our communion class
for five minutes, and I got the right answer,

his uncle in the ribs,

"

"

:
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and the

priest

swering

it."

gave

me
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a holy picture for an-

Mr. Compton wrinkled

his brows in thought.
"There's one thing sure," he at length said,

"God would know

that the thing in

my

place

was not John Compton."
"Uncle, you're getting hot."
"And therefore," pursued Compton, speaking slowly, "if God told you

—

"Hurrah !" cried Bobby, clicking his heels together as he jumped into the air. "You go to
the head of the class.

I'd

know

it if

God

told

me.

"But would you

believe it?" objected the

elder.

Bobby's lip curled.
"Say, uncle, didn't we agree that

do

God

could

it?"

"Well, yes."

"Why

Him, then?"
But what's that got
do with Holy Communion?"
shouldn't

we

believe

"I guess you're right.
to

"Listen.

At

the Last Supper, Christ,

was God, took bread, and blessed it, and
'Take ye and eat; this is my body.'
"I remember hearing that."

who
said
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"And

didn't the Apostles believe

Him?"

"I suppose they did."

"And

yet what Christ held in His hands

looked like bread, tasted and
like bread.

Was

"Yes; I guess

"Now, look

it
it

felt

and smelt

bread?"

was bread."

here, uncle

—who

am

I to be-

you or Christ?"
"What's that— Oh, why Christ of course."
"Well, you say it's bread, and a whole lot
of people say the same thing. But Christ says
it is His body, and His word is worth more
than the word of all the duffers in the world."
"Let's walk on," said Compton, and fell into
thought. "Bobby, why do you want to make
your first communion?"
"Because I want to pray for my mother and
and for you, and to get grace and strength.
You know, uncle, it's the greatest thing in the
lieve,

—

world."

"Well, suppose we go in and see a priest?"
"Uncle!" exclaimed Bobby, "you're all
right."

Father Mallory, a zealous, kindly young
priest, received

Bobby with a

rare cordiality,

and while Compton

sat

tion, questioned the

boy at length.

by

in respectful atten-
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"Mr. Compton," said Father Mallory, behad quite elapsed, "this boy
is as well prepared as any child I ever met.
He has brains and, what is immeasurably better, faith.
Bobby, you may go to confession,
say, three days from now, and then to communion the next day, Saturday morning."
"Oh, Father," said Bobby, "thank you!
fore ten minutes

And may

I use that telephone?"

"Certainly."

—Yes,
Bobby.
Say, I've got great news. — No, no news of my
mother, but I know
— Guess
—
—
— Now
again.
You're getting
No.
"That you, Peggy?

she's

this

all

is

right.

cold.

you're getting warmer.

Oh, say; I'll bust if
I keep it in any longer. I'm going to make my
first communion next Saturday."
The two in waiting heard clearly a scream

of delight.
"Isn't it great?" pursued the boy. "And if
Father Mallory, who is a jim-dandy, will let
me, I'm going to go every day. Yes, I thought
you'd be glad to know. Good-by."
"I was talking to Peggy," explained Bobby
"She's mighty
as he hung up the receiver.
glad, too."

The next

three days were crowded ones.
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Bobby, who had heard of retreats before first
communion, decided that he would try, so far
as he could, to make one.
"Uncle," he said the next morning, "I've
been thinking last night, and I'm going to keep
silence for three days."

"Eh ?"

cried

Compton.

"Yes; I'm going to make a retreat before

my first communion—that is, as much as I
Of course I'll work

can.

just the same."

In like manner he conveyed his intentions
Peggy, who thought it a capital idea. And
during these three days the company derived
no end of innocent merriment from the pantomime performances of Peggy and the boy, who
really kept silence, but who nevertheless
showed an extraordinary ability in conveying
his emotions by gestures and motions and facial
expression. On the whole, Peggy and Bobby
during these three days had the time of their
lives.
It must be stated that Bobby more than
once fell from grace, and made an attempt
at starting a conversation. But Peggy, older
by two years, was resolute. Up went her finger to the mouth, while reproach, gentle but
sincere, shone from her eyes.
Only once did Peggy fail in her duty a>
to
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directress of this unusual retreat.

day Bobby handed her a
"Miss Peggy:

I

go

to

the eight-o'clock Mass.

Your
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On the third

note.

communion to-morrow at
is to let you know.

This

pal,

"Bobby."

Peggy
received

from her
served

m tn e course of these three days had
twenty-four written communications
pal.

among

They were

all

carefully pre-

her treasured possessions.

"Oh, Bobby," she exclaimed on the reading
this, the twenty -fifth, "may I sit next to you,.
and go up alongside and receive with you?"
"I was hoping you would ask that," returned Bobby. "I won't miss mother so
much."
And then with bright and flashing eyes they
broke into a conversation which would not interest the reader, but which, I am sure, was
listened to with loving attention by at least
two angels. How long they would have continued is beyond conjecture had not Miss Bernadette Vivian happened along.
"So you're talking once more, are you?" she
remarked. "Let me in, too, on this conversaof

tion."

P
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"Oh, I forgot," said Bobby, looking contrite.
44

And

so did I,"

Bobby looked

added Peggy.

"Bobby

into her reproving eyes

beheld a warning finger at her

lips.

and

They

more that day.
During this odd triduum Bobby made it a
point on the way home to visit the Blessed
Sacrament. He remained on each occasion
for half an hour, during which time his uncle

talked no

indulged in conversation with Father Mallory.

On the last day Bobby made his general confession, while

Peggy waited without on her

knees, her eyes fastened on the tabernacle, her

moving in prayer that her pal might make
They parted wordlessly withit a good one.
out the vestibule, though it was a matter of
five minutes before their adieus were completed. Indeed, they might have gone on for
a much longer period in their making of farewells had not a bright-eyed boy, an acolyte of
the church, after watching them for a few min-

lips

utes in wide-eyed amazement, called out to a

young friend on the sidewalk, "Hey, Jimmie,
come on here quick. There's a couple of deafmutes here talking the sign language."

Then they

parted.
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The next morning the romantic little church
at Hollywood had, considering that it was a
week day, an unusual number of worshipers
at the eight-o'clock Mass.
The director, Joseph Heneman, was there, and every actor in
the play now nearing completion.
Even the
exponent of the Delsarte system, a chastened
young lady, was in attendance. Many were
non-Catholics. Many had come to see, but, I
firmly believe, all remained to pray.
Just before the Mass Mr. Compton, looking like the last possibility in the

comedian, walked up the

aisle

way

of a

behind Bobby,

who, with eyes cast down and hands clasped
in reverence, seemed oblivious, as in fact he
was of course, of everything and every one.

Compton saw him into a seat in the front pew
and modestly took his own place in the pew
few seconds later Peggy appeared.
behind.
She walked up the aisle rather briskly. Nor
were her eyes cast down. Peggy had business.
It was no difficult task to discover
Bobby, and to him she went. Leaning over
so as to bring her head on a line with that of
the kneeling boy, she handed him an ivory-

A

bound prayer-book, her own communion present for the lad.

Then

she opened the book

:
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and pointed out to Bobby the prayers he should
recite in preparation for his first communion.
Bobby and Peggy were dressed in white and
;

if

ever that color, emblematic of innocence,

was appropriate to any occasion, it was apthis.
To some gazing on the two
non-Catholic, a man who
it was a vision.
had scored and been scarred in the battle of
propriate to

A

life,

whispered to his neighbor

"How

those

little

ones love each other I"

are right," returned the other. "And
a love which draws down in admiration
'the angels in heaven above,' and sends 'the

"You

it is

demons down under the sea' scattering."
"That's just what I mean," said the first,
and a thing that had not occurred in his life

—

—

boyhood fell to praying.
Peggy, having accomplished her mission,
now passed over to the opposite pew, where,
kneeling as immobile as a statue, she remained
until the time of communion.
The two went
up together, and as they passed up to the comsince early

munion

wave of the supernatural
swept over every one present; and when, havrailing a

Body

of the Lord, they arose

their faces

were enough to make an

ing received the

and turned,

atheist believe in

God.

A RED LETTER DAY
The

non-Catholics

present

away; and they left the church
had seen a vision.

To

head and Peggy

at the foot,

company

an anti-climax.

It

were carried
though they

as

describe the breakfast, with

ber of the
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Bobby

at the

and every mem-

seated between, would be

was a happy party.

CHAPTER XI
THE END OF ONE SCENARIO AND THE OUTLINING
OF compton's GREAT IDEA

On

day the picture was to be finSo far the going had been unished.
usually good, and the wind-up would take but
that very

It mattered little, therefore, that
began work an hour late. Present at this last rehearsal were a striking-looking boy of eight or nine and an extremely beautiful girl of seven.
Bobby's eyes rested upon
them, and, as he showed by a grin, he was

a few hours.
the director

pleased.
44
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Good morning," he said.
Good morning, Bobby," said

ing out the hand of cordiality.

Francis Mason.
Say, I saw you

I'm

in the

make your

the boy, reach-

"My name

is

movies myself.

first

communion.

was nice."
The little girl during this introduction was
beaming impartially on both. It was the sweet
It

smile of trusting youth.
128
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"I was there too, Bobby," she added.

"I'm
was just lovely. My
Pearl Wright. I'm in the movies,

not a Catholic, but

name

is

it

too."

"We've come

to see

you and Peggy," smiled

Francis.

"Yes," added Pearl. "We've heard a lot
about you and it was very nice of Mr. Compton to get us in."
;

Then Peggy came

and a fellowship
was there and then formed between the four
over,

juvenile stars, which, in the retrospect, will

take on

all

the glory of romance.

At about eleven o'clock Peggy and Bobby
had completed their work. So far as they
were concerned the picture was done. Then
it was that Compton called the four children
aside.

"Say, Mr. Compton," said Francis, "those
two sure know how to act. It beats anything
I ever saw."

"That's what I think," Pearl put

in.

Peggy and Bobby

all

could just look at

and

all

"You

night."

don't know, children,

how glad

I

you get on so well together."
"We're friends, you see," smiled Pearl.

to see

"I
day

am
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with me."
set

well

Compton.

"Now come

Saying which he led them into a
screened

off

from

observation.

dance in the play, Pearl and
"There's a
Francis, which is done by Peggy and Bobby.
little

a very pretty thing, and
tion of Peggy Sansone."
It's

is

really the crea-

"No, no," dissented the Italian. "I just saw
a minuet and a gavotte and some other dances
and pieced them together."
"It was fine piecing, at any rate, Peggy.
Now what I like about it is that it has all
that is lovely you can find in any dance, and
expresses grace and springtime and innocent
gayety without the least taint of the low or
the sensual. Now I want you two children to
watch Peggy and Bobby while they do it for
your benefit. I'll be back in a few minutes."
In point of fact he did not return until the
word finis, almost two hours later, had been
pronounced. The picture was done. When
he returned he was in the company of Mr.
Heneman. Their entrance was not observed;
the four youngsters were too engrossed to be
easily aroused. Bobby was placing Francis in
a pose which called for some unusual control
of one's equilibrium; Peggy was marking a

"
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as

on the

though

floor,
it

"Didn't I
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upon which Pearl was gazing

were an exhibit of diamonds.
tell you?" said Compton trium-

phantly.

"You were

a prophet," answered the

man-

ager, smiling broadly.

"Oh, goody!" cried Peggy, lifting her eyes
and spying the visitors. "You're just in time.
Francis and Pearl, just as soon as we finished,
started to do it themselves."
"Aha I" said Compton sotto voce. "Didn't
I tell you?

Imitation!"

"Yes," added Bobby, "and they came mighty
near getting it right the first time. Didn't

Peggy?"
"They did, Bobby."

they,

"And

then," put in Pearl with dancing eyes,

making it a dance for
four. And we've had such a good time that
"That we didn't miss you at all," broke in

"Peggy

started us to

—

Bobby.
"And," added Francis, looking at his wrist
watch, "we didn't even notice it was an hour
past dinner time."

"Look," said Compton to the director.
"Could you, from here to New York, find four
sweeter children?"

:
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"And

they're all first-rate actors, too," said

the manager,

he had come

who looked

as

happy as though
"Compton, I

into a fortune.

upon a big thing."
"I know it," said Compton.
The children meanwhile had put their heads
together, literally and figuratively.
"You do it," said Peggy to Bobby.
"No, you do it. It's your dance, anyhow."
"All right," sighed Peggy. Then advancing to the two elders, she went on
"Please, wouldn't you like to see our little
think you have hit

dance?"

"Nothing would please us better," answered

Heneman.
"Thank you.

Come on now;

we're going to

show them what we've learned."
It is hard to interest a seasoned director
in such things, and almost impossible to secure the interest of a Compton. But there are
exceptions to every rule. For five minutes or
more the audience of two was spellbound.
It was a variation of the original dance, a
wonderful variation, retaining all its grace
and beauty and springtime aroma, with little
touches, magical touches, which charmed it into
the realms of fairyland.

"
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jove," roared the manager, "that's sim-

Peggy, you're a genius!"
"Listen, children," said Compton. "You've
done more than I expected. I had a bet with
the manager that if I put you together, Pearl
and Francis would go to work and pick up that
dance. But you've done more. You've saved
me the trouble of getting up a dance to fit into
our new scenario which we start at the day
after to-morrow. It is called 'Imitation/ and
you are all four to be in it."
The children gazed at each other in speechless joy and wonder.
"There are to be four principals: Bobby,
Francis, Peggy and Pearl. Mr. Heneman and
myself have chosen you because we know you
can act, and and
"Because we love you," supplemented Heneman.
Whereupon Pearl and Peggy threw their
arms about each other's necks and the two boys
ply wonderful!

— —

rolled over in ecstasy.

"So that

is

uncle?" asked

what you've been working on,
finally come

Bobby when he had

once more to his feet.
"Yes. You gave me the idea, Bobby. You
know you're always doing what other people
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You're always taking somebody

are doing.
off."

a

"Like

inquired

policeman?"

Pearl.

'Well," she went on to explain, "the policeman
on our beat sometimes takes people off. I saw

him once myself."
While Peggy, drawing Pearl aside, instructed her in the meaning of the expression on this

Mr. Compton proceeded:
"The idea came to me on the day you took

occasion,

off that

pains.

Delsarte girl and got wooled for your
It struck me that I could build up a

story on the idea of four entirely different children, different in their surroundings, their sta-

and

tion in life, their education

their refine-

ment, being brought together. The tenement
girl is thrown in with the daughter of a magnate; and the son of the

thrown in with a tough

way

same magnate
kid

little

who

is

is

by

of developing into a first-rate pickpocket."

"Something

like

the

first

part of Oliver

Twist? " ventured Peggy.

"In a way,

No

yes.

But

here's the difference:

children are really bad,

and some who are

on the way to wickedness

may have

And

it is

qualities.

play.

that's the

way

splendid

to be in this

All four children are to have splendid
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Francis will be the tough boy; but

qualities.

he

is

naturally kind and brave.

magnate's

be the
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son

—

good,

Bobby
but

will

sissified.

Peggy

will be a child of the tenements,

in her

ways and uncouth.

rough
You, Pearl, will

be the magnate's daughter, nice as pie, but

And you

and Peggy will fall to liking each other just the same as Bobby and
Francis.
And here's where the difference
comes in from the story of Oliver Twist. Because you like each other you will each try
babyish.

What Peggy admires
Pearl she will try to be and Pearl will try
to resemble Peggy in her best qualities. You
to resemble each other.
in

;

see the idea?"

"Where's the

action

coming in?"

asked

Francis.

"Oh,

that's

steals the

another

thing.

A

magnate's two children.

kidnaper
He puts

the girl in a tenement in charge of Peggy's

and puts the boy with a friend who is
maker of thieves. Peggy and
Francis, their children, are won over by love
to your side, Bobby.
They help you to escape.
Francis and Bobby succeed in escaping
first.
Then Francis traces you girls, and he
and Bobby contrive to get you free. You
father,

a thief and a

L36
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tramp along the road until, footsore and
weary, you happen upon the home of a kind
and fairly wealthy married couple. It is there
that Peggy and Pearl, who have long danced
together, teach you, and it is there that Bobby's and Pearl's mother unexpectedly arrives,
and clasps her children to her arms, and Frandoesn't have to pick pockets or

cis

newspapers any more.

Peggy

The magnate and

sell

his

family find that their boy and girl have kept
all their

good

qualities

ones, while, as for

and gained many new

Peggy and

Francis, they

have so changed that no friend of former days
would know them. And so you live happily
ever afterwards."

"Say, that's swell!" cried Francis.
4

Peggy.
wear the tenement clothes in
the dance?" asked Peggy.
"That's what I'd like to know, too about
my clothes," said Bobby.
"Oh, no. The nice gentleman and his wife,
once they have seen you rehearse, dress you up
just fit to kill, and all four of you when you
do your dance will look like magnified humming birds."
'I

just love it!" exclaimed

"And am

I to

—

"I

am

so glad to hear that!" said

Peggy.
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up
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see a girl," observed the philo-

"who

didn't like to fix herself

in her prettiest?"

"You were

just as anxious as I was," flared

Peggy.
going to be great," said Francis.
"I wish we could start in right now."
The meeting broke up in happy shouts and
"Well,

it's

merry laughter, and, I believe, all four in slumber dreamed that night of happy things, not
far off, but coming towards them in the bright
hues of romance.

CHAPTER XII
BOBBY BECOMES FAMOUS OVERNIGHT

"T

how

Tell,

If

VV

is

your 'Imitation' getting

along?" asked the head of the scenario

department in the Lantry Studio some three
weeks later.
"Getting on!" repeated Compton. "Getting
on is no name for it. Do you know, Moore,
that, other things

being equal, children are the

finest actors in the

You

docile.

to do

it;

and

Of

enough.
nate

;

You

world?

'em to do a thing and how
they get your meaning that's

if

course we're

extremely fortu-

we've got together four of the brightest

such pals!
a

they are

tell

children in or out of movieland.

they

see,

all

They

all

little

are

stand up for each other;

help each other.

wouldn't

And they

Of

course they have

now and then. Otherwise we
know they were human. We might

tiff

conclude that they were not descended from
Adair,."

"Eh?"

said the astonished
13S

Moore, taking

his
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pipe out of his mouth. "Where did you get
that sort of talk? I thought you were a giddy

pagan, foolish but harmless."
"Well," laughed Compton, reddening slightly, "I hope I'm getting more sense."
"You need it," said Moore dryly, replacing
his

pipe and puffing comfortably.

turn to our mutton

descended quartet

"But

to re-

—which one of your heavenis

doing best?"

"That," returned Compton, "is a question
which Joe Heneman and myself discuss every

Sometimes we think it's Peggy. Those
large, dark eyes of hers can be so wistful and,
on occasion, so tragic. The next day we setIn dealing with Bobby in
tle upon Francis.
the play he can be so genial and smile upon
him with the serene philosophy of one so much
older, so much more intimately acquainted with
By the time we have
the ways of the world.
settled upon Francis along comes Pearl with
the sweetest smile and the most gracious manner.
Bobby is in the running all the time.
In the trick of imitating he leads them all. We
haven't come yet to the great scene, the scene
where he meets his mother after an absence of

day.

That, so far as the children are

four weeks.
concerned,

is

the last scene.

I'm confident

:
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Bobby,

he performs

if

it

as I think, will

bring tears to the eyes of millions;

and

does he will be the star of stars."
'Did you know, Compton, that Bobby
4

he

made

appearance on the Broadways

his first screen

of the big

if

cities

yesterday?"

had quite forgotten.
Yesterday was the day of release. I hope
''That's

they'll like

a

fact!

me

in it."

I

"I don't think they'll bother about you.
is

Bobby they

will like," said

Moore.
the papers

"And I forgot to look at
morning," mused Compton regretfully.

It

this

"I did not forget, but I haven't had time.

Wait a minute

;

there

may

be something about

it."

Moore returned shortly, wearing a smile and
waving the Los Angeles Times.
"Say, that old thing of yours, 'You Hardly
Can Tell,' has scored a tremendous hit. Look
at these headlines! And Compton looked and
gasped.

Who

Is

These were the headlines
the Star of "You Hardly Can Tell?"

Bob by Compton the New Juvenile Star or John
Compton the Comedian? You Hardly

Can Tell
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"Say," exclaimed Compton, running his eyes
the review itself, "that's good stuff! I'm

down

a little jealous of my reputation, but there are
a few persons in the world who may outshine
me, and I'm glad of it; and Bobby is first of
all."

"1 think," said Moore, "that you'll have
plenty of chance to be glad, then."

"The boy comes by
tinued Compton.

and as for

his gifts honestly," con-

"His father was an

actor,

mother, though she never appeared upon the regular stage, she was a wonhis

and later in
society, as an amateur actress. Nothing could
persuade her to go on the stage, though she
received before her marriage most tempting
der, both at the convent school

offers."

"You know

a lot about her," said

Moore

incredulously.

"I didn't live in Los Angeles
returned Compton.

"Oh,

say, uncle," cried

all

Bobby,

my

all

life,"

out of

breath, "there's a reporter man here and he
wants to take my picture."
The two men glanced at each other.
"Behold the entrance to the gates of fame,"
exclaimed Moore, airily waving his pipe.
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"Come

on,

Bobby," said Compton,

"I'll

go

with you."

"Say, uncle, what's a Lothario?"
"Eh?' queried the amazed comedian.

"A

L-o-t-h-a-r-i-o?" spelled the boy.

"Why,

that's the

"Is your

name

"Certainly

name

of a person."

Lothario, uncle?"

What makes you

not.

ask

that?"

"Because I heard that new star with the
Bennie Burnside, say that you were

doll face,

a gay Lothario."

"Bennie Burnside," said Compton severely,
"on the outside is a fine figure of a man from

On

the soles of his feet to the top of his head.
the inside he

is

absolutely perfect

cluding his neck.

He

"But, uncle, what
"It

is

a matinee

is

money

most earnest endeavor

to

and

in-

idol."

a gay Lothario?"

is

said of the kind of fool

parted from his

up

;

it
is

who

is

soon

means a man whose
to

make an

ass of

himself."

"But you're not a fool, uncle."
"Thank vou, Bobby. I will try to believe
you. Anyhow, I may be a fool now. but I am
not the forty-three varieties of fool I once
was."
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Indeed, so great a change had come upon

John Compton
all

any

the world

—

rate

since the arrival of

Bobby

that

— the

moving-picture world, at
wondered. Nothing could per-

suade him to leave his quarters at night. The
dance knew him no more; the hotel lobby,
whither a certain set of foolishly joyous moving-picture men most did congregate, missed
him from his accustomed place. A local magistrate wondered what had become of him. He
had not been fined for speeding in five weeks.
In a word, John Compton had suddenly abandoned his mad quest of pleasure, and, having
abandoned the quest, was cheerier, happier
than he had been since attaining his majority.
Compton was known to be a man of more than
ordinary intellect. His friends had for years
expected great things of him. In college days
he had given promise of developing into a
writer of taste and imagination. But he had
so far disappointed these high expectations.

His pen had been barren, his life had been
strewn wth good intentions till Bobby came.
And now it was so different. He had written a scenario, "Imitation," which was new in

—

matter, touching: in treatment, and which, in
the opinion of the Lantry Studio

critics,

gave
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promise to

set a

high

mark

for other scenario

He was already busy upon a second
writers.
Bobby was almost his sole companion
play.
in these days, Bobby and Father Mallory, for
whom he had conceived a strong liking, and
whom he visited regularly every afternoon.
As the two made their way to an office where
was cooling

the reporter

his heels there

came

swooping upon them, dressed for their respective parts, Peggy and Francis and Pearl.
"Oh,
"Gee, Bobby!"
"Hey, Bobby!"
Bobby!" they shouted in a splendid enthusiasm, "you're in the headlines."

They had

morning paper between them,
endeavor to show Bobby the
place and the words they damaged the sheet
and

the

in each one's

considerably.

"And

we're

all so

glad!" said Francis,

who

had himself starred in five productions.
"We're proud of you, Bobby," said Pearl,
smiling angelically.

"And we all love you," chimed in Peggy,
"and Mr. Compton," she thoughtfully added.
"Just wait until I read this," said Bobby.

And

moving his mouth in the slow pronunciation of each word, the lad read his own
while,

praises, Francis, in a

dreamy

ecstasy, seated

'
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the pipe

he was later to use in the production, and gazed
upon the loved one in happy and ungrudging
admiration.

"Oh, just wait till they see 'Imitation,'
Bobby, after glancing over the text under
the headlines. "Then they'll have something
to write about.
I don't mean me. I mean
you, Peggy, and you, Pearl, and you, Fransaid

cis."

"And

just think of the heaps and heaps of

fun we're having," chortled Peggy. "People
say we're working during vacation. Do you
call this work?"
"I should say not," said the other three, one
after the other in such quick succession that

words almost chimed together.
As they went on to chat gayly of their present joy and their future plans, Compton was
in earnest converse with Joe Heneman.
'Look here, Heneman," he said, "may I oftheir

fer a suggestion?"

"I've known you to do it before and come
away with your life."
"Say, can't you run the children through
their parts right away and hold up all the

other parts

till

the

little

ones have finished?"
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"Why?

What's the big idea?"

"The big
has

a

idea

hunch

They've sent

me

agency

this: the detective

is

that

Mrs.

Vernon

dead.

is

a story about some

woman

picked up dead near San Luis Obispo, and they

That is, they claim it's
it is Barbara.
Bobby's mother. When I got that letter two
days ago I nearly dropped."
claim

"Did you

tell

Bobby?"

"What kind of an idiot do you think I am?
Of course I didn't. And after the first shock
I did not believe a

"Why

word of

it."

not?"

"I believe that she's alive, because Bob is
certain. You ought to see that boy pray!
Why, that boy has all heaven on his side."
"Well, I'll be—" Not finishing his expression

of

astonishment,

Heneman went

on:

"But what under the sun has this to do with
hurrying the children through their parts?"

"Why,

just this: Bobby's picture

is

going

His mother will see or hear
of it.
She'll trace him up.
You know she
thinks he's dead.
She'll come here, and who
can keep her from taking him away?"
"You're not half as foolish as they say you
into the papers.
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are," was Heneman's comforting comment.
"You're right, Compton. Let me see. I think
with full time we can get them through by
next Monday afternoon."
"Then go to it," urged Compton.
At this very moment Barbara Vernon,
propped up in bed, pale and weak, was for
the first time since her collapse awakening to
the existence of a world from which she had

well-nigh departed.

"Oh, thank God, thank God!" little Agnes
was saying. "This is the first time nurse let

me

And

in to see you.

she says

you

will

be

right in a week or ten days at the most."
"Agnes, I know I am going to get well. I
had such a beautiful dream last night. My little son, my dear little son, appeared to me.
He looked just as alive as when I last saw him.
And he said, 'Mother, sweet mother, faith can
all

move mountains.' And then he pressed his
dear lips upon mine and disappeared. I awoke
then, but I felt that he

"And do you now

had been with me."

think he is alive?"
"I don't know, my dear. But I feel so
happy. O God, give me the faith that moves

mountains I"
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Hereupon entered

the nurse, wearing the

mien of one who had fought long and conquered.
"It

is

a

happy day,"

she said blithely.

"The

doctor will be along before noon, but we don't
need any doctor to tell that you're getting well.

Do you know, Mrs. Vernon, that you were calling for your

little

Bobby day and night

all

these weeks?"

"Was

I?"

"Yes; and

it

was always

You

ferent.

in a tone of sad-

But

last night

called his

name but

ness or of despair.

it

was

once,

dif-

and

your voice sounded as though you were gazing upon some heavenly vision, and your face
grew beautiful and joyous."
"I understand why," said Barbara. "Agnes,
do you tell her my dream."
And Agnes, almost word for word, repeated Mrs. Vernon's account.
"And now," pursued the smiling invalid,
"I'm going, with God's grace, to wait in patience and faith till that day 'when dreams

come

true.'

"

"I think," observed the nurse, "that there's
a lady outside that would like to see you.

Come

in,

Mrs. Regan."
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And

Mrs. Regan entered and fondly emwoman who had saved her life.
Then came Louis and then the father and all

braced the

;

lavished

upon the dear convalescent a wealth

of simple, homely love.

"Upon my word!"

said Barbara, as, after

a few minutes of affectionate conversation, the
visitors reluctantly departed,

ined since I lost

happy."

Bobby

"I never imag-

that I could be so

CHAPTER

XIII

temperament delays the
and mrs. vernon makes two
children happy

bernadette's
scenario,

was Monday, the day on which Mr. Joseph Heneman had counted to finish all
that part of the picture in which the four chil-

It

dren were to appear. And it looked, in the
morning, as though he would be right in his

But in the closing scene, the scene
in which Bobby was to surpass himself, there
came an unexpected hitch, and no other than
our friend, Miss Bernadette Vivian, was the

reckoning.

cause.

Like most rising artists, Bernadette was
temperamental, which, in other words, signifies that she was too easily swayed by her feelings. Now it had happened that on the previous evening she had met a most pleasing
and engaging young man; and with the two
it was a case of love at first sight.
On this day,
therefore, her shapely head was filled with vi"
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sions of orange blossoms, bridal veils and a
teasing wonder as to what kind of engagement
ring he would select. With all these matters

on her mind, is it at all surprising that she
was in no mood to represent a mother meeting
her lost children?

She was, in this particular scene, to register
the agony of separation, the ecstasy of meeting, and the tears of joy, all of which things
Miss Bernadette signally failed to accomplish.
The only thing that could have brought comfort to her soul and any expression of joy to
her face would be her young man advancing
smilingly upon her, holding in his dear hand
a diamond engagement ring. In vain did

Heneman

expostulate with her; in vain did

Compton

remonstrate.

the

four children,

whom

In

vain,

she

too,

really

did

loved,

cast upon her glances of friendly reproach.
Nothing could arouse her from "love's young

dream," than which, we are credibly informed
by a poet, "there's nothing half so sweet in
life."

Up

day Bernadette had been ambiShe was a star in embryo, and her
laurels were in the winning.
But the young
man whose bright smile still haunted her was

tious.

to this

;
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Upon marrying him

very wealthy.

she

would

retire at once.

Mr. Heneman said things that any proper
censor would properly delete, let it be said in
his defense that he said them under his breath
for the director, as no doubt four guardian anIf

gels

urged in

his behalf at heaven's chancery,

ever cherished the highest reverence for children.

By four o'clock of that evening the director
was unnerved, Compton almost frantic, the
children in ill humor.
They were all worn
out.

And

quarrel a

if

the four youthful thespians did

little

utes, let it

and sulk for almost ten min-

be said in

tiieir

behalf that before

going home they
to the other,

all abjectly apologized one
and proved once more the truth

of Tennyson's lines:

Oh, blessings an the fallmg-out
Which all the more endears!

During all this Miss Bernadette, happily
seated and with crossed legs, powdered her
nose, consulted her hand mirror and, for the
nonce an unmitigated flapper, gazed heaven-
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ward with

a smile that

solutely idiotic

of feature.

would have been ab-

on a young lady

The
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less

favored

distress of all her friends

impressed her not in the least.
In fact, it
never dawned upon her consciousness that

anybody

was

distressed.

Truly,

love

is

blind.

"Attention, please !" called

Heneman when

was nearing five o'clock. "The weather is
rather close and it has been a trying day. Perit

haps that's the reason we can't get this reuniting business over.
I'm sorry, but we'll
have to try it over to-morrow at ten. The play
is going to be a big thing, and so far you've
made it a big thing. But we don't want an
anti-climax to spoil

"What kind

it all."

of an aunty

is

that?" asked

Bobby.
This remark sent them all off in good
humor.
Bobby went to confession before going to
the suite. He confessed, by the way, every
w eek, and went with Peggy to communion
every morning. Also, he lingered to make a
special and earnest prayer for that falling star,
Bernadette, and I fear that if Bernadette, in
r
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the light of what happened that evening, were
to have learned the import of that prayer, she

would have waylaid Bobby and given him a
sound spanking.
"O good Lord" such was the import of

—
—
that nice young lady,
"bring
Bobby's prayer

Bernadette Vivian, to her senses; and do it in
a hurry so that to-morrow we can shoot that
scene the

with

way

it

ought to be

shot,

and be done

it."

That night the lovers met and there were five
minutes of unbroken bliss. In these five minutes they plighted their troth over and over.
Nothing

above or the earth be-

in the heavens

neath or the waters under the earth could ever
dissever their souls. In the next five minutes
there arose a slight difference about the style

engagement ring and before the quarter
was quite ended both were in a towering rage
and vowed repeatedly never, nev^r to look
upon each other s face again. Then the idol
of her heart went out and got drunk
a weakness of his of which Bernadette was entirely
ignorant and left his fond one bathed in

of the

;

—

—

tears.

It

was a bad night for Bobby,

too.

An

in-
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Benny Burn-

meeting Bobby as he returned from conasked the boy whether it was true that
his mother was dead.
"Of course she is not dead," answered Bobby
side,

fession,

resolutely.

I'm so glad to hear it! So that
woman they found dead in the woods at San
Luis Obispo was not your mother after all,"
continued the admired one of every flapper in
the land. It was he who had said that Compton was a gay Lothario.
Bobby's lips quivered.
Thereupon Mr. Benny Burnside told him,
not without some embroidery to make the story
"Oh,

more convincing, of the reports of the detective agency on the case. If Mr. Burnside did
not fully convince the lad of his mother's
death,

it

was not due

to

any lack of

effort

on

his part.

Bobby, on

retiring,

had several

sleepless

hours. Faith struggled with alleged fact, and
the struggle brought with it agony and tears.

was not alone in the fight. To
aid he summoned the Mother of God, his

But
his

the boy

guardian angel,

his

patron

saint.

Before mid-
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night

confidence

face

still

returned;

and Bobby,

his

wet with tears, fell into a dreamless

sleep.

On

that

same day,

in the

morning hours,

Mrs. Barbara Vernon, seated on the ranchman's front porch, a deep peace upon her face,
touched once more with the glow of health,
looked out calmly upon a world
beautiful through the

made

strangely

magic given only to the

Never, even in the
blush of maidenhood, had she looked more
beautiful.
Sickness had etherealized her

eye of the convalescent.
first

Upon

beauty.

her features was the resigna-

tion which, falling short of joy, gives content-

ment touched with melancholy.
"Oh, Mrs. Vernon!" cried
voices,

their

owners

rushing

front door in a race to reach her

two

eager

through
first.

the

Agnes

and Louis were flushed with unusual exciteSomething big had come into their

ment.
lives.

"What

my

Good news?"
In answer to which, Louis, raising his voice
to a shrill pipe, poured forth a volume of sound
as intelligible as though his mouth were clutis it,

tered with pins.

dears?
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into a smile.

is

it?"
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asked Barbara, breaking

"I can't

make out

a

word you

say."

"Let

me

talk, Louis," said

Agnes, making-

sure of the success of this request by clapping

her hand over the excited youth's mouth, and

keeping

"Mrs. Vernon, there's a matinee at the moving-picture house of San Luis
Obispo this afternoon, and and " Here
Agnes manifested her excitement by losing her
breath, taking advantage of which, Louis, very
much handicapped by the restraining hand still
held over his mouth, made an effort to say,
"Won't you come?" giving the effect, howit

there.

— —

ever, of a bulldog's growl.

"And," continued Agnes, "it's a swell show.
And, oh, Mrs. Vernon, wouldn't you like to
come with us?"
"I don't think," Barbara made answer,
"that I

am

like that.

in a

I

am

mood

just yet for anything

sure you can go by your-

selves."

The hand of Agnes dropped, as did her jaw.
Louis dug his fists into his eyes. The girl's
lips quivered.

"But

if

you would

like to

have me," amended

"
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the convalescent, reading sympathetically the
signs of woe in the children, "why, of course

—

" Whoop-la

!"

yelled Louis, running at break-

neck speed towards the door and yelling in his
"Hey, dad! she's going to go."
flight.

"Oh, you are so kind, Mrs. Vernon!" cried
Agnes. "Just now papa got a long-distance
telephone call from San Luis Obispo. There's
a friend of his there who went to the picture
show last night, and he called dad up to tell

him what a
that

it's

nice, clean picture

it

was.

The

a first-run picture.

He

says

proprietor

of the movie house there generally uses older

some kind of convention in
the town this week, and so he engaged this
new picture and raised the admission price
from twenty to forty cents, and added three
matinees. And the man said that if dad wanted to go he would hold five tickets for us. And
dad said he would go and take ma and us children, provided you would go. Oh, isn't that a
treat?
We'll start in an hour. Dad thinks
that the ride and a picture like that will do
you a lot of good."
"Why didn't you let me know at first that
you couldn't go unless I went? Indeed I'm
runs, but there's

sure

it

will

make me happy,

if

for nothing else
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joy to two of the dearest

children I have ever met."

And so fifteen minutes later Barbara, Mr.
and Mrs. Regan, and the happy children were
speeding onward to San Luis Obispo.

CHAPTER XIV
VERNON ATTENDS A MOVING-PICTURE
SHOW AND FINDS IN IT A GREAT LESSON
UNTHOUGHT OF BY THE AUTHOR

MRS.

lobby of the San Luis Obispo movingThepicture
house was thronged, and there

was a crush at the ticket office. As Regan and
party pushed their way to the entrance, the
ticket seller was announcing that the house was
his

sold out.

To

get through this unheard-of crowd Mr.

Regan was forced
Mrs. Vernon and
his
rile.

directions,

None

to use his elbows freely.
his

according to

family,

followed him in close single

of

them had an opportunity
and the pictures of vari-

to notice the posters

ous scenes in the

much heralded

play.

Had

the lobby been less thronged,

it is doubtful
whether they would have attended the performance.

"To accommodate

all," cried

a strong voice

as they reached the ticket taker, "there will be
160
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another performance at four o'clock sharp and
;

until a quarter to four positively

no more seats

will be sold."

At

two-thirty to the second, but a few min-

utes after the

Regan party had

seated them-

went out and the "News of
upon the curtain. The
assembled crowd, filling every seat, had not
come for the "News of the Week"; hence they
were in no wise disappointed when it was taken
The manoff, with most of the news left out.
ager with a view to the second performance was
shortening his program.
There was a moment's pause, and then there
flashed upon the screen the words, "You
Hardly Can Tell"; whereupon everybody sat
up and adjusted himself for the promised
selves, the lights

the

Week" was

flashed

treat.

Perhaps the only exception was Mrs. VerSeated between Agnes and Louis,
she was affectionately watching now one,
now the other, and rejoicing in their eager
non.

The story at the
up being given of

first

slowly, a close-

a few of the leading char-

acters, including first

Vivian.

moved

and foremost the

fair
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Agnes

"Isn't she sweet!" exclaimed

breath-

lessly.

"She
bara,

has

raising

a

nice

face,"

returned

Bar-

her eyes momentarily to the

screen and then turning

them once more upon

Agnes.
Suddenly the girl's face changed from admiration to merriment.
"Oh, look! Ain't he funny!"
Mrs. Vernon did look and gasped.

There grinning upon them

made

all

with a fatu-

more fatuous by the arrangement of his hair, was her old friend and
more than friend John Compton! There
came back vividly to her the memory of their
ous face,

still

—

—

last

meeting, something over ten years ago,

when she had parted

and he in anger, and, as he said bitterly, forever. She was
glad to see his face once more glad and disappointed.
She had expected more of him.
His name by this time should have been known
far and wide, not as a wearer of the motley,
in sorrow

—

but as a writer, a thinker, a leader of men;

and why had he disappointed her expectations?
At the moment a feeling of remorse came upon
her.
She meditated.

!
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But was I kind?

It
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true I

could never bring myself to marry a man who
refused to believe in God.
But was I not

way I refused him? Possibly,
had been gentle and patient, he might have
been brought to the truth. Forgive, O my
God, the offenses of a proud and unthinking
youth." Thus meditating she was suddenly
brought back to the present by a roaring and
laughing and stir that were little short of tumult. Agnes jumped to her feet, and remembrutal in the

if

I

bering herself, sat

down again exclaiming, u Oh!

oh oh !"

Louis had risen uttering yelps of delight, and remained standing until a justly aggrieved man behind him dragged him back to
!

his seat.

Mrs. Vernon raised her eyes and saw Bobby
r

Vernon
"O God!
jumping up

O my
herself

point of rushing
in

her arms.

restraint,

seated

Agnes

w inced.
r

up the

Her

aisle to catch

her

Bobby

long discipline of

self-

itself.
She reand catching a hand of
her own, squeezed it until the child

however, asserted

herself,

in

God!" she exclaimed,
and for a moment on the
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Yes,

it

was her own Bobby.

The

twisted

mouth, the bellhop uniform, the serio-comic
these were all, in a way, no matter of
face
surprise to her; for Bobby, as no one knew
But
better than herself, was a born mimic.

—

he was alive!

Bobby was

"0 God!"

a faith that can move
Thy name!" She folnow, but in a way almost un-

she whispered, "there

mountains.

alive!

is

Blessed be

lowed the picture
heard of. It was to her a long, sweet medita-

Over and over she murmured, "My son
come to life again!" "With
God all things are possible." "Oh, my son, my

tion.

that was dead has

Tears coursed down her cheeks, tears
of joy incredible. But no one noticed her. All
were absorbed in the play, and when the lights
son!"

were turned on and the performance over, Agnes was astounded beyond measure at Barbara, who embraced her almost violently and
said:

"It was the sweetest, most touching thing
I ever saw.

me

never to

fail in

was the most

mnirth-

It has taught

trusting in God."

Now Agnes

thought

it

provoking thing she had ever seen, and, as to
trusting in

God, that

lesson, like the flowers
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that bloom in the spring, had nothing to do

with the case.

Before leaving the theater Mrs. Vernon, excusing herself, had a few words privately with
the manager.

CHAPTER XV
ccwtton's great scenario is finished not a
moment too soon

Of
its

ise

course the next morning,

as

Bobby-

arose and dressed for Mass,

gave with
every prom-

golden sunshine and balmy air
of a perfect day. This was the only thing

Los Angeles,

to be expected.

as far as

knew, had only one kind of weather.

Bobby
All the

days since his arrival had been gay, fragrant,
cloudless, sunshiny days.
The inhabitants of

Los Angeles never bothered to discuss the
weather; it was not the fertile topic of conin the East.

versation that

it

spoke of

was simply

it,

it

is

When

they

to burst forth into

paeans of praise, generally expressed in the exclamation "Isn't it a wonderful day!" and that
always ended further discussion.

"Good morning, Bobby,"

said Mr. Compton,
and dressed.
"Why, halloa! What got you up?"
"I just thought, Bobby, I'd go along with
you to Mass this morning."

to Bobby's surprise shaved
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"Oh," said Bobby, puckering his brows. "I
suppose," he went on after some close conjecturing, "that

you are going

pray
go right

to church to

for the success of that part that didn't

yesterday."
4

'That

is

one of the things I

am

going to

pray for."
"Anything else, uncle?"
"Bobby," said Compton, ignoring the question, "did

"Not

you

at

sleep well last night?"

first,

uncle."

"I thought so; you do not look quite up to
form."
"I need

Holy Communion,

after breakfast

—

I

uncle.

Then

—then

need that too

you

watch me!"
"Bobby, I want to ask you another question.
Did you hear anything yesterday that
worried you?"
"Oh, it's all over now, I guess," evaded the
child.

"You were

crying last night."

"Who

you?"

told

"I thought I heard you moaning, and before
I went to sleep I went into your room. There

were

on your pillow."
"Uncle, there was a man yesterday, Benny
stains of tears
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JBurrrside,

who

tried to

make me think

my

mother was dead."

Mr. Compton squeezed his lips together,
and sparks shot from his eyes.
"If all the fools in Los Angeles were sentenced to death and all were pardoned except
one, he's the one who would go hang. He's a
handsome creature but all his beauty isn't anywhere near enough to make up for the tremendous vacancy in his head. And did you believe him, Bobby?"
"He almost made me believe. That's what
I was fighting about before I could get to sleep.
But I did feel so mean!"
"There's no sense, my boy, in giving up hope
till you have to."
"I say, uncle, you were worrying too last
;

You

night.

As

don't look right yourself."

a matter of fact

John Compton had

passed a long and sleepless night.

"Well, suppose
with

a

two,

each

forced

we toddle
So

smile.

struggling

for

along," he said,
forth

faith

went the
against an

uneasiness born of a foolish detective's rash
report.

Francis and
to

communion.

Peggy were at Mass and went
They wanted Bobby to "put
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and directed the intention of their
Pearl, though not a
She came to pray,

over,"

communion accordingly.
Catholic, was there too.

rather startling the worshipers at her entrance

by going up the
tiest little

aisle

and making her pretThis

curtsy before the tabernacle.

won the hearts of many a stranger
moment of introduction. No doubt our

curtsy had
in the

—

Lord's love for her, already great for the
dear Lord who was once a child loves all chil-

dren in a special

new

way

—went out

r

in

a

excess.

Pearl, at the end of Mass, repeated the

would have won her distinction
any earthly court and why not in the heavenly? and went outside, where she continued
to smile and bow at the returning worshipers
as though they were all friends of hers. And
so far as she was concerned, so they were, God
curtsy, which

—

in

—

bless her!

"Good morning, Bobby; good morning,
everybody!" she cried, as she shook the hand
of Compton, Bobby, Francis and Peggy, dispensing as she did so a running stream of

going to be all right. I just
know it's going to be all right. Bobby, you're
just sure to put it over."
smiles.

"It's
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4

'It's

chimed
4

all,"

in Francis.

'We'll be finished before noontime," added

Peggy. "And you'll see, Mr. Compton," she
went on, fixing large, earnest, questioning eyes
upon Compton, "that we haven't been praying for nothing."

"I believe you,

my

dear," returned

Comp-

ton humbly.

And Peggy, who knew something about
Comp ton's religious, or rather irreligious, convictions,

vjndered.

"I'm hungry," said Bob.
"So am I," said Pearl. "You see, I couldn't
go to communion, but I could fast and I did."
"Then," said Compton, greatly cheered by
the simple, loving little company, "we'll all
breakfast at the restaurant right below here."
The two girls and Francis protested that
their mothers would be worried; whereupon
Compton let loose their arrested joy by assuring them that he would telephone each proper
home and make himself responsible for the
whole party.

The breakfast was a

success,

an abundance

of watermelon and cream cakes being large
factors,

and

off

they hopped and danced,, light
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to the last

rehearsal.

Miss Bernadette Vivian had preceded them.
She too had had a white night. The day before she had confided to the amicable clerk who
kept the visitor's gate and answered the telephone at the Lantry Studio the story of her
great romance. She had made it clear to that
amiable young lady that her engagement was
as good as settled, that her Romeo, in addition to a personal pulchritude beyond power
of words to describe, was as wealthy as Colossus meaning, no doubt, Croesus that he had
four automobiles and a country villa in addition to a home worth at least thirty thousand
dollars to all of which the gentle and sympa-

—

—

:

thetic

young

lady, discounting each of these

statements by at least fifty per cent, lent an
attentive ear.

Now it occurred

to Vivian that,

was no secrecy enjoined, the young
lady might make her romance known. Hence
it was that, unable to sleep, she hastened down
to the studio bright and early with her revised
version of love's young dream.
"Do you know," she said, after an affectionate exchange of greetings, "that I am thinksince there

ing seriously of entering a convent?''
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"That would be very sweet of you," said
Miss Cortland. "But you don't want to break
the heart of that young man, do you?"
"That young man," said Miss Vivian darkly,
"has no heart to break!"
"Dear me! Aren't you going to be engaged
to him?"

"We

were engaged."
"But you didn't tell me that."
"It only happened last night.

We were en-

gaged for over ten minutes."
"And then?" interrupted Miss Cortland.
"Oh, I'm sick and tired of all men!" ejacu-

"They have
common! I've

lated Vivian, clasping her hands.

no

ideals!

They

are so

—

so

always found that out before
I'd like to hear

what

they'll

it

was too

say

late.

when I go

into a convent."

"Did you have a quarrel, Vivian?"
"I never quarrel," returned the young lady

"We had a difference of opinand I discovered that his ideals were not

with dignity.
ion,

mine."

By

Miss Vivian must have meant diamonds. The kind she wanted for her engagement was the kind her swain disliked.
"Well, anyhow, I've learnt a good lesson.
ideals
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I'm so miserable! I slept badly, and
Ocean Park and throw-

I feel like going to

ing myself into the sea.

Upon my

word, I

believe I will!"

Miss Cortland was minded

to point out to

the distressed damsel that throwing herself into
the ocean and entering a convent were hardly

compatible; but, thinking better of
served

"This

"My
and

it,

she ob-

:

is

your

fifth case, isn't it?"

seventh," retorted Vivian, indignantly,

left the office in a huff.

To
many

minds of Miss Vivian's

set at rest the

admirers,

it

may

be stated that she did

not enter a convent, nor has the ocean received
her into

its

insatiable

that there are lots of

maw.

good

She

realizes still

fish in the sea,

and,

though she nets one every month or so, she
fish that quite measures
up to her expectations. Her present romance

has not yet caught a

is

now number

eleven.

"Say, Bobby," whispered Francis, as they
repaired to the scene of their final rehearsal,

"do you want to shed real tears
where you meet your mother?"
"I'd like to," returned Bobby.
"Well, I've got a trick to do it.

in the part

It's

a pinch
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I learned

mark, but

from a

fellow.

will

smart

it

It doesn't
like

make a

fun and bring

Now, if you need it, just let me
know; weVe got to put this across."
As the event proved, Francis was not called
upon to reduce Bobby to tears. Bobby, thinking of his own dear mother, and grieving for
the tears.

rumor which
had left him sleepless, found it an easy task to
imagine Bernadette to be Mrs. Vernon, with
her the more bitterly for the ugly

was clearly more perfect than it had been on the preceding day.
As for Vivian, that volatile young lady, a flapper yesterday, was now persuaded that she
was refined by a bitter experience, that all love
leading toward matrimony was vanity and affliction of spirit, and that children were the
most interesting and lovable things in the world.
Thus chastened by these reflections, she put on
a more mature air, diffused an atmosphere of
the result that his acting

sorrow akin to despair, and, to the astonish-

ment and delight of Heneman, Compton and
all the players, went through her part in a
manner that touched the hearts of all.
"Great !" cried Heneman. "Now get ready
for the camera! Ready? Shoot!"
Pearl, Peggy and Francis were all in the set.

COMPTON'S GREAT SCENARIO
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Pearl, as the magnate's daughter, had already

met her mother when Bobby entered.

He

sees

the magnate's wife standing palpitating and

holding out tender arms.

He stares, breaks into

a radiant smile of happiness, cries out "Mother!" rushes into her

arms and weeps upon her

bosom.

"Done!" announced Heneman, rubbing
eyes.

"It's perfect.

his

—Why, what's the matter,

Bobby?"
For Bobby, released from Vivian's arms,
was weeping bitterly.
"Are you ill, my boy?" asked Compton, rushing over and putting an arm about the lad's
neck.

—I

was th-thinking of my own dear
mother," sobbed Bobby. As he spoke he raised
his eyes.
A moment later they grew wide in
astonishment, wonder and incredulity.
"I

"And

there she is!" he exclaimed, darting

forward to meet a

woman now

hurrying to-

ward him.
In a moment Bobby, weeping and laughing,
was rushing into the arms of his own dear
mother.
It was a tensely dramatic moment. Those
concerned in the play gazed in awe; then re-
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tremendous strain thus taken off
son, they entered into the joy of
and
mother
the moment.
Compton was the first to advance and greet
the happy mother.
"You remember me, Barbara?"
'Indeed and indeed I do! I was thinking of
you yesterday thinking of the past. And I
have something that I want to say to you."
"He's the best man in the world, mamma,"
said Bobby enthusiastically. "He's treated me
as though I were his own son. Why, uncle,
why have you got your head down?"
"I didn't know it," said Compton. "But
anyhow, I do not feel fit to look upon your dear
alizing the

4

—

mother's face."

The impending awkwardness was averted
by the quick approach of the three children.
"Oh, Mrs. Vernon!" exclaimed Peggy, her
dark eyes luminous and her olive complexion
alive with rosy emotion, "I'm almost as happy
as you!"
And Peggy threw her arms about
Barbara's neck.

"Dear

little

Peggy," and Mrs. Vernon

re-

turned the embrace.

"And," Peggy went on, running her words
"you know it was so stupid

into one another,

COMPTON'S GREAT SCENARIO
of

me

to tell

you Bobby was dead.
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Oh, I'm

so glad!"

"May

I kiss you,

ma'am?"

said Pearl, with

her charming smile and her graceful curtsy as
Peggy slipped aside. "I'm one of Bobby's
friends, too."

"And

I too," said Francis.

And

Mrs. Ver-

non, flushed and radiant, fondly kissed the two
children,

who

fell little

short of

By

this

in their expressions of delight

time

Bobby

many

himself.

of the elders had gath-

ered about the reunited pair, and

all in their

ways extended their felicitations. Bernadette Vivian was so overcone with emotion
that she had to be led away by her attendant.
It was a moment of tension.
"Come, Mrs. Vernon," whispered Compton;
various

"my

automobile

is

waiting outside.

I

am

sure

you want to get away and have Bobby to yourself."
Saying which, he conducted her away
with her boy still clinging to her, and was
presently whirling homeward.
"But, mother," said Bobby, resting in her
arms, "what became of you? Uncle John had
detectives looking all over for you."

Mrs. Vernon explained in a few words the
reason of her long disappearance.
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"And," she added, "when I saw you on the
screen yesterday, I went to the manager of
the theater and found out where you had been
working. He was most kind. He inquired
and learned that a train three hours late would
pass at eleven o'clock that night.
of

me and saw me

his

family wanted to see

wish,

we can have

"Bobby's

not

a

me

He took care

Mr. Regan and

aboard.

Bobby,

off.

if

we

home with them."
poor,"

said

Compton.

"There's twenty-four hundred dollars to his
credit in the

"And

bank just now."

it's all

I was working

yours, mother.

for you."

When

they entered

Barbara gazed

about

pleased surprise.

room

since

John Compton's

Bobby's

the

suite,

sitting-room

in

There was a change

in the

entrance there.

Most

first

and most promthe pictures adorning the walls was

of the photographs were gone,
inent of
a

all

beautiful engraving of a guardian angel ten-

derly watching his innocent charge, a
in

little

boy,

years and appearance resembling Barbara's

son.

"What!" she exclaimed, blushing prettily.
believe in angels, John Compton?"

"Do you

"I do!

Indeed I do!

And

I learned that

"
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sweet belief from your

own

little

boy's
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exam-

ple."

"Then," pursued Mrs. Vernon, "then you
must believe in God."
"Barbara," responded Compton, with a
catch in his voice, "it must have been God who
He has changed my life.
sent your boy to me.
For several weeks, though Bobby doesn't know
it, I have been receiving instructions from Father Mallory
"What's that?" cried Bobby eagerly.
"And to-morrow I am to be received into
the Catholic Church."

—

CHAPTER XVI
CONTAINING NOTHING BUT HAPPY EXPLANATIONS AND A STILL HAPPIER LOVE SCENE
that followed were given to muThetualhoursexplanations.
Bobby, at great

from the time he
was carried away by the breakers to the present moment. Then John Compton gave his
version, pointing out that he had done everything to trace up Mrs. Vernon and that from
his knowledge of Bobby picked up in the first
hour of meeting he had judged that, all things
considered, the best way to watch the lad and
keep his mind off the sorrows of separation was
to engage him in moving-picture work.
"Anyhow," he said, "before I had quite
made up my mind to do it, Bobby settled the
question by actually breaking in; and just as
soon as I saw him show Chucky Snuff how to
do his part, I don't think I could well have
chosen any other way of meeting the situalength, related his adventures

tion."

"And now, mother

dear," said Bobby,
180

"we
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to tell everything about yourself,

and

don't leave anything out."

The eager interest of Bobby and John
Compton inspired Barbara to a full and enthralling narrative of her mischances.

"And

to think,"

mused Compton,

this strange series of events

"that all

should have come

about just through the most

trivial

thing in

the world."

"How's

that,

Uncle John?" asked Bobby,

nestling in his mother's arms.

"Why, through

a

little

earth tremor.

Of

course you, Mrs. Vernon, and you, Bobby,

were not used to

it;

but actually

it

doesn't

who live here, especially the nativeborn, as much as a loud clap of thunder. Three
months ago we had an actual thunderstorm
disturb us

here,

and there was one

one clap of thunder

common
told me

flash of lightning

like the

in Cincinnati.

Now

and

kind that are so
Father Mallory

that the children in his school were

so frightened that for a

danger of a panic.
the children

And

moment

there

was

I have no doubt that

who were most

frightened were

natives and, because they were natives,

would

have hardly paid any attention to an earth
tremor."
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Uncle John," broke in Bobby.
"Peggy was at school that day and she told
me all about it. She said that when the thunderclap came she screamed at the top of her
The Sister
voice, and started for the door.
got there before her, and blocked her and a
dozen other children, and made them go back

"That

is so,

to their seats."

"By

the way, Bobby," said Compton, "did

you ever think to ask yourself why you were
carried out by that wave?"
"They all say it was the undertow."
"Yes;

but

in

ordinary

circumstances

it

would not have caught you, as you were not
far enough out. In my opinion, the sea was
affected by the impending earthquake and that
wave was not a normal wave."
"Well, thank God," said the mother, "that
over."

it is all

"And
it all

I," said

happened.

Compton, "thank God that
These days with Bobby have

my life. And also—they
to my home. And that re-

been the happiest of

have brought you
minds me; till further notice, Barbara, this
suite is yours. Everything has been arranged.
I have taken a room across the way. You and

Bobby

are in

command

in this suite."
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come in any time at all, won't
you, Uncle John?"
"That reminds me," said Compton. "Please
don't think I am an Indian giver. But I'm
arranging a little party for to-night and may
I use these rooms ? Of course you are both to
you'll

;

be

among

those present."

"Don't be absurd, John," laughed Barbara,
"These are your rooms. By to-morrow I'll try
and arrange to get a place for myself and
Bobby."
"We'll see about that," returned Compton,
with a meaning in his words that escaped both
"To-night, Barbara, we're going
his hearers.
to have Peggy and Pearl and Francis and their
mothers."

"Great!" cried the boy.
"It

is

to be a special celebration to honor

the successful end of our play 'Imitation.'

the way, wasn't

it

By

a peculiar coincidence that

you should appear just

as

Bobby

finished his

part of the scenario?"

"I'm afraid," returned Mrs. Vernon, "that
I'm partly responsible for that coincidence.
The man who so kindly let me in to the Lantrey Studio casually informed

was engaged

in finishing

up

me

that

Bobby

his part of

the
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and seeing him working,
remained watching and hiding for ten minutes.
It occurred to me that if I came upon Bobbywhile he was working he might not be able to
act.
So I watched my little boy till all was
I

picture.

came

in,

done."

"Mother," said Bobby, "if you had come
you might have ruined that part. I
could never do it again that way, because I was
sooner,

thinking of you."

"But

there's another reason for this little

Compton went on. "I want you to
meet and to know Bobby's three pals. I think
you will agree with me that I have managed to
party,"

keep him in really good company.

These
and exceptiongood, and that they are so is due in no

children are innocent, bright
ally

small part to their mothers,

who

attendance, always with them.

why

I

am

How

are always in

And

that

is

inviting the mothers, too."

John Compton managed

of this banquet

all

the de-

one of the secrets of
his efficiency. He used the telephone three or
four times and the thing was done. After a
two hours' spin along roads so perfect that
they are the admiration of Eastern travelers,
the three returned and found a table in the
tails

is
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sitting-room, laid for a banquet, fragrant with

flowers and fruits, and with a caterer in at-

tendance,

who announced

that everything was

ready.

"Very good,"

said John, glancing approv-

ingly at the preparations.

dinner in ten minutes.

"Be ready
You'll

to serve

excuse me,

Barbara; the three children with their mothnow gathered together and waiting for
me at the home of Francis Mason. I'll have
ers are

them here

in a jiffy."

true to his word.

Ten min-

utes later gales of light laughter

and happy

Compton was

made known to everybody in the
apartment house that Mr. John Compton was
shouting

receiving friends.

Take a good meal, season it with love and
satisfaction over work well done, dash it over
with the joy of reunion, and you have a banquet

fit

The

for the gods.

children chattered gayly and,

somehow

or other, ate very heartily at the same time.
Nothing was allowed to interfere with this latter function.

But

as all for the greater part

of the meal spoke and laughed at the
time,

would be impossible, even were
to reproduce what they said.

it

while,

it

same
worth
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Towards the end, when the babbling and
Mr. Compton

laughter were at their loudest,

tapped his glass.
'Excuse me for interrupting all of you," he
said, "but I'm afraid, if you don't moderate
4

yourselves, that a patrol

and

we'll all be

wagon

will drive

up

hauled to the station house for

disturbing the peace."

As Mr. Compton

smiled and

made

a comic

face the assembled guests, the children especially, raised

a tirra-lirra of silvery laughter.

One would judge from their enjoyment of it
that Mr. Compton had cracked the best joke
in the history of the world.

After a

full

minute, Mr.

Compton tapped

his glass again.

"It

is

a pleasure to try being funny before

But don't you
would be worth while to take turns
in talking and not all talk at once?"
Whereupon all present answered together in
different phrasings that it certainly would be
such an appreciative audience.

think

it

worth while.

"Very good; then, Mrs. Vernon,

it's

your

turn."

Mrs. Vernon promptly said that the voices
of the children were music to her ears, and
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was an occasion on which children

that this

And

so sub-

other

happy

should be both seen and heard.
stantially

declared

the

three

mothers.

"Well, then, Francis?" adjured Compton.

"Ladies and gentlemen/' said Francis, rising and bowing, "I am going to tell you the
story of
It

my

life."

was upon

this declaration that the

grown

folks broke into laughter, whereat the

little

ones wondered where was the joke, anyhow!

"At

the age of three years

and a half I went

into the moving-picture business.

Since that

time I have starred in five big productions,
And the finest time I

not counting this one.

have had in all my life has been the time that
Peggy and Pearl and Bobby have worked with
me. In conclusion, I beg to state that I have

been married

five times."

The amazed

children joined

the startled

elders in applause and laughter.

"In moving pictures, I mean," said Francis,
and sat down, the orator of the day.
"And now, Pearl?" resumed Compton.
Pearl arose smiling and made her curtsy.
"Encore!" cried everybody, led by Compton.
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Pearl was always ready to smile and curtsy.
Nothing loath she repeated the performance
three times handrunning.

"I want to say," said Pearl, "that

my

best

go to Bobby and his mother.
And, Mr. Compton, Peggy has brought her
violin along. She thought, perhaps, that some
one might ask her to play."
"Fine!" said Compton. "We'll not forget
that. And now, Peggy, it's your turn."
love and wishes

Peggy

arose radiant.

"I'll say what Pearl said," she declared.
"For Bobby and his mother I have heaps of

love.

And

ing shoes.

Pearl has brought along her danc-

She told me that some one might

ask her to dance."

"Splendid!
presently.

We'll have an entertainment

Now, Bobby?"

"I say," cried Bobby, "that Uncle John
man in the world."

is

the finest

This speech was the hit of the evening.
"Bobby," said Compton, brushing away in a
comic gesture an imaginary tear not altogether, imaginary, at that
"you have unmanned me. But now let's have a little council of war.
First of all, our play is finished
and you're all out of a job."

—

—
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consolingly.

How

at school.
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anyhow," said Fran-

"I've never had a regular year
I'd like that!"

"So should I," said Peggy.
"And I'm old enough to start now," ended
Pearl, "and I think Ma will allow me to go."

"Upon my word!"

exclaimed

the

host.

"This is the
all my life that I
heard a bunch of children expressing a desire
Shakespeare has set for all
to go to school.
first

time in

time the picture of the schoolboy with a

snail's

pace trudging unwillingly to school."
"Ah, ah!" said Pearl's mother. "But Shakespeare never lived in Los Angeles and in the
days of the moving picture."
"True," assented Compton. "All rules fail
in Los Angeles, a city which may rightly be
called 'different.' I'm glad you are all ready

good news for you. 'Imitation' has brought me in a large sum of money.
But I don't think it is really mine at all.
Bobby here, imitating everybody, gave me the
for school.

first

idea

I've got

—the

germ

of the story.

Then I

got to thinking of what sort of people were
most likely to imitate. There was just one

—

answer children. Next I thought of you
three, Peggy, Pearl and Francis. After that

:
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it

was easy

I

am

to

work out

the plot.

Now,

while

keeping a comfortable sum for myself,
my pocket a check for each one

I have here in

of you calling for fifteen hundred dollars

and
you draw.
your mothers, and
:

that has nothing to do with the salary

I have already spoken to

they are

all

willing for

you

to take nine

months'

work and go to
The check is intended to pay for your
education; and who knows but by next June

vacation from moving-picture
school.

have another scenario for just you four!"
There was a moment of wondering silence.
Then Pearl arose, smiling more engagingly
than ever.
"Oh, thank you, dear Uncle Compton," and
curtsied deeper than on any former occasion.
Bobby next arose, and with a smile not unI'll

like Pearl's said

"Oh, thank you, dear Uncle Compton," and
duplicated the curtsy of Pearl.

Francis and Peggy, wondering what the
laughter from the

each in turn

made

grown

folks

was

all

about,

the selfsame speech in the

selfsame way.

Mr.

Compton

in

struggling

straight face while witnessing the

to

keep

a

new "Imita-
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moment

that he
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was on the

point of an apoplectic seizure.

"Suppose we say grace," he suggested.
Within a few minutes, the table was cleared,
everybody taking a hand. The next thing was
*

the entertainment.

"Look

Mrs. Sansone," whispered
Compton. "Do you and the other women take
the children into Bobby's room and arrange a
program. Besides Peggy's violin playing and
Pearl's dancing, we want Bobby and Francis
to do some little stunt, too. Get them ready
in fifteen minutes at the least.
Meantime, I
want to have a word with Mrs. Vernon."
Presently the two were alone, standing beneath the picture of the guardian angel.
"Barbara, you remember your remarking
this morning that you had something to say to
here,

me?"
"Distinctly, John.

But

since that time I

have seen and learned so much that I have
many things to say to you."

ever so

"But what was

it

you intended

this

morn-

ing?"

when I saw your face on the
San Luis Obispo last night, I went

"This, John:
screen in
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back to the years when you and I were so much
1 recalled how I had refused you
together.
because I couldn't bring myself to marry a
man who did not believe in God. I think still

my

that I was right in

decision, but I feel

that I should have been gentler,

more

patient.

was young and severe. And last night I felt
met you again, I would try to
explain how sorry I was not for what I did,
I

that, if ever I

way

which I did it."
"And I," returned Compton, "have been
thinking of you always, indeed, but almost
constantly since I picked Bobby up from the
roadside, and I've recalled bitterly my leaving you as abruptly and in a temper. Every
but for the

in

night for the past three weeks I have said

over and over again

Newman's 'Lead, Kindly

Light,' and I have over

and over reflected each
time in sorrow and, I hope, true contrition on
the line,

Tride ruled

past years.'
fidel

and

my

my will: remember not
my father was an in-

Barbara,

mother never bothered about

reli-

gion."

"I should have considered that," said Barbara.

"However, that only extenuates

my conduct.
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want to ask you a very
Did you love me in those

I

serious question.

days?"
tk

John dear, whether I can
myself
make
plain in answering. I liked you
immensely and I was so /.lose to the border
I don't know,

line of love that it

was only by a strong strug-

gle that I didn't cross

it.

Had

I yielded to

your request that night, love would, I am sure,
have come in the yielding."
"Oh, what a fool I was!" exclaimed Compton. "I was at the gate of Paradise and
turned my back on it, and went out into the
night and I have been dwelling in outer darkness since. Barbara, since I left you, I've been
no good. I have been light, frivolous, irre;

My

amounted to nothtalents, I have
any
ing.
If God gave me
buried them. All this was true till the coming of Bobby. Bobby came and he brought
you back. Before God, I believe I am a
changed man. I have seen the light and tomorrow I will arise and go into my Father's
sponsible.

career has

To-morrow I am to be received into
Sunday I go to Holy Communion. Of course, I do not know the future.
house.

the Church, and on
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How do I know whether
severe and not go back?
lieve I

am

a

I shall be able to per-

But

changed man.

honestly, I be-

I believe and I

hope."

"I have

known

faith to

move mountains,"

observed Barbara.

"Now, Barbara, you know how
little

I love your

boy."

"And
how he

more," assented Barbara, "I

know

loves you."

"Taking this into consideration, do you think
you could possibly love me?"
"John," said Barbara, holding out her hand
to him, "there's no thinking about it after this
wonderful day. I love you with all my heart."
"Oh, I say," cried Bobby, a second later, and
seeing what he gaw suddenly ceased to speak.
"Come here, Bobby," said Compton, recovering his composure quickly. "I want to ask
you a question. What relation are you to me?"
"First," answered Bobby, "you were my
aunt; then you were my grandfather, then you
were my nephew. Just at present you are my
uncle."

"And, dear Bobby, how would you
to be

like

me

your father?"

Bobby looked

at his blushing

mother and
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one,

now
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the other,

he delivered a hearty kiss and a hug to each,

then throwing himself

flat

on the

floor,

he

closed his eyes and said softly but joyously:

"Good

night!"

CHAPTER XVII
THE FOUR CHILDREN AROUSE SUSPICION, UNTIL
WITH THE MOST MOMENTOUS EVENT IN
THIS NARRATIVE, ALL IS MADE CLEAR
screamed Bobby, arising and
rushing into his own room, "we're going to have a marriage in our family."
Then, truly, did pandemonium break loose.
There was no need of further explanation: the
situation was too clear; one had but to look
on Compton and Barbara to know that they
were betrothed. The three mothers fell upon
Barbara, while the children, who one and all
loved the transformed Compton, smothered
that embarrassed young gentleman with hugs

Say,

and

folks,"

kisses.

"Attention!" cried

Compton

as with kind

but firm hands he disengaged himself from the
four affectionate aggressors.

Each and every one
cordially invited to

"Listen, please.

you here present is
be present at the wedof

ding."
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"When?"

cried

all.

me

see,"

and Compton, as he spoke,

"Let

wrinkled the brow of calculation.

Sunday, the banns

"On

next

on the
wedding

will be read, also

second and third Sunday.

Then

the

on some day of that very week.
Barbara?"
"Saturday," she promptly made answer.
"I don't want to be critical, Barbara, but
why put it to the very end of the week?"
"First, John, Saturday is Our Lady's day."
"Good!" said Peggy.
"And secondly, it's the day when the children are free from school."
Thereupon the children were by way of ini-

will follow

What day

shall it be,

*

tiating a

new pandemonium but
;

the resource-

Compton, bellowing that it was time for
them all out of the
room and called for the first number.
Peggy played with taste and feeling. She
was of Italian blood, of a race that for art
stands, I believe, first and foremost in the
modern world and her art went into her graceful fingers and returned in the sweet notes that
rippled from her bow. Francis recited and, of
ful

the performance, bundled

;

course, acquitted himself to the taste of every

one present.

Pearl's dance, under the circum-

"
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was an incarnation of spring a spring
of smiles and youth and fragrant innocence.
Then arose Bobby and brought the spectators
stances,

out of fairyland.

"Ladies and gentlemen," he announced, "I
will

now

give you

John when he

is

a,,

correct picture of

Uncle

shaving himself.

Standing without any properties of any sort,
in imperceptible water, rubbed his face, and then lath-

Bobby dipped an imaginary brush

ered himself with

invisible

soap.

Next he

honed an unseen razor upon a similar strop,
and proceeded to go through the motions of
shaving.
To such an extent did he succeed
in reproducing the faces Compton was wont
to make, that the victim of all this fun lost
two buttons from his vest, both of them flying
off when Bobby went through the motions of
cutting himself.

"That settles it," said Compton, when Bobby
had ended his performance with a caricature of
Pearl's curtsy.
"We've had enough for tonight.
The hour is early it's only ten but
to-morrow I am to be received into the Catholic Church, and I think I ought to have a little

—

—

solitude."

"Are you going

to shave?" asked Francis.

ALL

IS

MADE CLEAR
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restraining himself

he should loose another button.
"If you were," answered the youth,
should like to look on."
lest

"I

Thereupon the happy party broke up.
"Good night, dear," said Compton to Barbara, when all had left the room, including
Bobby, who had graciously accompanied the
departing guests to the

"Aren't they

street.

a wonderful set of children?"

"They show

to

some degree what God

orig-

inally intended us all to be," said Barbara.

"What
said the

a pity that they must

all

grow up!"

happy man.

"Is it possible," asked John Compton two
weeks later, "that our four children are getting
worldly-minded ?"
"I hope not, John," answered Barbara.
The two were
It was a lovely afternoon.
which, since
suite,
former
seated in Compton's
the engagement, had remained Barbara's and
Bobby's temporary home.
<c
Well, they show such an unusual interest
in our wedding clothes," Compton went on,
"that I do not

time I go to

know what to make

my

tailor,

Every
Bobby and

of

I discover

it.
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Francis either with him or hovering about the
neighborhood, and they always look guilty

when

I

come upon them.

Once Peggy and

Pearl were there, too. I asked the tailor what
it all meant, and he laughed and answered that
the children were very

much

interested

in

my bridal garments. I don't like to see children of their age making such a fuss about
styles."

"Now

you bring the subject up," said
Barbara, "I recall that Peggy and Pearl every
time they come here and there's not a day
that they don't
ask to see my trousseau, and
show an interest that I cannot account for.
They ask all sorts of questions."
"There's another thing," resumed Compton.
"Several times I have caught the four of them
that

—

—

something or other with intense
am I seen than they
grow embarrassed and drop their engrossing
subject. For all that, they are, in every other
respect, so lovely, they're all studying so well,
that I can't bring myself to think they are
discussing

earnestness but no sooner
;

getting worldly."

"And

John, Bobby and Peggy and
Francis go to communion every day.
Not
only that, but they make a longer thanksgivbesides,

ALL

IS

MADE CLEAR

ing than most grown people.

They
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are the last

to leave the church; so I can't imagine any-

thing
Pearl,

wrong about them. And sweet little
who reminds me of the Peri at the gate

of Paradise, not exactly disconsolate, but wist-

comes every morning, with them, and says
her little prayers with all the reverence and
devotion of childish love and innocence."
ful,

4<

My idea of Paradise,"

John meditated,

"is

place like Los Angeles, with beautiful
smooth-shaven, green lawns thrown in flow-

a

—

ers

and foliage and sunshine

were.'

But

to

remain

'as

you

the inhabitants of this Paradise
'

are to be

all

loyed by the

children in their innocence, unallittle failings

which go to show

from Adam, and who
grow up."

that they are descended

are never, never to

Then

in a

body entered the

little

four, who,

after a cordial interchange of greetings, timidly

begged to

see the bridal dress.

The betrothed pair looked
They were mystified.

at each other.

"Say, Uncle John," said Bobby, who, with
Francis, quickly lost interest in the modiste's
"Creation," "is it true that you've been pro-

moted?"
"I've been

made a Director

for the

Lantry

"

'.
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Studio,

if that's

what you mean, Bobby, and

they have accepted

my new

scenario at a price

bigge? than what they paid for 'Imitation.'

"You're going to be rich, uncle."
know about that. But whether I'm
rich or not, you are provided for, my dear. At
least, putting together the money you have
earned this summer with what I have added
to it, and turning it into Liberty Bonds, which
I have been able to buy up at a price yielding
six per cent on the investment, the income will
yield enough to carry you through your schooliys, and when you are done with classes, the
"I don't

principal will be intact

and enough

to give

you

a fair start in life."

"But," objected Bobby, "I thought the
money I earned was going to Mama to help her

pay

off that debt."

"You
claimed

needn't worry about that, Bobby," ex-

Mr.

Compton.

"Yesterday

your

mother sent a check canceling the entire obShe wasn't as poor as we imagined."
"And then, John," put in Barbara, "when
you gave me
ligation.

—

But Compton smiling amiably put

his

hand

over her mouth.

The two

girls

were

still

studying the dress

ALL
u
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Can it be vanity ?"

the
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two asked themselves.

All they could do was to suspend judgment.

was Saturday morning, brighter, more
fragrant, more Paradise-like than any morning, so John and Barbara averred, in the
golden weather history of Los Angeles. The
wedding was over, the most notable wedding
ever held in the Church of the Blessed Sacrament. The moving-picture world was there,
the moving-picture world, and his wife and
It

daughters, and, to a surprising extent, his
sons.
filled.

The

church, a bower of beauty,

was

All was over, and the happy couple,

no other than Agnes
Regan, by the best man, Mr. J. Heneman, and
supporting the weeping bridesmaid, Bernadette Vivian, were moving in stately fashion
preceded by a flower

down

the

aisle.

girl,

As

they left the vestibule,

there were, thank goodness, no showers of rice

and other

idiotic

performances,

idiotic,

be-

cause out of place at the church. Nevertheless, there was another form of demonstration.

Two

camera men from the Lantry Studio
were on hand with their moving-picture
cameras, and with them Ben Moore, the head
of the Scenario Department.
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"Stop where you are," commanded Ben.
"We're going to take you."
"Don't object, my own," whispered Comp"We really owe it to the Lantry people.
ton.
Go on, Ben, and tell us what to do."
"By the way," continued the groom, "what
on earth has become of the little four? I
haven't seen or heard of them all the morn-

—

ing."

"They told me they had permission to go
up in the choir loft," answered Mrs. Compton.
"Bobby left at six, one hour and three-quarters
before we started for church. He had something on his mind. Well, Ben, why don't you

—

go on and shoot?"
"Wait," said Ben severely.
The groom and bride were standing before
the main door of the church, with the best man
and bridesmaid next them on their proper
sides.

"Move back, you two men to one side, and
you two women to the other to give place to
the procession.
Now, boys, shoot," commanded Ben.

As

the bridal party obeyed Moore's curt

injunctions,

there

issued

forth

from

the

church, Bobby, dressed in every detail like

—
ALL

MADE CLEAR

IS
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Compton; on his arm, Peggy, arrayed like
Mrs. Compton. Behind them, came Francis,
another Heneman, his arm supporting Pearl,
an improved replica of the

fair

Bernadette

Vivian.

"By George,*'
moment thinking
tion.

cried

Compton, never for a

of the cameras

now

in opera-

"This explains the whole thing.

The

!"

monkeys
The young mischief-makers,

little

well out of the

church, placed themselves in front of the real
bridal

group,

replicas.

in

front

Four innocent

of

their

respective

faces then broke into

owners made Pearl's famous
curtsy to an imaginary audience.
Upon this, Bobby turned and presenting a

smiles, while their

rose to

Compton,

said:

" 'Imitation: "
"Is:' announced
flower to Barbara.

Peggy,

"The Sincerest," added
Heneman.

presenting

the

Francis, with a rose

for

"Flattery" ended Pearl, addressing the

fair

Bernadette.

Then Compton caught Bobby in his arms;
and Barbara caught Peggy in her arms; and

Heneman

caught Francis in

his

arms; and
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Bernadette caught Pearl in her arms; while
the cameras clicked furiously, until they

and Ben Moore announced
without rehearsal, they had shot the
thing ever seen in any moving picture.
stopped,

OTHE END.
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Barraud,

S.J.

2 vols., net, $4.50.

net, $1.00.

Lings.

OUTLINE MEDITATIONS.

Cecilia

net, fi-75-

PATHS OF GOODNESS, THE.
RESCHt:, SJ.

net,

Ga-

STORIES FOR FIRST COY
CANTS. Keller, net, $0.60.
SUNDAY MISSAL, THE. Lasance.
Im. leather, limp, red edges, $1.50.

$1.25.

POCKET PRAYER-BOOK.

Cloth.

net, $0.2-.

THINGS IMMORTAL, THE.
resche,

Ga-

net, Sr.25.

S.J.

POLICEMEN'S AND FIREMEN'S THOUGHTS ON THE RELIGIOUS
COMPANION. McGrath. $0.3-;.
LIFE. Lasance. Im. leather, limp,

PRAYER-BOOK FOR RELIGIOUS.
i6mo.

Lasance.

red edges,

net, $2.00..

Imitation leather,

THOUGHTS AND AFFECTIONS ON
THE PASSION OF JESUS CHRIST
PRAYERS FOR OUR DEAD. McFOR EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR.
Grath. Cloth, $0.35; im. lea., $0.75.
limp, red edges, net, $2.00.

PRISONER OF LOVE.
by Father Lasance.

Prayer-Book
Im. leather,

Bergamo,

net,

$3.25.

TRUE SPOUSE OF CHRIST.

Liguori

net, $1.75.

limp, red edges, $1.50.
EVERLASTING, THE
PRIVATE RETREAT FOR RELIG- VALUES
Garesche, S. J. net, $1.2
IOUS. Geiermann.C.SS.R. net,$2.$o.
REFLECTIONS FOR RELIGIOUS. VENERATION OF THE BLESSED
<;.

Lasance.

VIRGIN.

net. $2.00.

REJOICE IN THE LORD.
Book by Father Lasance.

Prayer$1.75.

CROWN OF MARY.

ROSARY, THE

net,

$0.85.

HOUR,

VIGIL

THE.

Ryan,

S.J.

Paper, *$o.i2.

Dominican Father. i6mo, pap., *$o.i2. VISITS

RULES OF LIFE FOR THE PASTOR
OF SOULS. Slater-Rauch. net,

Rohner-Brennan.

TO JESUS IN THE TABER-

NACLE.

Lasance. Im.

leather, limp,

red edges, $1.75.

TO THE MOST HOLY SACRAMENT. Liguori. net, $0.90.
WAY OF THE CROSS. Paper, *$o.o8.
WAY OF THE CROSS. Illustrated.
VISITS

$1.50.

SACRED HEART BOOK.
Book by Father

Prayer-

Lasance.

Im.

leather, limp, red edges, $1.25.

SACRED HEART STUDIED IN THE
SACRED SCRIPTURES.
SatnTRAIN.

Method

of

Alphonsus Liguori.

St.

*$o.i5.

net. $0.85.

OF THE CROSS, THE.
SACRIFICE OF THE MASS WORTH- WAY
Very large-type edition. Method of St.
ILY CELEBRATED.

Chaignon,

Alphonsus Liguori.

*$o.2o.

WAY OF THE CROSS. Eucharistic
method. *$o.is.
net, $0.85.
S.J.
WAY OF THE CROSS. By a Jesuit
SERAPHIC GUIDE, THE. $1.00.
Father.
*$o.2S.
SHORT MEDITATIONS FOR EVERY
WAY OF THE CROSS. Method of St.
DAY. Lasausse. net, $0.8
S.J.

net, $2.75.

SECRET OF SANCTITY.

Crasset,

%.

Francis of Assise *$o.is.
SHORT VISITS TO THE BLESSED
SACRAMENT. Lasance. net, $0.25. WITH GOD. Prayer-Book by Father
SODALIST'S VADE MECUM, net,
Lasance. Im. leather, limp, red edges,
$i.75-

AND

SOLDIERS'
PANION.

SAILORS' COMMcGrath. Vest-pocket

shape, silk cloth or khaki.

$0.35.

SOUVENIR OF THE NOVITIATE.
Taylor,

net, $0.85.

SPIRIT OF SACRIFICE, THE. AND
THE LIFE OF SACRIFICE IN
THE RELIGIOUS STATE. Giraud.
Buckler, O.P.
Zulueta,

YOUR

net, $1.25.

S.J.

S.J.

Ga-

net, $1.25.

OWN HEART.

Garesche, S.J.

net, $1.25.

net, $0.85.

Paper,

THE.

ETERNAL.

INTERESTS

Garesche',

CONSIDERATIONS. YOUR
S.J.

GUIDE,

Father Lasance.

by

YOUR NEIGHBOR AND YOU.

SPOILING THE DIVINE FEAST. YOUR
de

MAN'S

Prayer-Book

Seal grain cloth, stiff covers, red edges,
Im. leather, limp, red edges,
$1.25.
$1.50; gold edges, $2.00.

resche,

net, $3.00.

SPIRITUAL

YOUNG

*$o.oS.

^SOUL'S

Garesche,

S.J.

SALVATION.

net, $1.25.

THEOLOGY, LITURGY, HOLY SCRIPTURE, PHILOSOPHY,
SCIENCE, CANON LAW
Black or Red Amer. morocco, gold
ALTAR PRAYERS. Edition A: EngIll

lish

B:

Edition
net, $1.75net, $2.00.

and Latin,

German -English-Latin,

ANNOUNCEMENT BOOK.

umo.

net, $3.00.

edges, net, $15.00;

Red Amer. morocco

gold stamping and edges, ne/, $17.50.
Red finest quality morocco, red under gold edges, net. $22.00.

BAPTISMAL RITUAL. i2mo. $i.so. MORAL PRINCIPLES AND MEDICAL PRACTICE. Coppens, S.J.BENEDICENDA. Schulte. ^,$2.75.
r

f»,

B UREAL RITUAL.

Cloth, net, $2.50;

sheepskin, net, $3.75.
S.J.

2 vols,

9uter,

net, $6.00.

HISTORY.

net, $2.50.

NEW TESTAMENT

Gigot.

net,

PASTORAL THEOLOGY.

^$2.75.

Stang.

net,

TEACHING CONCERN-

CHRIST'S

LNG DIVORCE.

CLERGYMAN'S
LAW.

Spalding, SJ.

OUTLINES OF

v

CASES OF CONSCIENCE.
Gigot.

PENALLEGISLATION IN THE NEW
CODE OF CANON LAW. Ayrinhac,
OF

net, 1i$2.75-

HANDBOOK

Scanlon.

S.S.

net, $2.25.

net, $3.00.

FOR PEW COLLECTION AND RECEIPT
RECORD
COMBLNATION
BOOK. Indexed. 11 X 8 inches, net,
SMALL PARISHES, net. $8.00.

COMMENTARY ON THE PSALMS.
PHILOSOPHIA MORALI, DE.
Berry, net, $3.50.
COMPENDIUM SACRJE LITURGLE.
SJ. Half leather, net, $2.75.
Wapelhorst, O.F.M.

ECCLESLASTICAL
Thein.
(

3

net,

Wfe.oo.

DICTIONARY.
mor.

4to, half

net, $6.50.

ENERAL INTROD UCTION TO THE
STUDY OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.

Gigot.

net,

H$4.oo.

McHugh, O.P. net, $0.60.
Manuale Synodi Diocesan as ac Provincialis Cele-

PRAXIS SYNODALIS.
brandae.

net, $1.00.

QUESTIONS OF MORAL THEOLOGY.

GENERAL INTROD UCTION TO THE
Slater, S J. net, $3.00.
STUDY OF THE HOLY SCRIP- RECORD OF BAPTISMS.
TURES.

Abridged edition.

Gigot.

net, <I$2.75-

HOLY BIBLE, THE.
size.

Large type, handy

Cloth, $i.so.

HYMNS OF THE BREVIARY AND
MISSAL, THE.

Britt, O.S.B.

net,

$6.00.

THE

JESUS LIVING IN
Millet. S.J.-Byrne.

PRIEST.

net, $3.25.

LIBER STATUS ANIMARUM,

Russo,

PREPARATION FOR MARRIAGE.

700 entries,

net,

$7.00.

140c entries, net, $9.00.
2100 entries, net, $12.00.

200 pages,

400 pages,
600 pages,

RECORD OF CONFIRMATIONS.
net, $6.00.
RECORD OF FIRST COMMUNIONS, net, $6.00.
RECORD OF INTERMENTS, net,
$6.00.
RECORD OF MARRIAGES. Size

or
Parish Census Book. Large edition,
size, 14 x 10 inches.
100 Families.
200 pp., half leather, net, $7.00; 200
Families.
400 pp. half leather, net,
$8.00; Pocket Edition, net, $0.50.

400 pages, 1400
600 pages, 2100

entries,
entries,

RITUALE COMPENDIOSUM.

Cloth,

CATECHETICS.

SHORT HISTORY OF MORAL THE-

MANUAL OF HOMLLETICS AND
mann.

Schlech-Lueber-

14X 10 inches. 200 pages, 700 entries,
net, $7.00.
net, $9.00.
net, $12.00.
net,

$1.25; seal, net, $2.00.

OLOGY.

net, $2.25.

Slater, S J.

net, $0.75.

MANUAL OF MORAL THEOLOGY. SPECIAL INTRODUCTION TO THE
Slater, SJ. 2 vols, net, $8.00.
STUDY OF THE OLD TESTAMARRIAGE LEGISLATION IN THE
MENT. Gigot. Part I. net, U$2.75.
NEW CODE. Ayrinhac, S.S. net, Part H, net, H$3-25.
$2.50.
SPIRAGO'S METHOD OF CHRISMARRIAGE RITUAL.
»,$2.5o; sheepskin,

Cloth/gilt edges,
edges, n, $3.75.

Paper,

net,

MISSALE

TIAN DOCTRINE.

Messmer.

net,

gilt

MJE OF MOSES AND MODERN
HIGHER CRITICISM.
Gigot.
r So.i5.

ROMANUM.

TEXTUAL CONCORDANCE OF THE
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Williams.
net.$s-7S-

Benziger

Brothers' Authorized Vatican Edition.

WHAT CATHOLICS HAVE DONE
FOR SCIENCE.

Brennan.

ne/,$i.so.

IV.

CHRISTIAN MYSTERIES.
mElli, D.D.-Byrne.

SERMONS

Bono-

4 vols.,

net, $9.00.

ECCLESIASTICAL YEAR.
c.eisser, S.J.

Porr-

2 vols., net, $5.00.

SERMONS ON OUR BLESSED LADY.
MOUY. 2 vols., net, S4.00.
Flynn. net, $2.50.
HOMILIES ON THE COMMON OF SERMONS ON THE BLESSED SACSAINTS. Bonomelli-Byrne. 2 vols.,
RAMENT. Scheurer-Lasance. net,
EIGHT-MINUTE SERMONS.

De-

net, S4.50.

HOMILIES ON THE EPISTLES AND SERMONS ON THE CHIEF CHRISGOSPELS. Bonomelli-Byrne. 4 vols.,
TIAN VIRTUES. Hunolt-Wirth.
net, $9.00.

net, $2.75.

MASTER'S WORD, THE, IN THE SERMONS ON THE DUTIES OF
EPISTLES

AND

GOSPELS. Flynn.

2 vols., net, $4.00.

CHRISTIANS.

Hunolt-Wirth.

net, $2.75.

POPULAR SERMONS ON THE CAT- SERMONS ON THE FOUR LAST
ECHISM.
3 vols.,

Bamberg-Thurston,

S.J.

net, $8.50.

SERMONS.

Canon Sheehan.

net,

$3.00.

SERMONS

FOR

MASSES.

CHILDREN'S

Frassinetti-Lings.

net,

FOR THE

SERMONS

SUNDAYS
AND CHIEF FESTIVALS OF THE
V.

THINGS. Hunolt-Wirth.
Hunolt-Wirth.

SINS.

net,

$2.75.

SERMONS ON THE VIRTUE AND
THE SACRAMENT OF PENANCE.
Hunolt-Wirth.

net, $2.75.

SERMONS ON THE MASS, THE SACRAMENTS AND THE SACRAMENTALS.

Flynn.

net, $2.75.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, HAGIOLOGY, TRAVEL

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
TIUS

net,$2.7s.

SERMONS ON THE SEVEN DEADLY

ST. IGNA- LIFE OF CHRIST.
LOYOLA. O'Connor, S.J.
nan. Blustrated.

CAMILLUS

DE

Sister of Mercy,

Businger-BrenHalf morocco,

gilt

edges, net, $15.00.

net, $1.75.

LELLIS.

By

a

net, $1.75.

LIFE OF CHRIST.
INGER-MUXLETT.

Illustrated.

Bus-

net, $3.50.

CHILD'S LIFE OF ST. JOAN OF LIFE OF CHRIST. Cochem. «,$o.8s.
ARC. Manntx. net, $1.50.
LIFE OF ST. IGNATIUS LOYOLA.

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF
THE CATHOLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES.
Burns, C.S.C. net, $2.50.
HISTORY OF THE CATHOLIC
CHURCH.

Brueck.

2

vols., net,

Genelli,

S.J.

net, $0.85.

LIFE OF MADEMOISELLE LE
GRAS. net, $0.85.
LIFE OF POPE PIUS X. Illustrated.
tiet,

$3. so.

LIFE OF

THE BLESSED

Rohner.

VIRGIN.

net, $0.85.

HISTORY OF THE CATHOLIC LITTLE LIVES OF THE SAINTS
CHURCH. BusrNGER-BRENNAN. net,
FOR CHILDREN. Berthold. net,
$0.75.

HISTORY OF THE CATHOLIC LITTLE PICTORIAL LIVES OF THE
CHURCH.
Businger-Brennan.
SAINTS. With 400 illustrations.
net,

H$o.75-

net, $2.00.

HISTORY OF THE PROTESTANT LIVES OF THE SAINTS. Butler.
REFORMATION.
Cobbett-GasPaper, $0.25; cloth, net, $0.85.
quet. net, $0.85.
LOURDES. Clarke, S.J. net, $0.85.
HISTORY OF THE MASS. O'Brien. MARY THE QUEEN. By a Rrflgnet, $2.00.

ious.

net, $0.60.

HOLINESS OF THE CHURCH IN MIDDLE AGES, THE. Shahan. net,
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
$.3.00.
Kestpf, S.J. net, $2. 75.
MILL TOWN PASTOR, A. Conroy,
LIFE OF ST. MARGARET MARY
S.J. net. $1.75.
ALACOQUE. Illustrated. Bougaud. NAMES THAT LIVE IN CATHOLIC
net, $2.75,
HEARTS. Sadlier. net, $0.85.

OUR OWN
O.S.A.

RITA.

ST.

RAMBLES IN CATHOLIC LANDS.

Corcoran,

Barrett, O.S.B.

net, $1.50.

Illustrated. »,$3.5o.

PATRON SAINTS FOR CATHOLIC ROMA. Pagan Subterranean and Modern Rome in Word and Picture. By
YOUTH. By M. E. Mannix. Each
life

Rev. Albert Kuhn, O.S.B., D.D.
Preface by Cardinal Gibbons. 617
pages. 744 illustrations. 48 full-page
inserts, 3 plans of Rome in colors.
8^x12 inches. Red im. leather, gold
net, $12.00.
side,

attractive colored

separately in

paper cover with illustration on front
cover. Each 10 cents postpaid; per
25 copies, assorted, net, $1.75- per 100
copies, assorted, net, $6.75. Sold only
in packages containing 5 copies of
one title.
For Boys: St. Joseph; St. Al«ysius;
St. Anthony;
St. Bernard; v St.
Martin; St. Michael; St. Francis
Xavier; St. Patrick; St. Charles;

ROMAN CURIA AS IT NOW EXISTS.
Martin,

St. Philip.

The above can be had bound

in 1 vol-

ume, cloth, net, $1.00.
For Girls: St. Ann; St. Agnes;
St. Rose of Lima;
Teresa;

trated,

SAINTS

net,

AND

Ayscough.

PLACES.

Illustrated,

By John
net, $3.00.

SHORT LIVES OF THE SAINTS.
Donnelly, net, $0.90.
STORY OF THE DIVINE CHILD.

Margaret.

ume, cloth,

net, $2.75.

ST.
JOHN BERCHMANS.
Delehaye, S.J.—Semple, S.J. net, $1.50.

St.

St.
Cecilia; St. Helena; St. Bridget;
St. Catherine; St. Elizabeth; St.

The above can be had bound

net, $2.50.

S.J.

ST. ANTHONY. Ward, net, $0.85.
ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISE Dubois,
S.M. net, $0.85.
ST. JOAN OF ARC. Lynch, S.J. Illus-

in 1 vol-

Told for Children.

$1.00.

Lings,

net, $0.60.

PICTORIAL LIVES OF THE SAINTS. STORY OF THE ACTS OF THE
With nearly 400 illustrations and over
APOSTLES.
Lynch, S.J.
Illus600 pages,

trated,

net, $5.00.

POPULAR LIFE OF
L'abbe Joseph,

net,

ST.

PRINCIPLES, ORIGIN

AND ESTAB-

LISHMENT OF THE CATHOLIC
SCHOOL SYSTEM IN THE UNITED
STATES.

Burns, C.S.C.

Each,

Illustrated.
Board covers, net} $0.25;
Also an edition in
French and Polish at same prices.

per 100, $22.50.

net, $2.50.

VI.

FATHER FINN'S BOOKS.

JUVENILES
CUPID OF CAMPION.

THAT FOOTBALL GAME, AND
WHAT CAME OF IT.
THE FAIRY OF THE SNOWS.
THAT OFFICE BOY.
HIS FIRST AND LAST APPEARANCE.
MOSTLY BOYS. SHORT STORIES.
FATHER SPALDING'S BOOKS.
Each, net, $1.00.
SIGNALS FROM THE BAY TREE.
HELD IN THE EVERGLADES.
AT THE FOOT OF THE SANDHILLS.
THE CAVE BY THE BEECH
FORK.
THE SHERIFF OF THE BEECH
FORK.
THE CAMP BY COPPER RIVER.
THE RACE FOR COPPER ISLAND.
THE MARKS OF THE BEAR

net, $1.00.

ON THE RUN.

BOBBY IN MOVIELAND.
FACING DANGER.
HIS LUCKIEST YEAR. A Sequel to
" Lucky Bob."

LUCKY BOB.
PERCY WYNN;
BOY OF HIM.

TOM PLAYFAIR;

OR,
OR,

net, $2.75.

WOMEN OF CATHOLICITY. Sadlier. net, $0.85.
WONDER STORY, THE. Taggart.

TERESA.

$0.85.

MAKING A
MAKING A

START.

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT; OR, HOW
THE PROBLEM WAS SOLVED.

HARRY DEE; OR, WORKING IT
OUT.
ETHELR ED PRESTON; OR, THE
ADVENTURES OF A NEWCOMER.
THE BEST FOOT FORWARD;
AND OTHER STORIES.
" BUT THY LOVE AND THY
GRACE."

CLAWS.
8

THE OLD MILL ON THE WITH- FACING DANGER. Finn, SJ.
$1.00.
ROSE.
THE SUGAR CAMP AND AFTER. FAIRY OF THE SNOWS. Finn,
net, $1.00.
ADVENTURE WITHTHEAPACHES.
Ferry,

Nirdlinger.

GOLD

net,

$0.85.

net,

Waggaman.

TOxNY.

$1.25.

THE FURNACE. FIVE BIRDS.IN A NEST.

IN

Copus, SJ.

AS

FINDING OF

net, $0.60.

ALTHEA.
AS

net,

net, $1.35.

TRUE AS GOLD.

Manndc.

net,

Delamare.

$0.85.

FIVE O'CLOCK STORIES.
Religious,

By

HILLS.

Spalding,

net, $1.00.
net,

S. J.

Schaching,

nit,

net, $1.00.

BETWEEN FRIENDS.

Aumerle.

net, $0.85.

Melandrl net, $0.60.
POST-OFFICE.
BLISSYLVANIA
BISTOURI.
Taggart.

net, $0.60.

BOBBY IN MOVIELAND.

Finn, S.J.

net, $1.00.

BOBO'LINK. Waggaman.

net, $0.60.

Egan.

net, $1.25.

FOR THE WHITE ROSE.

Hinkson.

$0.60.

BERKLEYS, THE. Wight. net,Zo.6o. FRED'S
Smith,
BEST FOOT FORWARD, THE. Finn,
SJ.

a

net, $0.85.

AT THE FOOT OF THE SAND- FLOWER OF THE FLOCK.
BELL FOUNDRY.

net,

S J.

DAUGHTER.

LITTLE
net, $0.60.

FREDDY CARRS ADVENTURES.
Garrold, S J. net, $0.85.
FREDDY CARR AND HIS FRIENDS.
Garrold, SJ. net, 80.85.
GOLDEN LILY, THE. Hinkson. net,
GREAT CAPTAIN, THE. Hinkson.
net, $0.60.
HALDEMAN CHILDREN, THE.

Manndc. net, $0.60.
BROWNIE AND I. Aumerle. n,%o.%$BUNT AND BELL. Mulholland. HARMONY FLATS. Whitmire. net,
$0.85.
net, $0.60.
"BUT THY LOVE AND THY HARRY DEE. Finn, S J. net, $1.00.
HARRY RUSSELL. Copus, SJ. net,
GRACE." Finn, SJ. net, $1.00.
BY BRANSCOME RIVER. Taggart.
HEIROF DREAMS, AN. O'Malley.
net, $0.60.
net, $0.60.
CAMP BY COPPER RIVER. SpaldHELD IN THE EVERGLADES.
ing, SJ. net, $1.00.
Spalding, SJ. net, $1.00.
CAPTAIN TED. Waggaman. »,$i.25.
CAVE BY THE BEECH FORK. HIS FIRST AND LAST APPEARSpalding, S J.

ANCE.

nc*,$i.oo.

CHILDREN OF CUPA.

Manndc.

net,

Finn, S J.

net, $1.00.

HIS LUCKIEST YEAR.

Finn, SJ.

net, $1.00.

CHILDREN OF THE LOG CABIN. HOSTAGE OF WAR,
Delamare.

net, $0.85.

net,

A.

Bonesteel.

$0.60.

CLARE LORAINE. " Lee." n, $0.85. HOW THEY WORKED THEIR WAY.
Egan. net, $0.85.
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT. Finn, SJ.
net, $1.00.
IN QUEST OF ADVENTURE. Manndc. net, $0.60.
COBRA ISLAND. Boyton, SJ. net,
IN QUEST OF THE GOLDEN
S
CHEST. Barton, net, $0.85.
CUPA REVISITED. Manndc. net,
JACK. By

CUPID OF CAMPION.

Finn,

SJ.

Waggaman.

net,

JACK HILDRETH ON THE NILE.

net,

JUNIORS OF

Taggart.
Nirdlinger.

DIMPLING'S SUCCESS.

ST. BEDE'S.

Bryson.

5.

Finn, SJ.

Series,

net, $1.00.

EVERY-DAY GIRL, AN.
$0.60.

ROUND TABLE. First
Series,
net, $0.8
JUVENILE ROUND TABLE. Second

Mulhol- JUVENILE

net, $0.60.

ETHELRED PRESTON.
net,

net, $0.85.

net, $0.85.

$0.85.

land.

Waggaman.

net, $0.60.

net, $1.00.

DADDY DAN.
$0.60.
DEAR FRIENDS.

a Religious, H.C.T. »ef,$o.6o.

JACK-O'LANTERN.

Crowley.

net, $0.85.

KLONDIKE PICNIC,
net, $0.85,

A.

Donnelly.

LEGENDS AND STORIES OF THE PILGRIM FROM IRELAND.
not. net, $0.60.
HOLY CHILD JESUS. Lutz. net,

PLAYWATER PLOT, THE.

$0.85

LITTLE APOSTLE ON CRUTCHES.
Delaware,

net $0.60.

man.

Car-

Wagga-

net, $1.25.

POLLY DAY'S ISLAND.

Roberts.

FROM BACK EAST. net, $0.85.
POVERINA. Buckenham. net, $0.85.
Roberts, net, $0.60.
LITTLE LADY OF THE HALL. QUEEN'S PAGE, THE. Hinkson. net,
$0.60.
Ryeuan. net, $0.60.
LITTLE MARSHALLS AT THE QUEEN'S PROMISE, THE. WaggaLITTLE GIRL

man. net, $1.25.
LAKE. Ndcon-Roulet. net,$o.8s.
LITTLE MISSY. Waggaman. net, QUEST OF MARY SELWYN.
entia.

$0.60.

LET.

Taggart.

Spald-

net, $1.00.

ing, S.J.

net, $1.25.

Clem-

net, $1.50.

LOYAL BLUE AND ROYAL SCAR- RACE FOR COPPER ISLAND.

TOMMY COLLINS.
LUCKY BOB. Finn, S.J. net,$i.oo. RECRUIT
Bonesteel. net, $0.60.
MADCAP SET AT ST. ANNE'S. Brunowe. net, $0.60.
ROMANCE OF THE SILVER SHOON.
MAD KNIGHT, THE.

Schachtng.

Bearne,
ST.

net, $0.60.

S.J.

net, $1.25.

CUTHBERT'S.

Copus,

S.J.

net,

MAKING OF MORTLAKE. Copus,
$1.25.
net, $1.25.
SANDY JOE. Waggaman. net, $1.25.
S.J.
MAN FROM NOWHERE. Sadlier. SEA-GULL'S ROCK. Sandead. net,
net, $0.85.
$0.60.
MARKS OF THE BEAR CLAWS. SEVEN LITTLE MARSHALLS.
Spalding, S.J. net, $1.00.
Nixon-Roulet. net, $0.60.
MARY TRACY'S FORTUNE. Sad- SHADOWS LIFTED. Copus, S.J.
leer,
net, $0.60.
net, $1.25.
MILLY AVELLNG. Smith. ^,$0.85. SHERLFF OF THE BEECH FORK.
MIRALDA. Johnson, net, $0.60.
Spalding, S.J. net, $1.00.
MORE FIVE O'CLOCK STORIES. SHIPMATES. Waggaman. net, $1.25.
By a Religious, net, $0.85.
SIGNALS FROM THE BAY TREE.
MOSTLY BOYS. Finn, S.J. net, $1.00.
Spalding, S.J. net, $1.00.
MYSTERIOUS DOORWAY. Sadlier. STRONG ARM OF AVALON. Wagnet, $0.60.
gaman. net, $1.25.
MYSTERY OF HORNBY HALL. SUGAR CAMP AND AFTER. Spald
Sadlier. net, $0.85.
ing, S.J. net, $1.00.
MYSTERY OF CLEVERLY. Barton. SUMMER AT WOODVILLE. Sadnet, $0.85.
lier. net, $0.60.
NAN NOBODY. Waggaman. »,$o.6o. TALES AND LEGENDS OF THE
NED RIEDER. Wehs. net, $0.85.
MIDDLE AGES, de Capella. net,

NEW SCHOLAR AT
Brunowe.

ST.

ANNE'S.

$0.85.

TALISMAN, THE.

net, $0.85.

Sadlier. «e;,$o.85-

OLD CHARLMONT'S SEED-BED. TAMING OF POLLY. Dorse*, net,
Smith, net, $0.60.
$1.25.
OLD MILL ON THE WITHROSE. THAT FOOTBALL GAME. Finn, S.J.
Spalding,

S.J.

ne/,.5i>i.oo.

net,

$1.00.

ON THE OLD CAMPING GROUND. THAT OFFICE BOY. Finn, S.J. net,
Mannix. net, $0.85.
$1.00.
ON THE RUN. Finn, S.J. «e*,$i.oo. THREE GIRLS AND ESPECIALLY
PANCHO AND PANCHITA. ManONE. Taggart. net, $0.60.
nix.
net, $0.60.
TOLD IN THE TWILIGHT. Salome.
PAWLINE ARCHER.

Sadlier.

net,

Finn,

S.J.

PERIL OF DIONYSIO.

Mannix.
net,$o.%s-

TOM'S LUCK-POT. Waggaman.

net,%i.oo.

net, $0.60.

PETRONILLA. Donnelly.
PICKLE AND PEPPER.
nct>%i.is,

net, $0.85.

TOM LOSELY; BOY. Copus,
net, $i.2 S
TOM PLAYFAIR. Finn, SJ.

$0.60.

PERCY WYNN.

S.J.

.

net,

$1.00.

Dorsey.

net,

$0.60.

TOORALLADDY,

Walsh.

»ef,$o.6o.

TRANSPLANTING
Waggaman.

OF

TESSIE.

UPS

AND DOWNS OF MARJORIE

Waggaman.

net, $1.25.

net, $0.60.

TREASURE OF NUGGFr MOUN- VIOLIN MAKER. Smith, net, $0.60.
TAIN. Taggart. net, $0.85.
THE
APACHE
TWO LITTLE GIRLS. Mack, net, WINNETOU,
KNIGHT.

UNCLE FRANK'S MARY.
tta.

Clemen-

steel,

net, $1.50.

VII.

ISABEL

C.

ELS.

Taggart.

$0.85.

net,

YOUNG COLOR GUARD.

Bone-

net, $0.60.

NOVELS

CLARKE'S GREAT NOV- DENYS THE DREAMER. Hinkson.
Each,

net, $2.00.

net, $2.00.

CARINA
AVERAGE CABINS.
THE LIGHT ON THE LAGOON.
THE POTTER'S HOUSE.

DION AND THE

TRESSIDER'S SISTER.
URSULA FINCH.
THE ELSTONES.
EUNICE.
LADY TRENT'S DAUGHTER.

ELSTONES, THE. Clarke, net, $2.00.
EUNICE. Clarke, net, $2.00.
FABIOLA. Wiseman, net, $0.85.
FABIOLA'S SISTERS. Clarke, net,

CHILDREN OF EVE.
THE DEEP HEART.
WHOSE NAME IS LEGION.

SIBYLS.

Keon.

net, $0.85.

ELDER MISS AINSBOROUGH, THE
Taggart.

net, $0.85.

$0.85.

FATAL BEACON, THE.

Brackel.

net, $0.85.

FAUSTULA.
FINE CLAY.

FINE CLAY.
PRISONERS' YEARS.

Ayscotjgh.

Clarke,

net. $2.00.
net, $2.00.

FLAME OF THE FOREST.
net, $2.00.
FORGIVE AND FORGET.

THE REST HOUSE.
ONLY ANNE.
THE SECRET CITADEL.
BY THE BLUE RIVER.

Bishop.

Lingen.

net, $0.85.

GRAPES OF THORNS. Waggaman.
net, $0.85.

ALBERTA: ADVENTURESS.
mtte.

L'Er-

net, $2.00.

HEART OF A MAN.

Maher.

net,

$2.00.

AVERAGE CABINS. Clarke, n, $2.00. HEARTS OF GOLD. Edhor. n, $0.85.
BACK TO THE WORLD. Champol. HEIRESS
CRONENSTEIN.
OF
Hahn-Hahn.

net, $2.00.

net, $0.85.

HER BLIND FOLLY. Holt, net,
Earls, SJ. net, $1.50.
her Father's daughter. HinkBLACK BROTHERHOOD, THE.
son. net, $2.00.
Garrold, S.J. net, $2.00.
HER FATHER'S SHARE. Power.
BOND AND FREE. Connor, n, $0.85.
net, $0.85.
BUNNY'S HOUSE. Walker, n, $2.00. HER JOURNEY'S END. Cooke.
BY THE BLUE RIVER. Clarke.
net, $0.85.
net, $2.00.
IDOLS; or THE SECRET OF THE
CARINA. Clarke, net, $2,00.
RUE CHAUSSE D'ANTIN. de
CARROLL DARK Waggaman. net,
Navery. net, $0.85.
$0.85.
IN GOD'S GOOD TIME. Ross, net,
BARRIER, THE.

Baztn.

net $1.65.

BALLADS OF CHILDHOOD.

CIRCUS-RIDER'S
Brackel.

net,

Poems.

DAUGHTER.
Clarke,

CONNOR D'ARCY'S STRUGGLES.
net, $0.85.

CORINNE'S VOW. Waggaman.

net,

son.
$2.00.

A.

Hink-

Clarke,

net,

THE DAYS OF KING HAL.

Taggart.

net,

net, $0.85.

IVY HEDGE, THE. Egan. net, $2.00.
KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS.

LADY

Clarke,

net, $2.00.

DEEP HEART, THE.

IN

Harrison,

$0.85.

DAUGHTER OF KINGS,

Staniforth,

net

$2.00.

Bertholds.

$0.85.

IN SPITE OF ALL.

$0.85.

CHILDREN OF EVE.

net, $0.85.

TRENT'S

DAUGHTER.

net. $2.00.

LIGHT OF HIS COUNTENANCE.
Hart,

net, $0.85.

ENGLISH CATHOLIC NOVELLIGHT ON THE LAGOON, THE
ISTS. net, $0.85.
Clarke, net, $2.00.
CROSS, THE. Wallace, net.
RUBY
"LIKE UNTO A MERCHANT."
net, $2.00.

Gray,

LITTLE CARDINAL. Parr. »,$i.6s. RULER OF THE KINGDOM. Keon.
LOVE OF BROTHERS. Hinkson. net,
SECRET CITADEL, THE. Clarke.
$2.00.
MARCELLA GRACE. Mclhollaxd. Se'cRET^OF THE GREEN VASE.
Cooke, net, $0.85.
MARIEOF THE HOUSE D'ANTERS.
Earls, SJ.

SHADOW OF EVERSLEIGH.

net, $2.00.

MARIQUITA. Ayscough.
MELCHIOR OF BOSTON.

net,

L'Ermtte.

SO AS BY FIRE. Connor, net, $0.85.
SON OF SIRO, THE. Copus, S.J.

KN.

$2.00.

Benson.

$2.00.

net, $2.00.

net, $2.00.

STORY OF CECILIA, THE.

net, $1.65.
MISS ERIN. Francis. »<;/, $0.85.
MR. BILLY BUTTONS. Lecky. net, STUORE. Earls,

ery.

S.J.

Hinkson.

nd.S1.50.

TEMPEST OF THE HEART.

$165.

MONK'S PARDON, THE. de Nav$0.85.

NOT A JUDGMENT.

Gray.

net, $0.85.

Cooke,

net,

TEST OF COURAGE. Ross, net, $0.85.
THAT MAN'S DAUGHTER. Ross.

Keon.

net,

THEIR CHOICE.

net, $0.85.

MY LADY BEATRICE.

Lans-

$0.85.

SHIELD OF SILENCE. Henry-Rut-

MIRROR OF SHALOTT.
net,

downe.

Earls,

net, $0.85.

S.J.

MIGHTY FRIEND, THE.
net,

net, $2.00.

net, $0.85.

$1.65.

Skinner,

net, $0.85.

THROUGH THE DESERT.

Sien-

kiewicz. net, $2.00.
ONLY ANNE. Clarke, net, $2.00.
Ayscough. n,$2.oo.
OTHER MISS LISLE. Martin, net, TIDEWAY, THE.SISTER.
Clarke.
TRESSIDER'S
$0.85.
$2.00.
net,
net,
OUT OF BONDAGE. Holt,
MASTER
OF
TRUE STORY
GERARD. Sadlier. net, $1.65.
OUTLAW OF CAMARGUE. deLa-

mothe.

net, $0.85.

PASSING SHADOWS. Yorke.

net,

$1.65.

PERE MONNIER'S WARD.

Lecky.

net, $1.65.

POTTER'S HOUSE, THE.

Clarke.

net, $2.00.

PRISONERS' YEARS.
$2.00.

Clarke,

net,

DAUGHTER, THE,

PRODIGAL'S

AND OTHER

STORIES.

Bugg.

net, $1.50.

PROPHET'S

WIFE.

Browne,

net,

2

RED INN OF
lier.

ST.

LYPHAR.

net, $0.85.

REST HOUSE, THE.
$2.00.

Sad-

Clarke,

net,

ROSE OF THE WORLD. Martin.

TURN OF THE TIDE, TEE. Gray.
net, $0.85.
UNBIDDEN GUEST, THE. Cookf.
net, $0.85.
THE CEDARS AND THE
UNDER TI
STARS. Canon Sheehan.

net, $2.00.

UNRAVELLING OF A TANGLE,
THE. Taggart. net, $1.25.
UP IN ARDMUIRLAND. Barrett,
O.S.B.

net, $1.65.

URSULA FINCH. Clarke, net, $2.00.
VOCATION OF EDWARD CONWAY,
THE.

Egan.

net, $1.65.

WARGRAVE TRUST, THE.

Reid.

net, $1.65.

WAR MOTHERS. Poems. Garesche,
SJ. net, $0.60.
WAY THAT LED BEYOND, THE.
Harrison,

net, S0.85.

__

WEDDING BELLS OF GLENDAnet, $0.85.
LOUGH, THE. Earls, S.J. n, $2.00.
ROUND TABLE OF AMERICAN
CATHOLIC NOVELISTS. 1wr.S0.85. WHEN LOVE IS STRONG. Keon.
net, $1.65.
ROUND TABLE OF FRENCH CATH„
WHOSE NAME IS LEGION. Clarke.
OLIC NOVELISTS, net, $0.85.
net, $2.00.
ROUND TABLE OF GERMAN
_
CATHOLIC NOVELISTS. ne/.So.Ss- WOMAN OF FORTUNE, A. Re©.
net, $1.65.
ROUND TABLE OF IRISH AND

^
^
<*/<£
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